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Abstract 

 

Background:  In a globalized world, educational international mobility of high school 

students is an important instrument to improve young peoples’ global citizenship and 

transnational human capital, which, in turn, are essential for functioning in modern 

societies, overcoming potential cultural barriers, and combating discrimination. From the 

adolescents’ perspective, immersing in a new culture implies substantial changes in their 

ecological systems and offers them many unique experiences and opportunities for 

achieving autonomy and forming their identity. However, they also confront a series of 

significant challenges, which have been shown to affect their psychological adaptation 

and put them at particular risk of experiencing loneliness. Host-cultural behavioral 

engagement is an important instrument for the successful completion of and profiting 

from international mobility. It also helps to adapt to the new country and reducing the 

possible negative effect of those challenges. My PhD project aims to examine the process 

of host-cultural behavioral engagement, focusing on its relationship with other 

acculturation dimensions (e.g. home-cultural behavioral engagement) and elements (e.g. 

attitudes), its development, individual and psychological predictors, and effects on 

psychological adaptation and the perceived loneliness of young people in the new country. 

Methods: I analyzed data from the first four waves of the six-wave longitudinal project 

MAPS – Mobility and Acculturation Experiences of Students using growth curve models 

and crossed-lagged panel models in R. A total of 1,299 German high school students who 

stayed abroad during the school year 2016/17 were included in the analyses. 

Results: The analyses reveal the configuration and development of the different 

dimensions and elements of acculturation in a sample of high school students abroad. 

Host-cultural behavioral engagement is influenced by individual predictors, such as 

acculturation attitudes and norms, multicultural self-efficacy, and personality, and by 

home-cultural behavioral engagement, but also by psychological adaptation in the first 

weeks of the stay abroad. A higher level of host-cultural behavioral engagement can also 

improve the students’ psychological adaptation and reduce the experience of loneliness 

abroad. 

Conclusion: The findings shed light on an important life event in adolescence and 

connect to and expand on previous research. They also offer many starting points for 

future research on acculturation. Building on them, practical implications for adolescent 

sojourners, their parents and teachers, and exchange organizations are provided.
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“Why do you go away? So that you can come back. So that you can see the place you 

came from with new eyes and extra colors. And the people there see you differently, too. 

Coming back to where you started is not the same as never leaving.” 

Terry Pratchett, A Hat Full of Sky (2010, p. 494) 

1 Introduction 

International mobility of high school students is a global phenomenon that 

involves students from 14 to 18 years old. These students leave their country of residence 

for a period of higher education abroad from a few months to an entire school year. 

Participating in such experience, adolescents will be able to grow personally and learn 

about themselves, become global citizens, and increase their intercultural competence, 

foreign language capabilities, and knowledge of foreign countries and their institutions. 

Engaging in the culture of the new country, i.e. host-cultural behavioral 

engagement, is an important instrument for completing these tasks. Furthermore, 

sojourners’ involvement (i.e. the cultivation of host-culture contacts, the use of the host-

country language, and the participation in host-culture practices) serves as catalyst for 

learning from concrete host-culture experiences (Kolb, 1984; Yamazaki & Kayes, 2004) 

and is also crucial for their adjustment in the new culture (Pedersen et al., 2011). 

However, being confronted with new cultural influences in a novel and unknown setting 

without the direct support of their parents, peers, and teachers at home, can evoke feelings 

of homesickness and loneliness. These feelings may hinder this engagement and, in turn, 

the success of the stay abroad and the performance of the set tasks. 

To date, research on host-cultural behavioral engagement has mainly targeted 

permanent migrants, adolescents with a migration background, or sojourning college 

students and has usually neglected adolescent sojourners. Despite numerous studies 

focusing on the consequences of host-cultural behavioral engagement for the adaptation 

and mental health of migrants in a new culture (i.e. Yoon et al., 2013), there has been 

little systematic research on the psychological predictors of the process itself. In addition, 

most of this research has a cross-sectional design and only few longitudinal studies have 

investigated changes over time. I am also not aware of any studies that address loneliness 

as an indicator of psychological adaptation in high school students during a stay abroad.  

The aim of the present dissertation is to investigate how high school exchange 

students can successfully complete an academic year abroad in terms of their individual 
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differences. The focus of my dissertation is, therefore, the host-cultural behavioral 

engagement, i.e. the degree of involvement of these students in the host-culture through 

performing behaviors that aim at adjusting to this host-culture in different domains of life. 

In this dissertation, using a longitudinal design I examine the configuration and 

development of acculturation, specifically host-cultural behavioral engagement. I also 

investigate under which individual differences – attitudes, perceived subjective norms, 

multicultural self-efficacy, and personality factors – high school students may better 

engage to the host-culture and how this engagement contributes to preventing loneliness, 

as well as may also promote the psychological adaptation of the adolescents abroad.  

Chapter 1 serves as the introduction to this dissertation, in which I establish the 

theoretical background of my empirical contributions. I describe the characteristics of, 

and tasks involved in, the international mobility of high school students and of 

adolescence. I also define host-cultural behavioral engagement and place it within the 

acculturation framework, presenting the historical development of the different models 

of acculturation. This analysis highlights the research gaps and problems of the current 

models by explaining the experience abroad of high school students as they were 

developed for samples of permanent migrant or college students. Chapters 2, 3, and 4 

present my empirical contributions on the basis of the longitudinal research project 

“MAPS – Mobility and Acculturation Experiences of Students.” In Chapter 2, I 

investigate the development over time and the individual predictors of host-cultural 

behavioral engagement. As acculturation behavior can be understood as deliberate 

behavior (Berry, 1997), the theory of planned behavior (Ajzen, 1985) provides a suitable 

generic framework for the definition of individual predictors of host-cultural behavioral 

engagement. Since spending a high school year abroad far away from family and friends 

may put student sojourners at a particular risk of experiencing loneliness, in Chapter 3 I 

focus on how host- and home-cultural behavioral engagements deal with the challenges 

of the new living environment. Both kind of engagement are expected to have important 

implications for the development of loneliness over the course of an educational stay 

abroad. Loneliness, in turn, may affect the engagement of the high school students. In 

Chapter 4, I investigate how personality traits protect or risk the behavioral engagement 

with a host-culture and the psychological adaptation in such a novel, ambiguous, and 

uncertain situation for adolescents where they may use their own schemes and models of 

action in their attempt to convert the strange situation into a familiar one (Caspi & Moffit, 

1993). Finally, the results of the empirical studies will be discussed in Chapter 5.  
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1.1 International student mobility 

Modern globalization is a process of interaction between countries, companies, 

and individuals that affects not only commercial and business sectors, but also culture 

and political systems, the environment, development and economic prosperity, and 

human welfare (Altbach & Knight, 2007).  Globalization has especially had a profound 

effect on education systems worldwide in the last decades (Barragán Codina & Leal 

López, 2013). The expansion of the world’s economies, the resulting interdependence of 

cultures and populations, and the development of technologies of transportation and 

communication are reducing the experience of distance and transforming societies, 

bringing us closer to one another (Boyd & Mitchell, 2005; Lewis, 2016). As a result, 

globalization also pushes education toward greater international involvement and 

contributes to the expansion of educational development in a process called the 

“internationalization of education” (Altbach & Knight, 2007). While “globalization may 

be unalterable, […] internationalization involves many choices” (Altbach & Knight, 

2007, pp. 290–291). Therefore, internationalization is seen as the response to 

globalization by individuals, groups, and social institutions that “actively seek to cross 

national borders in pursuit of social, economic, political or cultural benefits” (Mitchell & 

Nielsen, 2012, p. 10). In the case of the internationalization of education, the response to 

globalization includes two interrelated goals: education on global citizenship and the 

acquisition of transnational human capital.  

On the one hand, global citizenship “entails being aware of responsibilities 

beyond one’s immediate communities and making decisions to change habits and 

behavior patterns accordingly” (Schattle, 2009, p. 12). Education on global citizenship 

focuses primarily on three dimensions (Morais & Ogden, 2011; Tarrant et al., 2014): (1) 

social responsibility in terms of concern for others, for society at large, and for the 

environment; (2) global awareness in terms of the understanding and appreciation of 

one’s self in the world and of world issues; and (3) civic engagement in terms of 

commitment with local, regional, national, and global community issues in an active way. 

On the other hand, transnational human capital refers to person-related knowledge and 

skills acquired by individuals, which allow them to operate and succeed in different fields 

beyond the individual nation-state (Gerhards & Hans, 2013). In other words, transnational 

human capital is the response to the increased demand for skills and qualifications 

resulting from the globalization process. Specifically, it consists of three different types 
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of competencies: (1) learning abilities and foreign language capabilities; (2) personal 

development and intercultural competence, achieving intercultural understanding and 

overcoming cultural barriers; and (3) knowledge of foreign countries and their institutions 

(Barragán Codina & Leal López, 2013; Carlson et al., 2014; Weenink, 2014). In this 

sense, “knowledge has become a factor of production” (Barragán Codina & Leal López, 

2013, p. 49). 

International student mobility is one of the main mechanisms of 

internationalization in education for achieving global citizenship and transnational human 

capital (Knight, 2003), and perhaps the oldest (Barragán Codina & Leal López, 2013). It 

refers to students and scholars temporarily moving abroad to obtain a degree or training 

in a specific discipline (Barragán Codina & Leal López, 2013; Levent, 2016). In fact, it 

is “the most important element in the development of students’ global citizenship 

identity” (Hendershot & Sperandio, 2009, p. 45) and “one of the best opportunities to 

acquire transnational human capital” (Gerhards & Hans, 2013, p. 112).  

Different research findings demonstrate the effectiveness of such programs in 

gaining the responsibilities for global citizenship – for example, global awareness and 

knowledge and cultural openness (e.g. Di Gregorio, 2015; Paige et al., 2009) –  as well 

as in acquiring and improving the different skills that form the transnational human 

capital, such as learning ability and language competence (e.g. Davidson & Lecik, 2010; 

Hadis, 2005; Luo & Jamieson-Drake, 2015), personality development and intercultural 

competence (e.g. Petersdotter et al., 2017; Greischel, et al., 2016, 2018; Hutteman et al., 

2015; Zimmermann & Neyer, 2013; Zimmermann et al., 2020; Zimmermann et al., 2021), 

and knowledge of cultures and institutions (e.g. Cisneros-Donahue et al., 2012; Van Hoof 

& Verbeeten, 2005). Statistics also show the growing trend not only of students 

participating in such programs, but also of governments promoting experiences abroad 

through the introduction of student exchange programs such as ERASMUS (Duerden et 

al., 2018; European Commission, 2020; OECD, 2020). 

However, the notion of acquiring global citizenship and transnational human 

capital through study abroad is not without problems. By promoting individual 

competition and unbalancing the chances to participate, it may extend and expand the 

conceptions of individualism and neocolonialism (Carlson et al., 2014; Mason & Thier, 

2017). Indeed, the growing importance of international mobility is also related to the 

various efforts of an expanding middle class to win cultural capital (Bourdieu, 1986; 

Lewis, 2016). Achieving cultural capital permits, in turn, the improvement or maintaining 
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of its own class position through education (Carlson et al., 2014). Currently, the growing 

number of university graduates, triggered by the educational expansion, is devaluating 

educational certificates (Carlson et al., 2014). The individual acquisition of transnational 

human capital may hereby be interpreted as holding one’s own in “positional 

competition” (Brown, 2000) and gaining distinction achievements over those who do not 

possess such capital (Lörz & Krawietz, 2011). Additionally, international mobility 

highlights the privilege of having sufficient resources both to live in another country and 

to attend and study at a school or university other than one’s own (Hovey & Weinberg, 

2009; Lutterman-Aguilar & Gingerich, 2002; Mason & Thier, 2017; Weenink, 2014). In 

fact, the students’ socioeconomic background seems to be the strongest predictor of 

participating in an exchange program (Hübner et al., 2021). To some extent, this may be 

contradictory to the intended goals of student exchanges, such as intercultural 

understanding or overcoming cultural barriers, as it may reproduces or reinforces already 

existing social distortions. 

The focus of the present dissertation is on the international mobility of high school 

students. As an institutional program, international mobility of high school students is 

supposed to help those students between 14 and 18 years old to become acquainted with 

the new country. This kind of program comes in many shapes and forms, mainly varying 

in the duration of the experience (from a few months to an entire school year), the 

destination country, the degree of immersion (e.g. in a host family vs. in a dorm), and the 

curricular foci (Duerden et al., 2018). High school students participating in an exchange 

program are a special type of migrant. They can be categorized as sojourners because 

their relocation is temporary as they stay for one academic year and usually have a fixed 

return date. Their stay is also voluntary since their contact with the new culture is 

intentional (from the data of MAPS, only one person of 1,225 claimed to be forced to 

participate by her parents). Finally, their occupation abroad is attending school and 

learning and not working or doing a paid activity, which would be the case of expatriates, 

another kind of sojourners. 

Since 2002, more than 11,000 German high school students per year have 

participated in an exchange program to study abroad for a few months or the entire school 

year (weltweiser, 2019) – at least until the start of the coronavirus health crisis at the end 

of 2019 (OECD, 2020). Each year, about two thirds of these students are female 

(Gerhards & Hans, 2013), most of them 16 years old (Weichbrodt, 2014), and come from 
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Western Germany and were Gymnasium1 students (weltweiser, 2019). In Germany, more 

than 100 different private organizations plan and coordinate the student exchange 

programs (Hübner et al., 2021; weltweiser, 2019). These organizations take care of most 

of the arrangements such as finding a host family and a high school in the host-country 

(Hübner et al., 2021; weltweiser, 2019). In 2018, the USA (4,535) and Canada (2,046) 

were the most popular countries of destination (weltweiser, 2019). By participating in this 

kind of experience, high school students may be able to mature personally and increase 

their intercultural knowledge and competence, foreign language capabilities, and 

knowledge of foreign countries and their institutions, thereby becoming global citizens 

and increasing their own transnational human capital in a globalized world. However, the 

fee for participation in an annual program may represent a high hurdle for financially 

worse-off families than for wealthier ones, despite the existence of student grants. 

Weichbrodt (2014) estimated the fee to be between 5,500 and 20,000 euros, depending 

on the organization and the host-country. This might explain the differences in 

participation not only between Western and Eastern Germany but also the greater number 

of Gymnasium students (weltweiser, 2019). Therefore, the international mobility of high 

school students can be perceived as an elite phenomenon. 

1.2 Adolescent sojourners 

When talking about the international mobility of high school students, we are 

dealing with teenagers between 14 and 18 years old in the middle of adolescence. 

Adolescence is a complex stage of development greatly influenced by the geographical, 

historical and social context as well as by the family environment (Bronfenbrenner, 1974, 

1977). Development always emerges from interactions of individuals with their contexts, 

such as the family, the school, or the neighborhood in which their lives are embedded 

(Boyce et al., 1998; Duerden & Witt, 2010; Gotlieb et al., 2006; Huttemann et al., 2015). 

Adolescence is characterized by dramatic biological, psychological and social changes, 

which almost take at the same time in just a few years and interact with each other and 

with the context (Adams & Berzonsky, 2003; Gowers, 2005; Koepke & Denissen, 2012; 

Laursen & Hartl, 2013). In developmental psychology, the overarching goal of these 

developmental changes is to enable adolescents to move towards a direction of increasing 

 
1 One of the three school systems in Germany, together with Realschule, and Hauptschule, that prepares 

students for a university education. 
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adaptability to the context and to develop and act independently on the path towards 

becoming adults (Masten, 2006; Motti-Stefanidi, Asendorpf, & Masten, 2012).  

Adolescents exert their human agency, i.e. they do not stay passive to the changes 

they are experiencing, and, thus, influence the course of their own development, within 

the opportunities and limits of the circumstances of their contexts (Bronfenbrenner & 

Morris, 2006; Motti-Stefanidi, Berry, et al., 2012). In order to bridge the gap between 

childhood and adulthood, adolescents need to complete mainly two major developmental 

tasks: acquiring autonomy and constructing their own identity (Coleman & Hendry, 1998; 

Erikson, 1968). These normative tasks apply to all adolescents in Western individualized 

countries, such as Germany, regardless of their ethnic background or immigrant status 

(Jugert & Titzmann, 2020; Motti-Stefanidi, Asendorpf, & Masten, 2012; Sroufe et al., 

2005). Thus, these normative developmental tasks reflect what parents, peers, or teachers 

expect from all adolescents in a particular context and moment in history (Jugert & 

Titzmann, 2020). The first task, acquiring autonomy, consists of the process by which 

adolescents begin to assert control over their lives and learn to govern themselves (Allen 

et al., 1994; Jugert & Titzmann, 2020). They should be encouraged and supported in 

making important decisions for themselves, even though they may be not particularly 

adept at making the best decisions and will make mistakes. The second task, constructing 

the own identity, is a process of individuation by which adolescents develop, through 

experimentation, their own unique identity, with their likes and dislikes, personality traits, 

moral standards, and values (Allen et al., 1994; Coleman & Hendry, 1998). It is expected 

that, at the end of adolescence, teenagers define themselves by their peers and the world 

around them.   

Although, in general, most adolescents do well in accomplishing these 

developmental tasks (Simpson, 2001), the process of achieving these goals is not without 

difficulties. On the one hand, the quest for greater autonomy also includes a certain 

separation. This separation leads adolescents to distance themselves from their parents, 

families and caregivers, while, at the same time, they may not yet be fully integrated into 

the social world of their peers (Goossens, 2018). On the other hand, identity exploration 

and formation could also lead to conflicts with former friends and other peers, as they too 

are in the process of finding themselves. Thus, their identities may develop in different 

ways and adolescents may be forced to choose between social acceptance and personal 

growth (Kiuru et al., 2010; Laursen & Pursell, 2009). The struggle to achieve autonomy 

and identity might therefore lead to different kinds of negative emotions, such as 
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loneliness, social anxiety, stress, depression, or even suicidal thoughts and intentions 

(Caputi et al., 2017; Danneel et al., 2019; Goossens, 2018; Laursen & Hartl, 2013; Maes 

et al., 2019; Rudatsikira et al., 2007; Vanhalst et al., 2011). 

International mobility during the adolescent years is a great opportunity for 

adolescents’ personal growth and for them to strive for both autonomy and identity 

formation, but it can also pose certain risks and enhance the associated difficulties by 

completing those tasks to some extent. Adolescent sojourners face unique ecological 

circumstances, not shared by adolescent non-sojourners, that influence their personal 

development (Motti-Stefanidi, Asendorpf, & Masten, 2012). Immersing in a new culture 

at a very young age (14–18 years old) implies substantial changes in the socio-ecological 

systems of these adolescents (Bronfenbrenner, 1974, 1994; Ward & Geeraert, 2016).  

Adolescents studying abroad travel to another country with a particular culture 

and certain traditions and values (changes in the macrosystem), they leave their families 

and friends behind to live abroad in a new parental home (changes in the microsystem), 

which, in turn, may have different conditions such as a different socioeconomic status 

(changes in the exosystem), and they go to a new school where they meet new peers and 

teachers (changes in the microsystem) who belong to a new school system (changes in 

the macrosystem). In addition to this, as a study abroad takes place in a fixed period of 

time, the chronosystem also changes over time, which “makes possible examining the 

influence on the person’s development of changes (and continuities) over time in the 

environments in which the person is living” (Bronfenbrenner, 1986, p. 724). Leaving their 

families and friends at home, adolescents abroad gain substantial independence and get 

the chance to know themselves and to present themselves in a new context. Thus, 

international mobility may facilitate them to accomplish the developmental tasks of 

autonomy and identity formation. Additionally, an academic stay abroad during the high 

school years is an enriching learning experience and a great opportunity for adolescents. 

It can thereby provide them with the necessary tools for living in a globalized world, 

becoming global citizens and improving their transnational human capital. For example, 

during such a stay, they will be learning and improving foreign languages and 

communication skills as they interact with natives of the host-culture; developing an 

intercultural competence as they explore their cultural identities and heritage in contrast 

to the new one; and getting knowledge of foreign countries and their institutions (e.g. 

Greischel et al., 2018; Petersdotter et al., 2017; Schwarzenthal et al., 2017; Wolff et al., 
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2020; Wolff & Borzikowsky, 2018; Zimmermann et al., 2020; Zimmermann & Neyer, 

2013).  

However, the experience abroad can temporarily destabilize developmental 

processes. All those environmental changes disrupt their “previously existing social 

equilibria” (Caspi & Moffit, 1993, p. 247) and put the adolescents in novel, ambiguous, 

and uncertain situations. Students face these situations without a clear framework of 

action as they are still in a development process struggling to achieve autonomy and 

identity, and in the absence of role models or normative influences on psychological 

development as they do not have direct contact with their families, their usual peers, and 

caregivers. As high school students are forced to act without understanding which 

behaviors may be the most adaptive to cope successfully (Caspi & Moffit, 1993), a 

reorganization of the developmental system becomes necessary (Granic & Patterson, 

2006; Titzmann et al., 2008). Moreover, previous research suggests that the combination 

the developmental changes that occur during adolescence with experiences such as a 

school transition may be challenging for adolescents and their self-evaluations, academic 

performance and achievement, and behavior (Białecka-Pikul et al., 2019; Cole et al., 

2001; Simmons et al., 1987). Hence, the simultaneous confrontation with challenges that 

result from the developmental tasks of adolescence and those challenges that are inherent 

to a cultural exchange might put these students at a particular risk of negative 

psychological outcomes, such as stress, feelings of personal inadequacy, unfulfilling 

social relationships, and loneliness (Demes & Geeraert, 2015; Leung, 2001; Parr et al., 

1991; Rajapaksa & Dundes, 2002; Rokach, 2000, 2007; Rokach & Neto, 2000, 2005; 

Sawir et al., 2008).  

To sum up, in order to better understand the positive and negative consequences 

of a stay abroad during the developmental stage of adolescence, we have to understand 

the acculturation process they experience when living abroad. As adolescent sojourners 

face both developmental (i.e. Adams & Berzonsky, 2003; Nurmi, 1991) and acculturative 

immigration-related challenges (Phinney et al., 2001), an acculturative perspective to 

explain the special development of these sojourners living abroad for a specific time is 

needed to avoid oversimplifications (Jugert & Titzmann, 2020; Sam & Oppedal, 2003). 

Focusing on general patterns of normative development may ignore sojourner-specific 

needs and risks (Jugert & Titzmann, 2020; Killen et al., 2013; Sam & Oppedal, 2003).   
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1.3 Host-cultural behavioral engagement and acculturation 

Considering the particularities of adolescent sojourners, success for them in 

studying abroad refers to the degree to which they perform the international mobility 

tasks. These tasks refer to the development of knowledge and skills needed for global 

citizenship (social responsibility, global awareness, and civic engagement) and the 

creation of transnational human capital (language capabilities, intercultural competence 

and knowledge of foreign countries and their institutions). Additionally, they have to 

perform developmental tasks of adolescence, i.e. autonomy and identity formation. The 

performance of these different tasks emerges through a learning process “by which 

knowledge is created through the transformation of experience” (Kolb, 1984, p. 41). 

According to the experiential learning theory, experience is the catalyst for learning. From 

this perspective, learning is engaging in the new culture effectively to gain experiences. 

This however is necessary to enable and enhance the learning process of the high school 

students abroad (Kolb & Kolb, 2005). Therefore, host-cultural behavioral engagement is 

a crucial factor for success in international mobility.  

Host-cultural behavioral engagement refers to the involvement of high-school 

exchange students abroad by performing behaviors that aim at adjusting to the host-

culture in different domains of life, such as social contacts, language use, and 

school/study behavior. This construct might be best understood in reference to the 

acculturation framework and research. ‘Acculturation’ describes the encounter of two 

cultures and the cultural, psychological and behavioral changes that a group or a person 

experiences when two or more cultural groups or their individual members come into 

contact regularly (Berry, 2005; Berry et al., 2006). In cross-cultural psychology, the 

overarching goal of these acculturative changes is to enable migrants to move towards a 

direction of increasing adaptability to the context (Motti-Stefanidi, Asendorpf, & Masten, 

2012). The achievement of this goal is accomplished through the participation in the host-

culture, the maintenance of the home-culture, and the negotiation of the relation between 

their home- and host-cultures (Motti-Stefanidi Asendorpf, & Masten, 2012; Oppedal, 

2006; Titzmann & Lee, 2018; Ward, et al., 2001). The participation in the host-culture 

refers to the process of assimilating the cultural and social patterns of the receiving 

community and engaging with the host-culture (e.g. acquiring cultural-adequate skills and 

behaviors and familiarity with new social roles), which includes host-cultural behavioral 

engagement. The maintenance of the home-culture alludes to the process of practicing 
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cultural and social patterns of the culture of origin (e.g. exploring the home-cultural 

identity). And finally, the negotiation of the relation between their home- and host-

cultures refers to the process of bridging of cultural differences and dealing with negative 

acculturative experiences, such as discrimination).  

High school students who participate in an exchange program and start living in a 

new country enter directly in this process of acculturation. Therefore, as adolescent 

sojourners are developing organisms (Motti-Stefanidi, Asendorpf, & Masten, 2012; Sam, 

2006), their development process and their acculturation process co-occur. Thus, the 

changes that arise in the life phase of adolescence may overlay or interact with the 

changes occurring during the academic year abroad (Jugert & Titzmann, 2020; Michel et 

al., 2012; Motti-Stefanidi, Asendorpf, & Masten, 2012; Titzmann & Lee, 2018). 

Moreover, acculturation and adolescent development share some characteristics. Both 

involve changes at the individual level in terms of identity, values, attitudes, and 

behaviors aimed at the adaptation to the context and to their ecosystem (Sam & Opedal, 

2003). Those changes include existing phenomena, as well as some novel phenomena 

that are generated by the interaction with the context and the ecosystem. They intended 

to enable individuals to cope with the challenges derived from the situation – in the case 

of the acculturation process, from being within a new culture (Sam & Oppedal, 2003).  

However, there are differences in how acculturation and developmental research 

conceptualize those individual changes. On the one hand, acculturation research tends to 

understand those changes as a coping mechanism to deal with a stressful situation of being 

in an unfamiliar cultural context (Berry et al., 1987; Juang & Syed, 2019), or as the 

individual's need to learn specific skills to daily function and survive in that context 

(Masgoret & Ward, 2006; Pacheco, 2020). On the other hand, developmental research 

conceptualizes individual changes as the result of both biological and maturational 

processes and environmental learning (i.e. Adams & Berzonsky, 2003). In this sense, 

acculturation is basically conceived as a learning phenomenon, whereas development 

involves both learning and maturation. Sam and Oppedal (2003) appoint that biology and 

maturation are also central to acculturation: “Comprehensive cognitive structures are 

central to the perception and understanding of abstract cultural principles and symbols 

(e.g., role of maturation in language learning)” (p. 4). 

Additionally, high school students abroad are not mere passive subjects to those 

acculturation changes as they are not passive to adolescent changes (Bronfenbrenner & 

Morris, 2006; Motti-Stefanidi, Berry, et al., 2012). Thus, their experience living abroad 
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is neither passive nor static as they themselves will adopt a myriad of behaviors and skills 

to help them to adapt abroad (Titzmann & Lee, 2018). Therefore, acculturation is also a 

dynamic and fluid process (Kim, 2008, 2015; Ward & Geeraert, 2016), so that sojourners’ 

host-cultural behavioral engagement is expected to change during the stay abroad.  

Acculturation has been a key issue in understanding migration experiences and 

cross-cultural exchanges for decades and the interest in this field has increased 

exponentially as a result of historical and sociodemographic changes (e.g. Yoon et al., 

2013, for a review). Over the years, different models were developed to better explain 

and understand the acculturation process. The following attempts to be a detailed 

explanation of the principal acculturation models in chronological order. As the reader 

will see, the models are nested, so that each new model includes the previous one in one 

way or another. Most of these models have been developed on the basis of the experiences 

of permanent migrant adults and college exchange students. With the following analysis, 

I attempt to show the historical development of the acculturation concept to distinguish 

the perspective of this dissertation from others and offer a broader context in order to be 

able to present and embed further research perspectives and the needs of the research on 

adolescent sojourners.  

As there are many definitions of ‘culture’ and no clear agreement on which one is 

the most appropriate, it is important to notice, that in these models and for this 

dissertation, when talking about ‘cultures,’ ‘national cultures’ are meant. The notion of 

‘national culture’ assumes that the cultural delimitation is equivalent to the geographical 

delimitation of each country. This perspective has some disadvantages, but also many 

advantages. On the one hand, it neglects cultural variations within countries as living in 

the same country is not the only way to share a culture. Sharing a culture can also involve 

being from the same region, the same gender, the same generation, or the same social 

class (Hofstede, 1991, 1994). In fact, empirical research found that cultural values vary 

more within countries than between countries (Fischer & Schwartz, 2011). In addition, 

this perspective represents cultures as static and independent (Prashad, 2003), since the 

borders of countries, in general, are not constantly changing. On the other hand, this 

perspective is still a major source of cultural variations (Schwartz, 2013), as institutions 

such as schools, families, and political systems are immersed in a latent normative value 

system that, in turn, constitutes culture. Through these institutions, culture affects the 

beliefs and values of individuals. As a result, the perspective of national cultures is well 

suited to approach the research in a sample of adolescents as high school students 
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experience the change from families, schools, and institutions of their country of origin, 

in which they are immersed, to new families, schools, and institutions of the host-country.   

1.3.1 The acculturation framework 

First approximations of acculturation 

The following are some of the early conceptions of acculturation in the twentieth 

century (for an in-depth review throughout history, see Rudmin, 2009, or Castro, 2018).  

At the end of the nineteenth century and in the early twentieth, territorial expansion 

due to American colonialism led early social scientists and anthropologists to wonder 

how people of the colonies related to people of the empire. To this end, they focused on 

how those new “citizens” could become natives through cross-cultural imitation and 

complete absorption of the imperial culture (Powell, 1883, as cited in Rudmin, 2009). 

Hence, for those first researches, acculturation meant assimilation (Rudmin, 2009; Sam 

& Oppedal, 2003) and was defined as the process in which a host-culture absorbed and 

“digested” the culture of immigrants (Rumbaut, 2015). Consequently, immigrants were 

perceived as passive subjects, as “alien peoples [who] come to be incorporated […] with 

a community or state” (Park, 1914, p. 611), while natives from the host-country would 

have the responsibility of the task to incorporate them.  

Shortly before World War I, Park (1914) shifted the focus of assimilation to the 

immigrant. ‘Immigrant assimilation’ was the process in which an immigrant, once 

displaced from their home country, loses their traditions, ethnic language and cultural 

identity, and absorbs the traditions, ethnic language, and cultural identity of the host-

country. As of this moment, the immigrant themselves became the one responsible for 

their involvement and adaptation to the new country, freeing the host nationals from this 

task. 

In 1918, the first psychological theory of acculturation appeared in The Polish 

Peasant in Europe and America (Thomas & Znaniecki, 1918, as cited in Rudmin, 2009). 

From studying Polish immigrants in the USA qualitatively, Thomas and Znaniecki 

illustrated three forms of acculturation types: Bohemians, who adopt the host-culture and 

abandon their culture of origin; Philistines, who do not adopt the host-culture but preserve 

their culture of origin; and creative-type individuals, able to adapt to the host-culture 

while preserving their culture of origin (Rudmin, 2009). 

After the war, Park and Burgess (1921) updated the concept of assimilation by 

adjusting it to encompass the idea that the immigrants could not just lose their traditions, 
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ethnic language, and cultural identity, but could integrate them with the traditions, ethnic 

language, and cultural identity of the host-culture: “a process of interpenetration and 

fusion in which persons and groups acquire the memories, sentiments, and attitudes of 

other persons and groups, and, by sharing their experience and history, are incorporated 

with them in a common cultural life” (p. 735). They also differentiated assimilation from 

acculturation, defining the latter as a learning process “by which one group or people 

learn from another, whether the culture or civilization be gotten by imitation or by 

inculcation. As there must be contact, acculturation is sometimes ascribed to ‘contagion’” 

(p.135).  

In the 30s, Redfield, Linton, and Herskovits expanded the term ‘acculturation’ as 

the process that “comprehends those phenomena which result when groups of individuals 

having different cultures come into continuous first-hand contact, with subsequent 

changes in the original cultural patterns of either or both groups” (Redfield et al., 1936, 

p. 149). This last definition is very close to the current definition of acculturation by Berry 

(i.e. 2005) presented on page 28. 

The unidimensional model of acculturation 

In 1964, Gordon presented a first model of acculturation which materialized those 

first conceptions of acculturation as assimilation (i.e. Park, 1914; Powell, 1883, as cited 

in Rudmin, 2009; Sam & Oppedal, 2003). The unidimensional model is a bipolar model 

of acculturation in which the ‘old culture’ (i.e. minority or home-culture) is at one end 

and the ‘new culture’ (i.e. majority or host-culture) at the other. From this perspective, 

acculturation is still close to the concept of assimilation proposed by Park (1914). 

Acculturation only describes the absorption of the characteristics of the host-culture by 

the migrants and the oblivion of the characteristics of their home-culture, including 

language, attitudes, and values. Consequently, depending on how strong the migrant’s 

own ethnic identity is, he or she will experience more or less stress in the assimilating 

process. This assimilation takes place in many layers and stages, such as linguistic, social, 

economic, legislative, civic, etc. (Gordon, 1964). 

From this point of view, acculturation would require the extinction of any form of 

ethnic or migrant identity in favor of an exclusively majority host cultural identity. 

Probably as a result of colonialism – which officially ended in 1960 according to United 

Nations Organization (UN, 1960) – this model presents an oppressive conception of 

acculturation, as it involves the superiority and domination of the majority’s way of being, 

and the assignment of inferiority and otherness to the migrant group (Ngo, 2008). If 
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acculturation supposes the total assimilation of the majority culture, it refuses diversity 

within a minority cultural group – in terms of gender, age, and so forth, as well as possible 

differences between minority cultural groups, for example, between permanent and 

temporary migrant groups. Moreover, the unidimensional model ignores the social, 

political, and economic structure of the dominant receiving culture and the social context 

where migrants are immersed, as well as its influence in the involvement of these 

migrants in the host-culture and the interaction between both.  

Finally, this model also presents a static and simple conception of acculturation. 

On the one hand, it does not include any difference among acculturation elements, such 

as attitudes and behaviors. On the other hand, it does not consider the development of 

acculturation, as it does not explain the migrants’ ups and downs of acculturating.  

The bidimensional model of acculturation 

The exposed critics to the unidimensional acculturation model led to a 

reformulation of acculturation, which resolves the former colonialist perspective. In the 

70s, Berry (1974, 1980) proposed an individual level of acculturation where the ethnic 

identity (related to the home-culture) and the identity of the host-culture are two 

independent identities which can coexist within a person, so that the migrants are not 

forced to choose between the cultural beliefs, values, or language of the host-culture and 

those of their home-culture; the migrant can actually have both. In this bidimensional 

model, the two extremes of the unidimensional acculturation are represented as two 

independent dimensions. According to Berry (1974, 1980), acculturation is the product 

of the interaction of two independent orientations corresponding to the individuals’ 

orientation toward their own cultural identity (to what extent the migrants want to 

maintain good relationships with the culture of origin) and toward the new culture (to 

what extent the migrants want to establish good relationships with the host-culture).  

In Berry’s view, acculturation is a deliberate process, where the migrants 

themselves are free to choose what kind of relationships they are going to build with the 

host-culture, regardless of their capabilities or the influence of the context. This model 

emphasizes the fact that not all groups or individuals undergo acculturation in the same 

way, as these two orientations function as motivational factors and make it possible to 

predict changes in behavior and attitudes (Berry, 2003). Depending on the decisions of 

the migrants, the interaction between orientations allowed Berry to build a fourfold 

acculturation theory consisting of four different strategies that can be used when 

confronting a new culture (i.e. Berry, 1997; Figure 1.1).  
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Figure 1.1 Acculturation strategies (Source: Berry, 1997) 

These strategies recall the work of Thomas and Znaniecki (1918, in Rudmin, 

2009) presented on page 23. Migrants adopting an assimilative strategy would like to 

avoid or reduce the importance of their culture of origin and to identify with the host-

culture and primarily to interact with it (bohemians). If migrants want to maintain the 

culture of their country of origin and to avoid interacting with the host-culture or learning 

about it, we are dealing with a separatist strategy (philistines). Integration corresponds to 

the interest in both maintaining the old culture of origin and in participating in the new 

host-culture and learning about it (creative-type individuals). And lastly, marginalization 

is the strategy where little commitment to maintaining the culture of origin and little 

interest in the host-culture are shown. 

In general, Berry's model of acculturation, as a two-dimensional perspective as 

well as a fourfold acculturation theory, has proven itself in a variety of situations (i.e. 

Sam & Berry, 2006). Nevertheless, this model also presents a series of conceptual 

weaknesses. Although the two-dimensional conception of acculturation partially solves 

the colonialist influence, acculturation is still presented as a one-sided process. Indeed, 

the focus of the bidimensional model still rests on the immigrants as the actors of 

acculturation, describing exclusively how immigrants acculturate themselves into the 

domain culture. The model ignores the acculturation process of the native people, the 

interaction between the different cultural groups, the impact of this interaction process – 

which can include exclusion, negotiation, acceptance, or accommodation, on migrants’ 
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relationships with the dominant culture (Ngo, 2008), and the cultural distance (Ward & 

Geeraerd, 2016).  

Regarding the structure of acculturation, in the case of the two acculturation 

orientations, namely establishing good relationships with the host-culture and 

maintaining the culture of origin, its presentation is simple and static. These dimensions 

may not only depend on the migrant’s characteristics and motivation and may not be so 

independent of each other, so monolithic, and so stable over time, as described by Berry 

(1974, 1980). In fact, the scientific evidence struggles to demonstrate its reputed 

independence across home-culture and host-culture orientations (i.e. Arends-Tóth et al., 

2006; Kim, 2006; Ward & Geeraert, 2016). Moreover, as in the unidimensional model, 

different elements, such as attitudes and behavior, are mixed. In this model, host-cultural 

behavioral engagement would be represented the orientation toward the host-culture but 

also mixed with host-cultural attitudes. In comparison to the unidimensional model, it 

does not consider different domains (or layers and stages, Gordon 1964) of acculturation. 

The model also does not consider the temporal development of acculturation as in the 

unidimensional model (Sam & Oppedal, 2003). As migrant groups constantly have to 

negotiate and renegotiate their identities in the context of intergroup relations (Dominelli, 

2002, p. 112), the migrants’ orientations towards the host- and home-cultures may be 

subject to forward and backward shifts over time.  

In addition, the fourfold acculturation model lacks utility and explanatory force as 

the classification of immigrants across acculturation strategies is highly variable and not 

strictly comparable across studies (i.e. Rudmin, 2003; Ward & Geeraert, 2016). Studies 

using latent class analyses also failed to replicate the fourfold model (Fox et al., 2013; 

Schwarz et al., 2015). Moreover, not only did Thomas and Znaniecki (1918, in Rudmin, 

2009) not find a marginalization strategy in their qualitative study, but many authors have 

questioned its existence (i.e. Del Pilar & Udasco, 2004; Schwartz et al., 2010). For these 

authors, even in cases of discrimination, it is not possible to remain ‘uncultured.’ Instead, 

a reformulation of culture of origin would take place in these cases, and thus an adoption 

of a new cultural identity and the formulation of a new orientation towards it.   

The interactive model of acculturation 

In the 90s, Bourhis et al. (1997) formulated an interactive model of acculturation 

aimed at solving the critics of the bidimensional model concerning its exclusive focus on 

immigrants. Their model comprises three different components: (1) acculturation 

orientations adopted by migrants as in the bidimensional model; (2) attitudes adopted by 
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the dominant culture towards the acculturation orientations adopted by specific groups of 

immigrants; and (3) combination of migrants’ acculturation orientations and the dominant 

culture’s attitudes in the form of interpersonal and intergroup relational outcomes. It also 

considers the influence of the political context in which acculturation takes place. 

At first sight, the model solves the problems of ignoring the acculturation context, 

however, it is “an emperor of the bidimensional acculturation school in his new clothes” 

(Ngo, 2008, p.7). The model is not bidirectional. The conceptual dimensions of the 

dominant culture focus on what its members think about how immigrants should 

acculturate instead of asking what the members of the dominant culture do with respect 

to their own cultural identity and the cultural identities of migrants. In other words, it 

remains focused on the success or failure of immigrants to acculturate into the dominant 

culture. In addition, the interactive acculturation model also fails to explain the 

configuration and the formulation and reformulation of orientations, i.e. t the different 

elements of domains and the development of acculturation. 

The general framework of acculturation 

As more research has been carried out in different countries as well as with 

different kinds of migrants, new models have been developed and Berry’s bidimensional 

model of acculturation has been adapted and enhanced, adding different aspects for better 

understanding the acculturation process and resolving some of the problems of the 

original model. The new proposed enhanced version of the bi-dimensional model, the 

general framework of acculturation (Berry, 1997, 2005), largely includes these new 

contributions. This model displays two main domains of research in acculturation: the 

cultural/group level and the psychological/individual level (Figure 1.2). 

 

 

Figure 1.2 A general framework for understanding acculturation (Source: Berry, 2005) 
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The group level of acculturation 

New research about the role of the host-culture regarding how its members 

acculturate and how it influences and interacts with the migrants’ acculturation process 

(i.e. Bourhis et al., 1997; Navas et al., 2005; Piontkowski et al., 2000) led to the 

assumption of the mutual or reciprocal nature of acculturation: “everyone is involved, 

and everyone is doing it” (Berry, 2005, p. 700). Thus, a cultural or group level was 

introduced (on the left-hand side of Figure 1.2). Berry (2005) claims that a comprehensive 

examination of the context of both cultural groups and their political, economic, and 

demographic conditions are needed for understanding the acculturation process. 

Basically, the model (on the left-hand side of Figure 1.2) states that, as the society of 

origin A is in contact with the society of settlement B, both societies will change to A’ 

and B’, respectively. These changes will influence how migrants from A and nationals 

from B will acculturate. The nature of this contact between cultures is defined as group 

acculturation, i.e. changes in physical, biological, economic, social, and cultural aspects 

of the cultures that participate, principally in the dominant culture (Berry, 2005). All kinds 

of relationships between groups are possible. For example, the relationship may be one 

of domination of the national group, of mutual respect, or of hostility of one group over 

the other (Berry, 2005).  

The inclusion of a group level allows the model to consider acculturation 

bidirectionally, as it includes the acculturation orientations of nationals towards their own 

culture and the arriving culture. In contrast to Bourhis et al. (1997), the acculturation 

strategies adopted by the members of the dominant group define their attitudes and 

behaviors towards their own culture and towards the migrant culture, and not towards the 

orientations adopted by the migrants. The two orientations of nationals also intersect to 

define the same four acculturation strategies, as in the case of migrants (Figure 1.3). 

However, the names given by Berry (2005) do not describe the strategy adopted by the 

individuals of the dominant culture but the result of these strategies. When nationals want 

both groups to maintain their heritage culture and to establish good relations to the new 

culture, the integration strategy is called ‘multicultural’ as it promotes cultural diversity. 

Segregation takes place when a separation strategy is adopted by the dominant group, 

while exclusion happens when a marginalization strategy is adopted by the dominant 

group. Finally, assimilation, when sought by the dominant acculturating group, is termed 

the ‘melting pot.’ As in the interactive model, the strategies of both migrants and nationals 

interact, and thus inconsistencies and conflicts between them are sources of difficulty for 
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acculturating individuals. Nevertheless, the fourfold structure reproduces the same 

limitations of the strategies of the bidimensional model: it lacks utility and explanatory 

force as the classification across strategies is highly variable and not strictly comparable 

across studies (i.e. Rudmin, 2003; Ward & Geeraert, 2016).  

 

Figure 1.3 Four acculturation strategies based upon two issues, in ethnocultural groups, 

and the larger society (Source: Berry, 2005) 

At this group level, situational variables, such as the social, political, and 

economic structure of the dominant receiving culture or the role of the home-culture, in 

the form of attitudes towards multiculturalism and social support (Figure 1.4), influence 

the acculturation process of both groups – the dominant and the nondominant – and, 

particularly, of the migrants at the following individual level. 

The individual level of acculturation 

Berry (2005) emphasizes that sharing a common cultural heritage or settling into 

a common society does not mean that individuals experience the process of acculturation 

the same way. Thus, the individual level (on the right-hand side in Figure 1.2) represents 

the differences across individuals who share cultures and societies, and differentiates 

between the acculturation process and the result of this process, namely adaptation. The 

acculturation process is described as in the bidimensional model but new research by 

Berry and other authors is incorporated. In this way, the process of acculturation considers 

the cognitive, affective, and behavioral changes that two persons from different cultures 

or two cultural groups experienced by making contact regularly (on the left side of the 

psychological/individual level in Figure 1.2), but it is also established which elements 
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and domains compose the construct of acculturation, how acculturation develops over 

time, which predictors influence the acculturation process (Figure 1.4), and which 

outcomes result from the acculturation process (on the right side of the 

psychological/individual level in Figure 1.2). 

 

Figure 1.4 A framework of acculturation research (Source: Berry, 1997) 

In the theoretical conceptualization and operationalization of acculturation, the 

general framework of acculturation proposes that the acculturation orientations are 

reflected in two different elements, as suggested by many authors (i.e. Arends-Tóth et al., 

2006; Kim, 2006; Navas et al., 2005; Ward & Geeraert, 2016): acculturation attitudes 

(attitudes toward the home-culture: “Do I want to uphold my home-culture?” and attitudes 

toward the host-culture: “Do I want to approach the host-culture?”) and acculturation 

behavior (behavior patterns toward the home-culture: “What do I do to uphold my home-

culture?” and the host-culture: “What do I do to approach the host-culture”?). In that 

regard, host-cultural behavioral engagement represents the behavioral orientation toward 

the host-culture. Additionally, both these elements involve multiple life domains such as 

language use at home, work or school, choice of friends and media, religion and political 

interests, ways of thinking (e.g. individualism vs. collectivism in terms of prioritization 

of self vs. others), and so on, depending on the kind of migrant under study (Arends-Tóth 

et al., 2006; Chirkov, 2009; Kim, 2006; Navas et al., 2005; Schwartz et al., 2010). The 

existence of two elements and multiple domains explains the proliferation of 
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acculturation scales in function of which element is under research and which sample is 

the focus of the study (i.e. Barry, 2001; Cuéllar et al., 1995; Demes & Geeraert, 2014; 

Pedersen et al., 2011; Ryder et al., 2000; Szapocznik et al., 1980; Tsai et al., 2000).  

The dynamic nature of acculturation is considered as the model proposes the 

development of acculturation and its predictors and outcomes differentially depending on 

the point in time (Berry, 1997). It is not the first time the development of acculturation is 

theorized. For example, Araujo (1996) presented three different phases in the process of 

acculturation: the “honeymoon,” in which one is happy about everything new and the 

new culture is idealized; the phase of “anger and loss,” ignoring the positive aspects and 

idealizing the home; and the phase of “negotiation and acceptance,” in which the migrant 

recognizes and accepts the advantages and disadvantages of both cultures. However, in 

research, the developmental processes of acculturation are mostly ignored as the focus is 

on acculturation and adaptation strategies by a certain point in time and most of the 

studies are still cross-sectional. The general acculturation framework, like previous 

models, is still not situated in a strong development framework (Juang & Syed, 2019; 

Titzmann et al., 2014). 

Regarding the individual predictors that may influence how a person acculturates 

(Figure 1.4), Berry (1997) distinguishes between “factors existing prior acculturation,” 

such as gender, age, or personality, those characteristics that are mainly formed in the 

pre-migration period and may not be able to be changed by public policies; and “factors 

arising during acculturation,” such as length of stay or social support, those characteristics 

that are mainly formed during the migration period and that may be controllable to some 

extent by public policies. However, this distinction between factors existing prior and 

arising during acculturation is not free of problems and may be artificial. On the one hand, 

some factors defined by Berry as existing prior acculturation, such as education or 

personality may not be stable and also vary and arise during acculturation (for personality, 

e.g. Greischel et al., 2016, Zimmermann et al., 2021). From this view and against Berry’s 

statement, some of them, for example, education, may actually be changed by public 

policies. On the other hand, some predictors labeled as factors arising during acculturation 

may also be presented before acculturation – for example, acculturation attitudes, as we 

will see in Chapter 2. Finally, some factors, such as multicultural self-efficacy, are not 

considered as predictors at all and following the formulation of Berry (1997) it is not clear 

which kind of predictors they are, as they may exist prior acculturation and also arise 

during it. 
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In the study of individual predictors, there are two models based on permanent 

immigrant samples to consider. The first one, the Piontkowski et al.’s model (Piontkowski 

et al., 2000), uses the social identity theory to investigate how intergroup variables 

predicted the acculturation attitudes of dominant and nondominant groups. These 

intergroup variables include ingroup bias, identification, similarity, contact, self-efficacy, 

permeability, outcome, and vitality. For nondominant groups, i.e. permanent migrants, 

they found identification with the home group functioned as a predictor of separative 

strategy (i.e. low host-orientation, high home-orientation), while the impact of other 

predictors operates differently in each group. The second predictor model, the Multi-

Dimensional Individual Difference Acculturation model (Safdar et al., 2003; Safdar et 

al., 2012) defines the acculturation process as migrants’ behavioral interactions with the 

ingroup and the outgroup and their psychological distress. This model proposes three 

predictors of acculturation: psychological resources, such as psychological well-being, 

perceived outgroup social support, or cultural competence; co-national connectedness, 

such as ethnic identity and perceived ingroup social support; and hassles or chronic 

irritants that can either be specific to the immigrant experience (e.g. difficulty 

understanding the host-country’s bureaucracy), or more general (e.g. lack of money). 

As the result of acculturation, adaptation refers to the consequences of those 

changes in thoughts, emotions, and behaviors that a person or group of people experience 

(on the right-hand side of the psychological/individual level in Figure 1.2; i.e. Berry, 

1997; Berry et al., 2006; Ward & Kennedy, 1993). Adaptation, as “the dynamic process 

by which individuals, upon relocating to new, unfamiliar, or changed cultural 

environments, establish (or reestablish) and maintain relatively stable, reciprocal, and 

functional relationships with those environments” (Kim, 2001, p. 31), can be further 

divided into sociocultural and psychological adaptation (Searle & Ward, 1990).  

On the one hand, sociocultural adaptation concerns the practical consequences of 

the change, i.e. to what extent the migrant can successfully cope with everyday life in the 

host-culture. A specific aspect of sociocultural adaptation is academic adaptation: the 

degree to which students or pupils cope with the various requirements in the educational 

context in a new culture (Berry et al., 2006; Rienties et al., 2012). In previous studies, 

academic adaptation was operationalized through various constructs, such as motivation 

and performance (Rienties et al., 2012), school adaptation (Berry et al., 2006; Wang & 

Hannes, 2014), or school engagement (Toyokawa & Toyokawa, 2002). So far, however, 
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little is known about the effects of acculturation dimensions on the academic adaptation 

of students who are doing a temporary stay abroad.  

On the other hand, psychological adaptation relates to the emotional consequences 

associated with the cultural change. It describes how migrants experience this change, 

whether they feel comfortable in the new culture or whether they feel stress or fear. 

Psychological adaptation has mainly been studied in terms of well-being (Berry et al., 

2006), self-esteem (Berry et al., 2006; Tonsing, 2014), or depression symptoms (Safdar 

et al., 2003; Ward & Chang, 1997; Ward & Kennedy, 1992, 1994; Ward & Rana-Deuba, 

1999).  

The ecological process model of acculturation 

Berry’s general framework of acculturation led the way to understand how 

immigrants and exchange students engage and adapt in pluralistic societies. However, 

most of the studies based on this theory focused on acculturation and adaptation strategies 

at the individual level. Doing so, the proposed contextual and developmental complexity 

was often blurred by presenting strategies that were categorical, acontextual, static, and 

lacking in specificity (Birman et al., 2014). Considering this, Ward and Geeraert (2016) 

proposed the ecological process model of acculturation based on the general framework 

of acculturation (Figure 1.5). 

The ecological process model is a multidimensional model of acculturation that 

focuses on acculturation as a dynamic process affected by its ecological context. On the 

one hand, interpreting acculturation as a dynamic process, Ward and Geeraert (2016) 

emphasize the importance of a temporal perspective of acculturation. This perspective  

studies not only the development of the individuals’ acculturation orientations, their 

predictors and outcomes in terms of psychological and sociocultural adaptation over time, 

but also the characteristics of the two cultures in contact and the potential cultural distance 

between them, i.e. their compatibility in terms of values. In contrast to the other 

acculturation models, the ecological process model makes more prominent the cultural 

distance between the host- and home-cultures and the importance of a stress and coping 

perspective to understand individual psychological and sociocultural adaptation (Juang 

& Syed, 2019). However, research based on this model still tends to focus on a particular 

moment in the acculturation process rather than on the process over time (Titzmann & 

Lee, 2018). 
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On the other hand, establishing an ecological context, this model considers 

Bronfenbrenner’s taxonomy (1977, 1994), which assumed that human development is the 

result of constant exchange between the  

growing human organism and the changing immediate environments in 

which it lives, as this process is affected by relations obtaining within and 

between these immediate settings, as well as the larger social contexts, 

both formal and informal, in which the settings are embedded 

(Bronfenbrenner, 1977, p. 514).  

 

 
Figure 1.5 The ecological process model: framework for studying immigrants 

and sojourners (Source: Ward & Geeraert, 2016) 

The ecological process model of acculturation assumes that the immersion of 

migrants in a new culture implies substantial changes in their ecological systems. It 

presents acculturation as a complex dynamic process with many interactive levels of 

analysis, such as the individual, the familial, the institutional or organizational, and the 

societal contexts of both cultures participating in the acculturation process. This also 

implies a bidirectional concept of acculturation. Migrants’ acculturation process and its 

outcomes are influenced by contextual factors, such as acculturation expectations or 

norms and values of both cultural settings, and, in turn, may influence the host societies. 
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While Bronfenbrenner’s work only considers one culture and this perspective lacks more 

specific information about the ways that developmental processes are affected by more 

than one culture (Sam & Oppedal, 2003), the ecological process model separates the 

layers of contexts into home- and host-cultures, with the individual in between the two 

cultures, all encompassed by global culture (Juang & Syed, 2019).   

The integrative risk and resilience model of acculturation 

The general framework of acculturation and the ecological process model share 

the starting point that assumes that changes in immigrants’ attitudes, behaviors, values, 

and beliefs are exclusively the result of the process of acculturation. However, 

development continues even when a person is immersed in an acculturation situation, 

especially in the case of adolescents. Therefore, it might be mistaken to study adolescents’ 

adaptation outcomes as arising only from an acculturation process without the 

developmental component and, likewise, it may be mistaken to conceptualize the 

development of adolescent sojourners without including an acculturation perspective 

(Sam & Oppedal, 2003). 

The integrative risk and resilience model (Suárez-Orozco et al., 2018; Figure 1.6), 

focuses on the permanent immigrant child and adolescent adaptation. This model 

provides the most comprehensive account for the complexity of acculturation within 

development (Juang & Syed, 2019). In this sense, it may be considered as a detailed 

development of the ecological process model of Ward and Geeraert (2016). As the former 

model, the integrative risk and resilience model also organizes the adolescent immigrant 

in contextual nested levels of influence (i.e. within the individual, microsystems, 

political–social contexts of reception, and global forces). These adolescents with an 

immigrant background struggle with normative challenges that all adolescents from 

Western, educated, industrialized, rich and democratic (WEIRD) countries face, along 

with challenges related to adjusting to a new culture, while enculturating with the culture 

of their parents who are also struggling through their own acculturation process (Suárez-

Orozco et al., 2018). The model suggests that adolescents with a migration background 

aim to attain a high level of social and cultural integration in the host-culture, and stresses 

the importance of the school as the main social context in which they can achieve this 

integration (Suárez-Orozco et al., 2018). 
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Figure 1.6 Integrative risk and resilience model for the adaptation of immigrant-origin 

children and youth to the host-country. SES = socioeconomic status (Source: Suarez-

Orozco et al., 2018) 

Alternatives to acculturation 

In recent years, two new models for understanding migration and cultural 

exchange experiences have emerged that propose abandoning the bidimensional and 

categorical frameworks altogether in favor of a network approach. These models are the 

polyculturalism theory (Morris et al., 2015) and the cultural fusion theory (Croucher & 

Kramer, 2016). Both recognize the fluidity and dynamism of the cultures (Prashad, 2003), 

so that the individuals’ cultural engagement is also partial and fluid, whether the 

engagement is to the home-culture or to multiple host-cultures (Ward & Geeraert, 2016). 

In this way, they solve a problem of the models presented until now that may not be able 

to explain the acculturation process when more than two cultures interact. Multicultural 

individuals who have more than two distinctive cultural schemas (e.g. multicultural 

families where parents are from different countries and the child grows up in a third 

country) are usually treated as an extension of bicultural individuals in the literature (see 

also Fitzsimmons, 2013; Morris et al., 2015). 
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The polyculturalism theory (Figure 1.7) suggests that culture is a dense network 

of elements that we have access to and activate depending on the situation and the 

moment (Juang & Syed, 2019; Morris et al., 2015). A person immersed in a culture 

(home) may reflect some or other elements of that culture depending on the situation and 

varying, moreover, over time, so that he or she maintains that culture partially. When 

coming into contact with another culture (host), he or she will also acquire it partially 

depending on the situations he/she encounters. Since the relationship of the person with 

each culture is partial, this allows the plurality of cultures as a person affiliates with and 

gets shaped by more than one culture simultaneously (Morris et al., 2015). Hence, this 

approach proposes that acculturation is the result of two or more cultures mixing as 

migrants acquire parts of cultures versus whole cultures. Polyculturalism also emphasizes 

a dynamic view of culture in which culture is not static but changes over time because of 

continual intercultural contact through colonization, migration, and globalization (Juang 

& Syed, 2019).  

 
Figure 1.7 Network image of individuals with partial and plural cultural affiliations, 

each with a different combination of cultural influences (Source: Morris et al., 2015) 

The cultural fusion theory describes how, while migrants are assimilating the host-

culture and maintaining aspects of their home-culture, the host-culture is also fusing 

aspects off the migrant’s culture into itself, creating a fused intercultural identity at the 

same time (Croucher & Kramer, 2016). This theory is based on the work of Kim (2005, 

2008) who argued that in the acculturation process, individuals merge their identities with 

those of the surrounding cultural identities.  
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1.4 The present dissertation 

Despite the large number of high school students participating in an exchange 

program each year (see Section 1.1), much of the research has been focused on the 

permanent immigrant and college students (i.e. Duerden et al., 2018). To date, only 

specific examples of research with a sample of adolescents abroad can be found (i.e. 

Greischel, et al., 2016, 2018; Hübner et al., 2021; Hutteman et al., 2015). As we have 

seen, high school students abroad have a number of particular characteristics (see 

Sections 1.1 and 1.2) which emphasizes the importance of studying them separately to 

other kinds of migrants and to other kinds of students. Contrary to permanent migrants, 

adolescent sojourners need to accomplish, in a short period of time, the tasks of 

international mobility with respect to the knowledge and skills related to global 

citizenship (i.e. social responsibility, global awareness, and civic engagement) and 

transnational human capital (i.e. language capabilities, intercultural competence, and 

knowledge of foreign countries and their institutions). Although exchange college 

students also have those international mobility tasks to accomplish in the academic year 

abroad, their developmental tasks may vary in comparison to high school students (i.e. 

Hutteman et al., 2014). Because of this difference between high school students and 

college students, it seems plausible that both kinds of students would experience and be 

impacted by study abroad programs differently. Moreover, adolescents with a migration 

background and non-sojourning adolescents, although they also have the tasks of 

adolescence, may not have or feel the same time pressure to become global citizens or 

improve their transnational human capital in such a short period. And in addition, 

adolescents with a migration background may also struggle with their identity formation 

as acculturation phenomena overlap with ethnicity phenomena (Flannery et al., 2001; 

Suárez-Orozco et al., 2018). Therefore, my purpose was to investigate the experiences of 

adolescent participants aged 14–18 in a study abroad program to identify key elements, 

processes, and impacts of their involvement, focusing on their host-cultural behavioral 

engagement. Understanding how host-cultural behavioral engagement of high school 

students evolves at an individual level and what its predictors and consequences are, also 

allows us to develop forms of direct intervention. Such interventions should be aimed at 

the proper engagement of the students in the new country and, consequently, success in 

the academic year abroad. 
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Host-cultural behavioral engagement of high school students may be understood 

under the umbrella of the general framework of acculturation (i.e. Berry, 2005). The 

choice of this model as the framework for my dissertation is due to the fact that other 

models may fail to explain the reality of adolescent sojourners abroad. In the case of prior 

approximations and the unidimensional model of acculturation, their conception of 

acculturation as assimilation supposes the complete dissolution of cultural connection to 

the home-culture and does not allow multiculturality or intercultural understanding. 

These models are basically not suitable for adolescent sojourners for understanding the 

acculturation process experienced by them. Berry’s bidimensional model and the 

interactive model of Bourhis et al. (1997), in contrast to the general framework of 

acculturation, present a static and simple conception of acculturation that neither includes 

the different elements and domains of acculturation nor its time development, predictors, 

or outcomes. Although the specific experiences of high school exchange students have 

actually not been integrated into the field until the formulation of the ecological process 

model of Ward and Geeraerd (2016), the focus of this model is placed on the different 

contextual levels and on cultural distance. This model tends to overlook the individual 

differences presented in Berry’s general framework of acculturation that may affect the 

host-cultural behavioral engagement of student sojourners. Thus, the ecological process 

model distances itself from the practical aspects of the present dissertation, namely 

identifying how high school students themselves may improve the development of host-

cultural behavioral engagement. The integrative risk and resilience model (Suárez-

Orozco et al., 2018) may not adjust to the characteristics of a sample of adolescent 

sojourners as this model was explicitly designed for adolescents with a migration 

background. For example, the role played by the home-culture may vary between both 

kinds of adolescents since adolescents with a migration background usually live with their 

family, while adolescent sojourners leave their families in their home-countries. 

Similarly, the polyculturalism theory (Morris et al., 2015) and the culture fusion theory 

(Croucher & Kramer, 2016) are constructed on the basis of permanent immigrant samples 

and, thus, may not adjust to the characteristics of a sample of adolescent sojourners. Given 

that this kind of sojourner stays for a short period of time, usually for an academic year – 

less than a year – it is not clear whether in their case the process of acquisition of parts of 

cultures or the process of the fusion of cultures, respectively, will take place. Both models 

do not indicate when these processes begin or how much time has to pass before we are 

able to perceive the results of them. 
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In the general framework of acculturation, international mobility may be 

interpreted as the group level of high school students’ acculturation (Berry, 2005), as 

student exchange programs are changes within the cultures that result when the political, 

economic, social, and cultural context of two or more cultures come into contact and 

agree to develop such programs (see page 29). From an individual perspective, host-

cultural behavioral engagement represents the active involvement of a person towards a 

host-culture in terms of behavioral patterns. In other words, host-cultural behavioral 

engagement is the behavioral element of the host-orientation. In this sense, it differs from 

home-cultural behavioral engagement, the behavioral involvement towards the culture of 

origin, and from host-cultural attitudes, the psychological tendency that is expressed by 

evaluating the host-culture with some degree of favor or disfavor (Eagly & Chaiken, 

1993). It also includes different life domains in the host-cultural behavioral engagement 

of adolescent sojourners, such as language use, social contacts, school participation, or 

cultural accommodation.  

The overarching goal of this dissertation is to understand the individual 

differences in host-cultural behavioral engagement in order to identify how high school 

students themselves, their families and teachers, and exchange organizations may 

improve the development of host-cultural behavioral engagement. My dissertation takes 

an incremental step to fill different research gaps by exploring the experiences of high 

school student sojourners acculturating into a multicultural society. Doing so, the focus 

is on the individual level of the acculturation process without neglecting the contextual 

influences that were captured from the perspective of the student (e.g. their perceptions 

of norms that important others hold). Finally, I also follow the view of Motti-Stefanidi, 

Asendorpf, and Masten (2012) when they claim that the acculturation and adaptation of 

adolescent sojourners needs to be examined in its own right, and not in comparison to the 

mainstream standard, i.e. non-adolescent sojourners or adolescents with a migration 

background. This perspective serves to highlight and legitimize intragroup differences. 

Throughout the literature review in the previous sections of this chapter, I 

identified several research gaps that lead to four specific research aims. 
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1.4.1 Research gaps and aims 

The general framework of acculturation describes acculturation as a two-

dimensional construct comprising an orientation towards the host-culture and an 

orientation towards the home-culture. In addition, it also differentiates between two 

elements within each dimension: acculturation attitudes and acculturation behaviors. 

However, this configuration of acculturation was built on the basis of samples of 

immigrants and exchange college students. Thus, the first consideration of my thesis is to 

examine the relationships of these dimensions and elements in a sample of high school 

students participating in an exchange program for an academic year. The first research 

aim is: 

Research aim 1: Examine the dimensions, i.e. host- and home-orientations, and 

elements, i.e. attitudes and behaviors, of acculturation and its 

relationships in a sample of adolescent sojourners. 

Moreover, in the general framework of acculturation, the term acculturation is 

defined as a dynamic and fluid process (Berry, 1997), but more research of acculturation 

experiences through the lens of timing is needed for understanding its development, 

especially in a sample of adolescent sojourners who are in the middle of a development 

process themselves. The lack of longitudinal studies in acculturation research, as most of 

the research is cross-sectional and focuses on acculturation by a certain point in time 

(Juang & Syed, 2019; Titzmann et al., 2014), leads to the following aim of this 

dissertation: 

Research aim 2: Examine the development of those dimensions and elements of 

acculturation over time. 

As a consequence of this developmental framework, the following aims will also 

be considered under a longitudinal perspective.  

The general framework of acculturation suggests that individual level factors 

existing prior and arising during acculturation influence the process of how adolescent 

sojourners engage their behavior with the host-culture. Moreover, Piontkowski et al.’s 

model studied predictors of acculturation focusing on the intergroup theory (Piontkowski 

et al., 2000), while the multi-dimensional individual difference acculturation model (i.e. 

Safdar et al., 2012) proposes three predictors of acculturation: psychological resources; 

co-national connectedness; and specific and general hassles. To complement the research 

conducted to date, my proposal here is to focus attention on the individual aspects of the 
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adolescent sojourners, specifically on the predictors of the theory of planned behavior, 

personality traits, and the possible effect of changes in psychological adaptation on host-

cultural behavioral engagement. 

Considering that acculturation is defined as a deliberate process (i.e. Berry, 1997) 

and that adolescents are not simply passive receivers of experience (Motti-Stefanidi, 

Berry, et al., 2012), host-cultural behavioral engagement can also be considered a 

deliberate behavior – i.e. an intentional and conscientious behavior – as the student’s 

attitudes, expectancies, and beliefs in his or her capacity may influence what kind of 

relationships they are going to build with their host-culture. However, there is no research 

focusing on how high school students may intentionally and consciously influence their 

acculturation process. Against this background, I examined the suitability of the theory 

of planned behavior as a theoretical framework for predicting host-cultural behavioral 

engagement during the academic year of adolescent sojourners. Specifically, the effects 

of acculturation attitudes, acculturation norms, and multicultural self-efficacy.  

In addition, personality traits, as in the Big Five, are one possible explanation of 

interindividual differences in the manifestation and development of host-cultural 

behavioral engagement (Berry, 1997). In fact, the multiple ecological changes 

experienced by high school students participating in an exchange abroad place them in 

novel, ambiguous, and uncertain situations. In such situations, without a clear framework 

of action and in the absence of role models, personality differences appear to be more 

accentuated, since adolescents will tend to use their own schemes and models of action 

in their attempt to convert the strange situation into a familiar one (Caspi & Moffit, 1993). 

Adolescents’ personality may significantly contribute to shape their social environment 

as it is an important predictor of social relationships (Caspi & Shiner, 2006). It also 

influences the way in which high school students behave and interact with their 

environment, as well as how they feel, serving as a protective or risk factor for adjustment 

problems (John et al., 2008). However, to my knowledge, very few studies have focused 

on personality effects on the acculturation process (i.e. Ward et al., 2004).  

Lastly, while adaptation is usually defined as the result of acculturation, little is 

known about the effect that adaptation may in turn have on the process of acculturation. 

As well-being may have motivational consequences that influence the learning process 

in the non-migration context (Luhmann & Hennecke, 2017; Oishi & Koo, 2008; Rode et 

al., 2005), loneliness and psychological adaptation abroad may also have such 

consequences on acculturation during the exchange year, influencing the behavioral 
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engagement of the high school students with the host-culture. In this sense, loneliness and 

psychological adaptation abroad may be understood as factors that may influence host-

cultural behavioral engagement arising during acculturating.  

Based on these reflections, the research aim trying to fulfill these gaps referring 

to the predictors of acculturation is:  

Research aim 3: Examine the individual predictors of host-cultural behavioral 

engagement over time. 

Although much of the research to date within the field of acculturation focuses on 

the consequences of acculturation on the psychological and sociocultural adaptation of 

different types of migrants (i.e. Berry et al., 2006; Safdar et al., 2003; Tonsing, 2014; 

Ward & Chang, 1997; Ward & Kennedy, 1992, 1994; Ward & Rana-Deuba, 1999), there 

are three aspects that are relevant in a sample of adolescent sojourners and may have been 

disregarded. First, the experience of loneliness is a relevant negative emotion that appears 

during adolescence (Goossens, 2018; Laursen & Hartl, 2013) and research on college 

students shows the risk of it as an indicator of psychological adaptation abroad (Rokach, 

2000, 2007; Rokach & Neto, 2000). However, little is known so far about how adolescent 

sojourners experience loneliness over the time abroad and how it may interplay with the 

way they acculturate. Loneliness may lead to low self-esteem and well-being, as well as 

depression and poor health (Cacioppo et al., 2006; Cacioppo et al., 2010; Goodwin et al., 

2001; Hawkley et al., 2003; Neto, 1995), so understanding if and how host-cultural 

behavioral engagement is associated with loneliness is crucial to advance our 

understanding of psychological adaptation in the context of international mobility. 

Second, to date, many studies on psychological adaptation abroad use very unspecific 

adaptation measures (e.g. general well-being or depressive symptomatology). Thus, they 

do not define the construct as context-specific, which may reflect a poorer ecological 

validity of the chosen measurements (Demes & Geeraert, 2014). For that reason, I also 

study in this dissertation the consequences of host-cultural behavioral engagement on a 

specific measure of psychological adaptation abroad that considers the sojourner setting. 

Third, to my knowledge, there is little research about the effects of acculturation per se 

on the proposed predictors of acculturation. As experiential learning theory suggests, 

engaging is a process of learning by doing and may catalyze changes in attitudes, 

perceptions, and self-efficacy (Brickner & Etter, 2008; Kolb, 1984; McCarthy, 2010). In 

this sense, I focus on how host-cultural behavioral engagement may influence the 

predictors proposed by the theory of planned behavior. 
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All those gaps presented above lead to the fourth research aim:  

Research aim 4: Study the individual outcomes of host-cultural behavioral engagement 

over time. 

The research findings will be interpreted in the light of the specific characteristics 

of high school students participating in an exchange program considering their 

developmental stage as adolescents and their migrant status as sojourners. 

1.4.2 Study overview 

In order to achieve my research aims and provide comprehensive perspectives on 

acculturation, specifically on host-cultural behavioral engagement, in the context of 

international mobility of high school students, I initiated the longitudinal research project 

“MAPS – Mobility and Acculturation Experiences of Students,” which was supported by 

the Department of Educational Psychology at the FernUniversität in Hagen and carried 

out under the supervision of Prof. Dr. Kathrin Jonkmann and Dr. Julia Zimmermann. 

MAPS was conducted as an online study that accompanied 1,225 high school 

students from Germany (Figure 1.8) before, during and after the completion of an 

academic course abroad around the world (Figure 1.9). The online study was 

implemented using the online open-source survey framework formr.org (Arslan et al., 

2020). 

An academic year before, a pilot study was implemented to record concrete 

acculturation domains for high school students using a sample of adolescents who were 

studying abroad at the time of the pilot study. This is an important issue as most of the 

research was conducted with permanent immigrants and college students abroad because 

the used measures may include domains that may not be relevant for a sample of 

adolescent sojourners (newspaper readership, parties, and social events…) and exclude 

other domains that are important for them (school, host families…).  

The observation period of MAPS encompassed about an academic year and 

comprised six measurement occasions, the first one before departing and the last one after 

arriving, where the different scales were presented to all participants (Table 1.1). More 

details on the procedure and sample are provided in the method sections of the respective 

chapters. 
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Figure 1.8 Origin region of MAPS participants 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.9 Countries of destination of MAPS participants 
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Table 1.1 Participation in MAPS at the different waves 

  Departure   Return 

 Home (Germany) Abroad Home 

Wave Registration t0 t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 

Time in 

weeks 
 -2 +8 +18 +28 +38 +2 

Number of 

participants 
1,457 1,225 1,144 1,030 865 747 819 

 

The dissertation comprises three chapters that address the different research aims 

using the data I collected in the first four waves of the MAPS project.  

Chapter 2 addresses information about dimensions, elements, and the 

development over time of acculturation (Research aims 1 and 2). I also investigate the 

individual predictors of host-cultural behavioral engagement using the theory of planned 

behavior (TPB, Ajzen, 1985; Research aim 3) and researched the reciprocal effect of host-

cultural behavioral engagement on these individual predictors (Research aim 4). 

In Chapter 3, I focus on how host-cultural behavioral engagement influences the 

development of loneliness over the course of an educational stay abroad (Research aim 

4) and how loneliness can, in turn, affect the engagement of the high school students 

(Research aim 3). I also studied the development of home-cultural behavioral engagement 

(Research aim 2) and its interplay with host-cultural behavioral engagement (Research 

aim 1). 

Finally, in Chapter 4, I focus on how personality traits protect or risk host-cultural 

behavioral engagement (Research aim 3) and how host-cultural behavioral engagement 

influences the psychological adaptation abroad of high school students over time 

(Research aim 4). Additionally, I examine the role of host-cultural behavioral engagement 

between personality and psychological adaptation abroad. In this chapter, home-cultural 

behavioral engagement is also included (Research aim 1). 

Figure 1.10 summarizes the flow of the current dissertation. 
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Figure 1.10 Overview of the chapters and research aims of the present dissertation 
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2 When in Rome… A longitudinal investigation on the predictors and 

development of student sojourners’ host cultural behavioral engagement2 

International educational mobility is an important instrument for immersing 

multicultural diversity into the thinking, feeling, and acting of young global citizens. Yet, 

little is known about the development of students’ host-cultural behavioral engagement 

during a stay abroad and the individual characteristics that predict it. We adapted the 

theory of planned behavior to investigate the dynamic longitudinal interplay between 

individual predictors and students’ host-cultural behavioral engagement over the course 

of the stay abroad. Data come from the first four waves of the project Mobility and 

acculturation experiences of students (MAPS; N = 1,225). Results confirmed the 

influence of acculturation attitudes, subjective norms, and multicultural self- efficacy on 

host-cultural behavioral engagement over time. Simultaneously, host-cultural behavioral 

engagement was identified as a relevant predictor of adolescents’ individual development 

abroad.  

2.1 Introduction 

Intercultural understanding is more important than ever in helping to overcome 

the possible cultural barriers between different nations, and for addressing and preventing 

discrimination or racism. Student exchanges play a vital role in improving the under- 

standing of other cultures and ways of life. They have been offered to many school 

students around the world in the last few decades. For example, each year more than 

15,000 school students from Germany gain educational experiences abroad by switching 

to a foreign school for a few months or the entire school year (weltweiser, 2019). 

Immersing in a new culture implies substantial changes in the ecological systems 

of these adolescents (Bronfenbrenner, 1974, 1994; Ward & Geeraert, 2016). Everyday 

life in a new parental home and a new school in a different cultural context is supposed 

to promote students’ intercultural learning. From the adolescents’ perspective, a year 

abroad offers a unique opportunity to improve their communication and intercultural 

 
2 This chapter is published as: Serrano-Sánchez, J., Zimmermann, J., & Jonkmann, K. (2021). When in 

Rome… A longitudinal investigation on the predictors and development of student sojourners’ host cultural 

behavioral engagement. International Journal of Intercultural relations, 83, 15-29. 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijintrel.2021.04.005 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijintrel.2021.04.005
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skills, and to develop their personality, self-concept, and identity (Greischel et al., 2018; 

Petersdotter et al., 2017; Vande Berg et al., 2009; Yang et al., 2011; Zimmermann & 

Neyer, 2013; Zimmermann et al., 2020). However, experiential learning theory suggests 

that such benefits of international student exchange are inherently tied to sojourners’ 

involvement in concrete host-culture experiences (Kolb, 1984; Yamazaki & Kayes, 2004). 

Furthermore, previous research established that host-cultural behavioral engagement (i.e., 

the cultivation of host-culture contacts, the use of the host-country language, and the 

participation in host-culture practices) is crucial for sojourners’ adjustment (Pedersen et 

al., 2011). 

Against this background, it is particularly relevant to better understand which 

factors promote students’ behavioral engagement in a new culture. To this end, we 

conducted a longitudinal study including more than 1000 student sojourners. Drawing on 

established theoretical accounts, such as the acculturation framework (Berry, 2005; Ward 

& Geeraert, 2016) and the theory of planned behavior (Ajzen, 1985), we investigated the 

development of the students’ host-cultural behavioral engagement over the course of the 

year abroad, as well as its individual predictors and consequences.  

An acculturation framework for the study of host-cultural behavioral 

engagement  

The focus of the present study is host-cultural behavioral engagement, i.e. the 

involvement of high-school exchange students into the host-culture by performing 

behaviors that aim at adjusting to the host-culture in different domains of life, such as 

social contacts, language use, and school/study behavior.  

Host-cultural behavioral engagement might best be understood in reference to the 

acculturation framework and research. Acculturation is commonly defined as the cultural 

and psychological changes in attitudes and behavior that arise when two or more cultural 

groups and their individual members have contact with each other regularly (Berry, 2005), 

and has been a key issue in understanding migration experiences and cross-cultural 

exchanges for decades (e.g. Arends-Tóth et al., 2006; Berry, 1997; Berry et al., 2006; 

Yoon et al., 2013, for a review). As migrants, including exchange students, immerse in a 

new culture which implies substantial changes in their ecological systems 

(Bronfenbrenner, 1974, 1994), acculturation is a complex dynamic process with many 

interactive levels of analysis, such as the individual, the familial and the institutional or 

organizational level of analysis as well as the societal contexts of both cultures 

participating in the acculturation process (Ward & Geeraert, 2016). This implies that 
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contextual factors, such as acculturation expectations or norms and values of the host-

culture, influence the outcomes of the acculturation process of migrants and sojourners 

in terms of psychological and sociocultural adaptation, as it has been shown by many 

authors (Hendrickson, 2018; Pang, 2020; Quinton, 2020; Rienties & Nolan, 2014; 

Rienties & Tempelaar, 2018). At the same time, migrants’ attitudes and behaviors may 

also have effects on (the members of) their host societies which emphasizes the dynamic 

nature and interdependence of acculturation processes (Bourhis et al., 1997; Brown & 

Zagefka, 2011). In the present study, however, we focused on the individual-level 

acculturation of the student sojourners, which includes changes in their attitudes, 

behavioral patterns or personality characteristics (e. g. Huff et al., 2014; Wilson et al., 

2013; Zimmermann & Neyer, 2013). Thereby, contextual influences were not neglected 

but captured from the perspective of the student (e. g., his or her perceptions of norms 

that important others hold).  

According to Berry (1974, 1980), acculturation is the product of the interaction of 

two independent dimensions corresponding to the individuals’ orientation toward their 

own cultural identity and toward the new culture. Several authors (e. g. Arends-Tóth et 

al., 2006; Kim, 2006; Ward & Geeraert, 2016) have proposed that these orientations are 

reflected in two different constructs: acculturation attitudes (attitudes toward the home-

culture: “Do I want to uphold my home-culture?” and attitudes toward the host-culture: 

“Do I want to approach the host-culture?”) and acculturation behavior (i.e., behavioral 

engagement in the home-culture: “What do I do to uphold my home-culture?” and the 

host-culture: “What do I do to approach the host-culture?”). In that regard, host-cultural 

behavioral engagement represents the behavioral orientation toward the host-culture. 

However, most previous studies did not consider the differentiation of acculturation 

attitudes and behavior in the theoretical conceptualization and operationalization of the 

construct.  

Adolescent sojourners as a specific migrating group  

An academic stay abroad during adolescence is a very specific experience. 

Adolescence is a complex stage of development characterized by dramatic changes in 

biological, psychological, and social aspects that marks the transition between childhood 

and adulthood (Koepke & Denissen, 2012; Laursen & Hartl, 2013; Michel et al., 2012). 

It stipulates two main tasks: acquiring autonomy and constructing the own identity. Since 

adolescent exchange students are going to live abroad in a new parental home, visiting a 

new class and school immersed in a new culture, the stay abroad may promote their 
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independence from their families and their friends at home. Additionally, since the 

formation of the own identity requires exploration, a stay abroad may also promote this 

developmental task. During their stay abroad, the adolescents get a chance to get to know 

and explore new behaviors, to present themselves in a fundamentally new context, and to 

inspect their cultural identities and heritage in contrast to the new one (Schwarzenthal et 

al., 2017). However, as all of these opportunities are also challenging and might be taken 

to different degrees by the sojourning adolescents, we aimed to identify the predictors for 

individual host-cultural behavioral engagement in the new country.  

Host-cultural behavioral engagement is a crucial factor in the adaptation and 

learning processes of student sojourners. This tenet is based on the specific characteristics 

of student sojourners and their differences to other migrating groups. Berry and Kim 

(1988) proposed a classification of migrants, differentiating them in terms of (1) mobility 

(sedentary vs. migrant), (2) voluntariness of contact with the other culture (voluntary vs. 

involuntary), and (3) permanence of contact (permanent vs. temporal). Four different 

types of migrants result from the combination of the variables mobility and voluntariness: 

Ethnic groups (sedentary and voluntary contact), native peoples (sedentary and 

involuntary contact), immigrants (migrant and voluntary contact), and refugees (migrant 

and involuntary contact). The third proposed variable, permanence of contact, serves to 

distinguish two groups within the immigrant group. The first group are long-term 

migrants who stay in contact with the other culture for a long time. The second group –

and the focus of this study– are the sojourners: that group of immigrants whose stay is 

non-permanent. According to this classification high school students who spend a school 

year abroad fall within the category “sojourners” because (1) their status is migrant as 

they are from another country; (2) their stay is voluntary as their contact with the new 

culture is intentional; and (3) their relocation is temporary as they stay for a relatively 

short period of time (less than a year), usually having a fixed date of return. In comparison 

to long-term migrants, sojourners are not charged with finding a long-term strategy to 

balance between their home- and host-culture. High school sojourners take part in an 

institutional program, which is supposed to help them to get acquainted with a new culture, 

and they are placed in host-culture families and schools. Hence, their main challenge lies 

in the development of behavioral strategies to engage in their new cultural environment. 

Understanding the development and predictors of host-cultural behavioral engagement is 

thus important to secure the main goals of educational stays abroad: the immersion of 

multicultural diversity into the thinking, feeling, and acting of young global citizens.  
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According to several studies on various psychological outcomes, migrants’ levels 

of host- and home-orientation are substantially related to aspects of mental health, such 

as stress, depression, and anxiety symptoms (Berry & Sam, 1997; Berry et al., 1987; 

Berry, 1997; Berry et al., 2006; Castellá Sarriera, 2003; Hovey & King, 1996; Tonsing, 

2014; Ward & Chang, 1997; Ward & Kennedy, 1992, 1994; Ward & Rana-Deuba, 1999; 

Yoon et al., 2013, for a review). Research conducted so far has converged on the 

conclusion that higher levels of host-orientation in attitudes and behavior are associated 

with higher levels of positive mental health and well-being (Berry et al., 2006; 

Bierwiaczonek & Waldzus, 2016; Hofhuis et al., 2019; Pan, 2011; Quinton, 2020; Safdar 

et al., 2003; Smith & Khawaja, 2011; Tonsing, 2014; Ward & Chang, 1997; Ward & 

Kennedy, 1992, 1994; Ward & Rana-Deuba, 1999).  

The development of host-cultural behavioral engagement  

As acculturation is a dynamic and fluid process (Kim, 2008, 2015; Ward & 

Geeraert, 2016), our first research question relates to the development of sojourners’ host-

cultural behavioral engagement during the stay abroad. There are only few longitudinal 

studies that investigated changes in acculturation over time. For example, Schwartz et al. 

(2015) did not find evidence for variation of acculturation over time in a sample of recent-

immigrants. However, it is unclear to what extent these findings from permanent migrants 

or natives can be transferred to student sojourners. The instruments used in these studies 

also did not clearly differentiate between host-cultural behavioral engagement and 

acculturation attitudes. Moreover, several cross-sectional studies addressing sojourner 

samples have indicated that the length of stay was positively associated with host-oriented 

acculturation (e.g. Berry et al., 2006; Tonsing, 2014; Tsai et al., 2000). However, these 

cross-sectional designs cannot provide insights into the dynamic development of host-

cultural behavioral engagement (Ward & Geeraert, 2016). It is not clear whether it is, as 

interpreted, a matter of time –the longer stay increases the host-cultural behavioral 

engagement– or if it is a matter of successful adaptation to the new country. Sojourners 

with a higher host-cultural behavioral engagement might stay longer in the new country, 

whereas sojourners who are less involved in their host-culture might return earlier and 

are thus not adequately represented in those studies. We addressed this lack of 

longitudinal research on acculturation development by assessing changes in host-cultural 

behavioral engagement and its predictors over the course of the school year abroad.  
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Predictors of host-cultural behavioral engagement  

Another important issue is understanding what creates optimal conditions for 

cultural learning in student exchanges. In this sense, a review of the literature showed that 

despite numerous studies which focus on the consequences of acculturation for the 

adaptation and mental health of migrants in a new culture in terms of psychological and 

sociocultural adaptation (as shown in the meta-analysis from Yoon et al., 2013), there has 

been little systematical research on the psychological predictors of the process of 

acculturation itself.  

Host-cultural behavioral engagement can be considered a deliberate behavior 

because the student sojourners themselves decide, a priori regardless of their capabilities 

or the influence of the context, what kind of relationships they are going to build with 

their host-culture. In this sense, Ajzen’s theory of planned behavior (Ajzen, 1985) 

provides a suitable generic framework for deriving individual predictors of host-cultural 

behavioral engagement. In line with current perspectives on acculturation processes, the 

TPB also considers a generic differentiation between attitudes and behavior and positions 

the former as a predictor of the latter.  

The TPB has already been widely applied and has proved its suitability for 

predicting a broad spectrum of different human behaviors that are under volitional control 

of the actor (Fishbein & Ajzen, 2010). According to this theory, perceived behavioral 

control, i.e., a person’s beliefs how effective he or she can perform the behavior, but also 

attitudes toward the behavior and perceived social norms about the behavior are crucial 

elements in the intention formation process which in turn predicts actual behavior. Most 

previous studies in TPB have only considered the intention to perform a behavior as an 

outcome variable, but not the past behavior itself. In the present work, we changed the 

focus and asked students about actually performed behavior.  

In order to adapt the generic framework provided by the TPB to the study of host-

cultural behavioral engagement of German high school students studying abroad, we 

combined it with acculturation theory. Host-cultural behavioral engagement as a 

volitional behavior (e.g. Berry, 2005) should be predicted by acculturation attitudes. This 

emphasizes the importance of a clear distinction between acculturation attitudes and 

behavior that has frequently been neglected (Arends-Tóth et al., 2006). Although other 

authors already noticed the importance of the differences between acculturation attitudes 

and behavior (Arends-Tóth et al., 2006; Ward & Geeraert, 2016), in fact both components 

of acculturation are usually measured together without distinguishing between them (e.g. 
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Barry, 2001; Cuéllar et al., 1995; Marín et al., 1987; Ryder et al., 2000; Tsai et al., 2000). 

In the present study acculturation attitudes are treated as an independent construct that 

predicts students’ host-cultural behavioral engagement. It is defined as the school 

students’ evaluations of the importance of being in contact with other cultures. The 

acculturation literature traditionally differentiates between two attitude dimensions: host-

oriented acculturation attitudes and home-oriented acculturation attitudes. We included 

both attitude orientations in our study to also investigate potential negative effects of 

home-oriented attitudes on host-cultural behavioral engagement.  

Subjective acculturation norms reflect the students’ beliefs about others’ 

expectations of their host-cultural behavioral engagement. It represents a measure of the 

students’ perception of the familial and peer context (Ward & Geeraert, 2016). As in the 

case of acculturation attitudes, we also differentiated between the expectations related to 

the host-culture and those related to the home-culture.  

Finally, students’ perceived behavioral control and abilities to engage in host-

oriented behavior are reflected in their multicultural self-efficacy. Multicultural self-

efficacy is defined as the individuals’ judgment of their own abilities to successfully 

engage in intercultural interactions (Mazziotta et al.,  2015).  

Most previous studies that used the TPB only measured the predictors once to 

predict differences in behavior at a later time point (Lippke & Ziegelmann, 2008). A 

longitudinal extension of the TPB model provides three major advantages: First, it offers 

the possibility to account for potential development in all TPB predictors over time. 

Second, it allows the investigation of not only the longitudinal effects of the predictors 

on behavior, but also the interplay between the TPB predictors and the effects of host-

cultural behavioral engagement on future attitudes, self-efficacy and the perception of 

norms. Third, a longitudinal extension offers the opportunity to address the temporal 

consistency of all the described effects. In particular, there might be differences in the 

relationships between the variables during the turbulent period of the transition abroad as 

compared to later – and probably more serene – periods of the host family stay.  

The present study  

Against this background, we examined the development of host-cultural 

behavioral engagement and the TPB predictors (multi-cultural self-efficacy, acculturation 

attitudes and acculturation norms) during an academic year abroad in a sample of German 

school students. As students may get more and more involved in different (social) 

contexts and activities in their host-countries during their stay, we expected host-cultural 
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behavioral engagement to increase over time. Based on studies that have shown that a 

year abroad can improve students’ self-efficacy due to numerous opportunities for testing 

one’s own skills, to perceive how peers confront similar situations, and to receive 

feedback from others (Cubillos & Ilvento, 2013; Petersdotter et al., 2017; Zimmermann 

et al., 2020), we also expected multicultural self-efficacy to increase during the stay. For 

acculturation attitudes and norms, we had no specific expectations.  

In the next step, we investigated the effects of the TPB predictors on host-cultural 

behavioral engagement over time. We expected that host-oriented acculturation attitudes 

and norms, and multicultural self-efficacy have a positive effect on host-cultural 

behavioral engagement. No effect was expected for home-oriented acculturation attitudes 

and norms, as the independence of host-orientation and home-orientation was postulated 

by Berry (1974, 1980). Our longitudinal design further allowed testing for the reciprocal 

effects of past behavior on the predictors of the TPB. Host-cultural behavioral 

engagement might not only be the outcome of individual characteristics (TPB), but it 

might also affect these, as behavioral changes can induce changes in individual 

characteristics (Roberts & Jackson, 2008). We expected that host-cultural behavioral 

engagement will positively affect the development of host-oriented attitudes, norms, and 

multicultural self-efficacy, and will not affect the home-oriented attitudes and norms. We 

also explored how the TPB predictors influence each other over time but did not have 

specific hypotheses regarding these effects.  

Another important issue is the investigation of temporal consistency in the 

longitudinal relations between host-cultural behavioral engagement and the TPB 

variables. The transition from being in their country of origin to moving to a new country 

means that the sojourners have to accommodate their thoughts and behavior to a new way 

of perceiving and engaging in the world. This accommodation implies seeking a state of 

balance between the existing and new schemas (Marsh et al., 2018; Piaget & Cook, 1952). 

We assumed this process emerges at the very beginning of the stay abroad in favor of a 

rapid adaptation to the new culture, so that the relationships between the investigated 

variables were expected to differ between the measurement interval during which the 

transition abroad took place and the later intervals, but remained stable during the 

intervals that capture the stay abroad.  

Since previous research showed that gender and time spent abroad are 

substantially related to host-culture engagement (Berry et al., 2006; Kuo & Roysircar, 

2004; Nesdale et al., 1997; Yu & Wang, 2011), we controlled for these variables.  
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2.2 Methods 

Participants  

The data come from the first four waves of the six-wave longitudinal project 

Mobility and acculturation experiences of students (MAPS) carried out between June 

2016 and September 2017. The aim of MAPS was to investigate the determinants and the 

development of host-cultural behavioral engagement and adaptation of high school 

students living abroad in a six-wave design. The first and last waves were conducted 

before and after the stay abroad, respectively. For the present analyses, we included all 

participants who had participated at least once between t0 and t3 (Ntotal = 1,299; Nt0 = 

1,225; Nt1 = 1,144; Nt2 = 1,030; Nt3 = 865). When comparing those who provided 

complete data for all measurements to those who did not, we found no indications that 

any of the predictor variables and covariates engendered panel attrition as all effect sizes 

could be considered small (d = -.16 to .17; Cohen, 1992). Thus, we approved the use of 

full information maximum likelihood estimation (FIML) procedures to deal with the 

missing data (Graham, 2009; Greischel et al., 2016, 2018). The final sample contained 

78 % female participants, who were between 14 and 18 years old (Mage = 15.47, SDage = 

0.74). The majority of them came from North Rhine-Westphalia in Germany (23.3 %). 

Most of these students (69.5 %; see Appendix A for the complete distribution of the 

destination countries of the sample at t0) chose a host-country where English was  

an official language. The most popular country of destination (42.4 %) were the 

United States, followed by Canada (10.5 %). All participants provided self-ratings on 

their ability to manage everyday encounters in their host-country language using a 7-point 

Likert-type scale. In general, the students reported a rather good confidence in their 

language abilities (M = 4.7, SD = 1.7).  

Comparing our sample in terms of demographic characteristics to the sample 

assessed by weltweiser (2019) –an independent educational advisory service that 

provides expert information on stays abroad and international educational opportunities– 

we found that ours was comparable to the representative sample in terms of age (between 

13 and 18), most common federal state of origin (North Rhine-Westphalia), and favorite 

country of destination (United States, followed by Canada). In terms of gender, our 

sample showed a greater female presence (78 % vs. weltweiser’s 65 % female 

participants).  
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Procedure  

The recruitment of participants was assisted by an independent educational 

advisory service, weltweiser, and numerous nationwide student exchange organizations 

in Germany. These student exchange organizations were requested to forward an 

invitation via email to all school students registered for international exchange programs, 

starting at the beginning of the academic year 2016/17.  

The invitation email included a brief description of the study and the participation 

conditions, as well as information on the incentives and a link to the online registration 

platform. On this platform, students registered by indicating their gender, age, a valid 

email address for future contacts, and an approximate departure date. The departure date 

was used to time all following measurement occasions. Participants received an email 

with a personalized link inviting them to the first questionnaire (t0) two weeks before the 

indicated date of departure. The subsequent measurement occasions were timed eight 

weeks (t1; ten weeks between t0 and t1), 18 weeks (t2), and 28 weeks (t3) after the 

transition abroad. Because most of the students stayed abroad for 10 months, and thus 

returned to Germany between t3 and the following measurement occasion t4, we restrict 

our analyses to this timeframe. The description of the sample and the results shown in the 

next section are based on the waves from t0 to t3.  

In each wave, one and two weeks after the invitation a reminder was sent out to 

participants who had not finished the current questionnaire. Each questionnaire was 

available for three weeks. After this time, the account was closed until the next invitation 

email was due.  

Online questionnaires were implemented using the online open-source survey 

framework formr.org (Arslan et al., 2020). Due to the non-controversial nature of the 

content and design of the study an ethics approval for this research was not required as 

per the ethical guidelines of the German Psychological Society (DGPs) and data 

protection standards at the time of data collection. No parental consent was required, as 

all participants in the sample were at least 14 years old at study onset and the study 

referred to an issue they were to communicate frequently in different contexts (home, 

school in either country). Relevant guidelines (e.g. American Psychology Association, 

2018; Nachtsheim & König, 2019; Weir, 2019) as well as previous research (Berkowitz, 

2006; Fisher et al., 2013; Fisher et al., 2016; Moore et al., 2016; Mustanski & Fisher, 

2016; Ruiz-Canela et al., 2013; Society for Adolescent Medicine, 2003; Steinberg, 2013; 

Toner & Schwartz, 2003) suggest that the 14-year-old students were thus able to give 
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valid consent to take part in the online study by themselves. They were informed about 

the research purposes and that participation in this research was anonymous and voluntary. 

Furthermore, they were informed about the data protection standards and the possibility 

to withdraw from participation whenever they wanted without any disadvantages. 

Informed consent of the participants was implied through survey participation. 

Participation in the study was not financially remunerated. However, participants were 

invited to take part in a lottery game with a non-cash prize after each wave.  

Instruments  

Host-cultural behavioral engagement  

In view of the objectives of our project and the characteristics of our sample, we 

needed six different scales, that measured host- and home-cultural behavioral engagement 

(although home-cultural behavioral engagement was not the focus of the present study), 

acculturation attitudes towards the host-culture and towards the home-culture, and 

subjective host-oriented and home-oriented acculturation norms. These scales needed to 

fulfill a series of conditions, i.e., they should clearly differentiate between host- and 

home-orientations in all constructs, refer to life domains that are important for sojourning 

students in adolescence, all scales should be short, and scales for attitudes and behavior 

should be parallel. After a review of existing acculturation scales (i.e. Barry, 2001; 

Cuéllar et al., 1995; Pedersen et al., 2011; Ryder et al., 2000; Szapocznik et al., 1980; 

Tsai et al., 2000) we decided that the Brief Acculturation Orientation Scale (BAOS) by 

Demes and Geeraert (2014) best reflected our requirements as the scale properties in 

terms of validity and reliability were thoroughly researched and approved, the scale was 

explicitly constructed for adolescent sojourners, and it was short.  

Using this reference as a starting point, we then explored if items on different life 

domains should be added to enrich the unidimensional instrument. Based on a review of 

the literature on adolescent acculturation, we added further items on language use, 

behavior at school, (social) media use and leisure time behavior. We tested the total of 28 

items (per scale) in a pilot study with a sample of 155 high school students (80.3 % female, 

Mage = 16.57, SDage = 0.65), who were studying abroad. By applying exploratory and 

confirmatory factor analyses we identified a core item set of 9 items that was best suited 

to measure all four constructs (host-oriented attitudes, home-oriented attitudes, host-

oriented behavior, home-oriented behavior) in a specific, ecologically valid, short and 

parallel way.  
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We included these nine items in the longitudinal (main) study and conducted a 

confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) with MLR estimators after t1 to take advantage of the 

large panel sample (N = 1,144). The CFA revealed a poor model fit, with χ2 (1184) = 

1555.854, p < .001, CFI = .421, and RMSEA = .219 due to substantial error covariances 

between two pairs of items. After eliminating the items with the smaller factor loading 

from each pair that were also the items with the smallest factor loadings overall, the CFA 

model showed a good model fit for host-cultural behavioral engagement (t1), with χ2 

(1184) = 37.474, p < .001, CFI = .979, and RMSEA = .040. Standardized factor loadings 

of the final model ranged from .73 to .31, corrected item-total correlations were 

between .68 and .29. The final item selection was quite similar to the one by Demes and 

Geeraert (2014) and thus further corroborated its content validity (see items below).  

Students answered the seven items of the host-cultural behavioral engagement 

scale at the measurement occasions abroad (t1, t2, and t3). The seven items captured 

concrete host-cultural behavioral engagement during the past four weeks and referred to 

different aspects of everyday life of student sojourners, such as voluntary social contact 

(“I spent my free time with friends from my host-country”), language use (“I have used 

the language of my host-country”), behavior at school (“I have behaved toward my 

classmates as it is common in my host-country”; “I have behaved toward my teachers as 

it is common in my host-country”; “I have worked in the classroom as it is common in 

my host-country”), and behavioral accommodation (“I have tried to take on 

characteristics of the people from my host-country”; “I did things the way people from 

my host-country do them”). Responses were given on a scale from 1 (very rarely) to 5 

(very often), and were averaged to yield mean scores, where higher scores reflect a higher 

frequency of host-cultural behavioral engagement during the last four weeks.  

Acculturation attitudes  

The items on acculturation attitudes referred to the same acculturation topics, but 

captured how the students evaluated the importance of the respective host-oriented (e.g., 

“It is important for me to do things the way people from my host-country do them”) or 

home-oriented (e.g., “It is important for me to do things the way people from Germany 

do them”) behaviors. As for behavior, we also conducted CFAs at t1 for the seven items 

of the host-oriented acculturation attitude scale (χ2 (1192) = 39.554, p < .001, CFI = .975, 

and RMSEA = .044), and for the seven items of the home-oriented acculturation attitude 

scale (χ2 (1192) = 21.578, p < .005, CFI = .993, and RMSEA = .034). As the fit indices 

indicate, both scales showed a good fit.  
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The seven items of host-oriented, and the seven items of home-oriented, 

acculturation attitudes were answered in each wave (t0, t1, t2, and t3). Responses were 

given on a scale from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree), and were also averaged 

to yield mean scores, where higher scores reflect more positive attitudes toward host-

oriented or toward home-oriented behavior, respectively.  

Subjective acculturation norms  

Subjective host-oriented and home-oriented acculturation norms were captured 

with four items which targeted acculturation topics that were addressed in the scales on 

acculturation attitudes and behavior (i.e. social contacts, language, school, and behavioral 

accommodation). Both scales addressed participants’ beliefs about the expectations of 

important others (e.g. parents, host parents, teachers, friends), on their behavior toward 

the host-culture (“It is expected that I use the language of my host-country”), or the home-

culture (“It is expected that I use the German language”). All items were answered on a 

5-point scale (1 = strongly disagree to 5 = strongly agree). Item scores were averaged to 

yield a mean score, with higher scores reflecting higher levels of subjective norms.  

Multicultural self-efficacy  

Multicultural self-efficacy was measured using six items based on the intergroup 

self-efficacy scale (Mazziotta et al., 2015). On a 5-point scale (1 = strongly disagree, 5 = 

strongly agree), participants reported their degree of agreement to six different items on 

their ability to manage everyday encounters in the host-culture (“I am confident that I am 

able to establish a good relationship with people of other cultures”).  

Table 2.1 presents means, standard deviations, and coefficient alpha reliabilities 

of the study variables at the different measurement occasions.  

Table 2.1 Descriptive statistics for the study variables 

  t0 t1 t2 t3 

Variable M SD α M SD α M SD α M SD α 

HCBE    4.13 0.55 .73 4.15 0.60 .80 4.16 0.61 .80 

AA host 4.47 0.46 .78 4.35 0.47 .74 4.28 0.54 .80 4.25 0.56 .81 

AA 

home 1.92 0.58 .76 2.13 0.61 .74 2.17 0.66 .80 2.22 0.69 .81 

SN host 4.43 0.53 .65 4.44 0.53 .64 4.43 0.52 .63 4.42 0.54 .63 

SN 

home 1.69 0.53 .53 1.74 0.55 .55 1.76 0.57 .57 1.8 0.6 .62 

MSE 3.95 0.51 .73 4.05 0.57 .76 4.09 0.58 .78 4.15 0.58 .77 
Note. HCBE = host-cultural behavioral engagement; AA = acculturation attitudes; SN = subjective norms; 

MSE = multicultural self-efficacy. t0, t1, t2, t3 = Wave before departure, Wave 1, Wave 2, Wave 3. 
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Statistical analyses  

Analyses for testing our hypotheses were carried out using structural equation 

modeling with the lavaan R package (0.5-20) developed by Rosseel (2012) in R Studio 

Version 0.99.489 (RStudio Inc. 2009-2015). We also used FIML to account for missing 

values. The model fits were evaluated using the chi-square statistic, the comparative fit 

index (CFI), and the root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA). CFI values > .95 

and > .90 and RMSEA values <.05 and < .08 reflect good or acceptable model fit (Marsh 

et al., 2005).  

First, univariate latent growth curve models were fit to the data for determining 

the linear trajectory of host-cultural behavioral engagement, host- and home-oriented 

acculturation attitudes, host- and home-oriented acculturation norms, and multicultural 

self- efficacy of our sample. Thanks to this approach, we could analyze average change 

and interindividual differences in change. For host-cultural behavioral engagement, we 

used the data of the three waves while the students were abroad (t1, t2, and t3), path 

coefficients from the intercept were fixed to 1, whereas path coefficients from the slope 

were fixed to 0, 1, and 2, respectively. For the predictors, we used the four waves. In this 

case, path coefficients from the intercept were also fixed to 1, whereas path coefficients 

for the slope were fixed to 0 at t0, 2 at t2, and 3 at t3, respectively. Path loadings for t1 

were freely estimated to account for non-linear changes that may occur during the 

transition from living in Germany (t0) to living in a foreign country (t1).  

After examining changes in our variables, we used four-wave cross-lagged models 

to test the hypotheses related to the interplay between host-cultural behavioral 

engagement and the TPB predictors. As there are no studies that have tested the 

longitudinal extension of the TPB model, it first needs to be clarified if theoretically 

implied (groups of) paths and their stability over time can be empirically substantiated. 

To that end, a series of nested model comparisons is required that tests the incremental 

validity of the added paths, and helps to determine the most parsimonious model that 

reflects all substantial relationships. In these models, we specified correlations between 

variables at t1 and between residuals at t2, t3, and t4 to account for covariances at specific 

measurement occasions. Gender and duration of stay abroad were controlled as covariates, 

whereas we decided not to include age as a control variable after preliminary analyses 

and due to its small standard deviation (0.54).  

For testing our hypotheses, we followed a top-down procedure looking for the 

most parsimonious model with a good fit. Therefore, we used a set of nested structural 
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models in which different groups of paths were sequentially tested. The differences 

between the models were tested using chi-square difference tests. The first model (full 

model) included all possible paths (i.e. autoregressive paths for all variables, effects of 

the predictors on behavior, effects from behavior on the predictors, and cross-lagged 

relationships between all predictors). Then we fitted three sets of nested structural models 

(i.e. test of behavior effects, of predictor interplay, and of longitudinal constraints). In all 

sets of models, the respective paths were tested and constrained one-by-one.  

In the first model group (test of behavior effects), we tested the possible effects of 

behavior on the predictors one-by-one by omitting them in the model. In the second model 

group (test of predictor interplay), we tested the paths between predictors one-by-one by 

omitting them in the model. The third model group (test of longitudinal constraints) 

constrained the path coefficients to be equal across time. As we considered the existence 

of an important qualitative change between t0 (before they went abroad) and t1 (the first-

time measurement abroad), we also tested the fit of models in which path coefficients 

across the measurement intervals abroad were constrained to be equal whereas 

coefficients for the t0-t1 period were allowed to differ. Each time, model comparisons 

were carried out and the constraints were evaluated based on the results of the chi-square 

difference tests. For reasons of parsimony, we do not report all single steps of the one-

by-one path test, but limit the report to the final model from the three sets of model tests. 

Nevertheless, supplementary material related to this article can be found at 

https://osf.io/wm7sp/?view_ only=64048cdb8c6e44b2a49106359865e6d6.   

2.3 Results 

Univariate latent growth curve analysis  

Results of the latent growth curve analysis are shown in Table 2.2. The models 

generally showed a good fit to the data. For host- cultural behavioral engagement, we 

found that the mean parameter for the slope was not statistically significant, indicating 

there was no average change in the behavior over time. Nevertheless, significant slope 

variance pointed to substantial interindividual differences in the development of host-

cultural behavioral engagement. As suggested by Raudenbush and Bryk (2002, p. 78), we 

calculated a 95 % plausible value range (PVR) for the slope for indicating the magnitude 

of variability across the sample. Change parameters ranging between -.22 and .56 

illustrated the existence of individuals who experienced a decline in host-cultural 

behavioral engagement whereas others increased. Higher initial levels in host-cultural 
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behavioral engagement were related to more negative rates of change as indicated by the 

significant negative covariance between intercept and slope.  

For host-oriented acculturation attitudes we observed a statistically significant 

mean decrease over time as well as interindividual differences in change with a PVR of 

-.36 to .20. Host-oriented subjective norms showed a non-significant mean change over 

time and no substantial slope variance. For our other variables –home-oriented 

acculturation attitudes and norms, and multicultural self-efficacy– we found significant 

mean increases over time, as well as substantial interindividual differences in 

development, again with changes in both directions as shown by the 95% PVRs (-0.18 to 

0.38 for home-oriented acculturation attitudes; -0.20 to 0.20 for host-oriented norms; -

0.25 to 0.31 for home-oriented norms; and -0.21to 0.35 for multicultural self-efficacy).  

To sum up, in contrast to our expectations, we found no significant mean increase 

in host cultural behavioral engagement, but, as expected, significant positive development 

in multicultural self-efficacy. Host-oriented acculturation attitudes showed significant 

decline and host-oriented acculturation norms no change during the stay abroad whereas 

home-oriented acculturation attitudes and norms increased. Furthermore, all change 

parameters (except for host-oriented acculturation norms) showed substantial 

interindividual differences. Hence, in the next step, we conducted cross-lagged models 

for explaining these interindividual differences in the development of host-cultural 

behavioral engagement and its predictors as well as for testing the interplay between them.  

Table 2.2 Fit indices and results of the latent growth curve models 

  Model fit Intercept Slope       

Variable χ² df CFI RMSE

A 90 % CI M σ2 M σ2 

covintercept,

slope λ 

HCBE 0.191 1 1.00 0.000 [0.000, 

0.057] 

4.13 

*** 

0.22 

*** 

0.17 0.04 

*** 

-0.02 

*** 

1.0 

AA host 33.104 

*** 

4 0.94 0.074 [0.053, 

0.098] 

4.44 

*** 

0.11 

*** 

-0.08 

*** 

0.02 

*** 

-0.01 1.1 

AA home 23.864 

*** 

4 0.98 0.061 [0.043, 

0.082] 

1.94 

*** 

0.19 

*** 

0.10 

*** 

0.02 

*** 

-0.01 1.7 

SN host 16.248 

* 

4 0.97 0.048 [0.026, 

0.073] 

4.43 

*** 

0.10 

* 

-0.00 0.01 0.00 2.7 

SN home 17.757 

* 

4 0.97 0.051 [0.029, 

0.076] 

1.69 

*** 

0.13 

*** 

0.03 

*** 

0.02 

*** 

-0.01 1.4 

MSE 7.485 4 0.99 0.026 [0.000, 

0.053] 

3.95 

*** 

0.16 

*** 

0.07 

*** 

0.02 

*** 

-0.01 1.5 

Note. HCBE = host-cultural behavioral engagement; AA = acculturation attitudes; SN = subjective norms; 

MSE = multicultural self-efficacy. CFI = comparative fit index; RMSEA = root-mean-square error of 

approximation; CI = confidence interval of RMSEA. λ = slope loading of the variable at t1. * p < .05. ** p 

< .01. *** p < .001 
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The dynamic interplay between host-cultural behavioral engagement and 

the TPB predictors  

Full model  

All paths of the predictors on behavior, their reciprocal paths (effects of behavior 

on predictors), and the paths between all five predictors as well as the respective 

autoregressive paths and (residual) covariances were specified in the initial model. The 

initial model showed a very good fit (χ² (116) = 512.268, p < .001, CFI = .958, and 

RMSEA = .048).  

Test of behavior effects  

Looking for a more parsimonious model, one-by-one, all the effects of host-

cultural behavioral engagement on the predictors (i.e., effects on host- and home-attitudes, 

on host- and home-norms, and on multicultural self-efficacy) were omitted, and the fit 

statistics of each step were compared to the initial model. For each model, we found that 

omitting paths implied a decrease in model fit compared to the previous model, thus we 

kept them in the model and continued using this model for the next step.  

Test of predictor interplay  

Following this action line, we explored whether the cross-lagged paths between 

predictors could be omitted. As in the previous step, the paths were tested one-by-one in 

different models, and the fit statistics of each step were compared to the initial model. 

Only the model in which the effects of subjective host-oriented acculturation norms on 

the other predictors were omitted revealed no decrease in model fit, as compared to the 

initial model, thus the model without the effects of subjective host-oriented acculturation 

norms was maintained for the rest of the analyses (χ² (128) = 523.265, p < .001, CFI 

= .959, and RMSEA = .046; Δχ² = 13.27, Δdf = 12, p = .350).  

Test of longitudinal constraints  

In this step, we explored if setting paths equal across time could simplify our 

model. To that end, we first constrained the autoregressive paths of our variables one-by 

one, followed by the cross-lagged paths between the variables across all measurement 

occasions. Only the model where the autoregressive paths of host-cultural behavioral 

engagement were set equal over the full study period revealed no decrease in model fit. 

Regarding the interplay of our constructs, we found that most cross-lagged effects could 

be set equal across time (for a detailed overview, see Table 2.3).  

In addition, we tested if any additional longitudinal constraints were feasible when 

only variables at measurements during the time abroad were considered. Model 
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comparisons revealed that the autoregressive paths of host-oriented and home-oriented 

acculturation norms, and self-efficacy, as well as the effect of host-cultural behavioral 

engagement on host-oriented acculturation norms, and the effects of home-oriented 

acculturation norms and multicultural self-efficacy on host-cultural behavioral 

engagement, could be set equal across t1 to t3 without a loss in model fit (χ² (155) = 

525.212, p < .001, CFI = .961, and RMSEA = .041, Δχ² = 16.30, Δdf = 27, p = .947).  

Final model 

The final model still had a very good fit (χ² (167) = 543.387, p < .001, CFI = .960, 

and RMSEA = .039) compared with the initial full model (Δχ² = 47.54, Δdf = 51, p = .612). 

With this model, we aimed to investigate (1) the predictive power of the predictors of the 

TPB on host-cultural behavioral engagement, (2) the interplay between predictors, (3) the 

reciprocal effects of behavioral engagement on the predictors, and (4) the stability of the 

interplay between the different variables over time. For a detailed overview of all paths 

of the model, see Table 2.3.  

The results widely confirmed our expectations. As can be seen in Figure 2.1, host-

oriented acculturation attitudes and norms predicted host-cultural behavioral engagement 

in a positive and longitudinally stable way. Multicultural self-efficacy also showed a 

positive effect on host-cultural behavioral engagement, but its effect was stronger at the 

beginning of the year abroad compared to later in the year. Home-oriented acculturation 

attitudes and norms did not predict host-cultural behavioral engagement –there was a 

negative effect of home-oriented norms at the transition, but it disappeared once the 

students were abroad.  

Host-cultural behavior engagement, in turn, had a significant effect on all TPB 

predictors over time (Figure 2.1). It positively influenced the host-oriented acculturation 

attitudes and norms and multicultural self-efficacy over time, and had negative effects on 

the development of home-oriented acculturation attitudes and norms.  

As for the interplay of the predictors (Table 2.3), all effects were rather small 

(effect sizes < .10), with the exception of the relations between home-oriented attitudes 

and norms abroad.  

Regarding the longitudinally constrained paths (Table 2.3), we found the lowest 

stabilities during the transition from one country to the other. Stabilities were equal across 

the time intervals abroad for all variables but host- and home-oriented attitudes. For these 

variables, stabilities increased over time.  
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Table 2.3 Coefficients of all paths of the final model across four waves 

      t0 to t1 t1 to t2 t2 to t3 

Path     β P β p β p 

Autoregressive Paths       
HCBE → HCBE   .410 .000 .410 .000 

AA HOST → AA HOST .263 .000 .301 .000 .424 .000 

AA HOME → AA HOME .476 .000 .590 .000 .649 .000 

SN HOST → SN HOST .218 .000 .442 .000 .442 .000 

SN HOME → SN HOME .311 .000 .525 .000 .525 .000 

MSE → MSE .490 .000 .559 .000 .559 .000 

Cross-lagged Paths             

AA HOST → HCBE .287 .000 .287 .000 .287 .000 

AA HOME → HCBE -.030 .132 -.030 .132 -.030 .132 

SN HOST → HCBE .056 .009 .056 .009 .056 .009 

SN HOME → HCBE -.093 .013 .034 .270 -.048 .153 

MSE → HCBE .192 .000 .093 .000 .093 .000 

HCBE → AA HOST .493 .000 .551 .000 .415 .000 

AA HOME → AA HOST -.060 .000 -.060 .000 -.060 .000 

SN HOST → AA HOST — — — — — — 

SN HOME → AA HOST .022 .327 -.036 .069 -.036 .069 

MSE → AA HOST -.055 .000 -.055 .000 -.055 .000 

HCBE → AA HOME -.289 .000 -.241 .000 -.208 .000 

AA HOST → AA HOME .059 .039 .059 .039 .059 .039 

SN HOST → AA HOME — — — — — — 

SN HOME → AA HOME .067 .084 .265 .035 .156 .000 

MSE → AA HOME .061 .000 .061 .000 .061 .000 

HCBE → SN HOST .389 .000 .269 .000 .269 .000 

AA HOST → SN HOST .049 .087 .049 .087 .049 .087 

AA HOME → SN HOST .001 .971 .001 .971 .001 .971 

SN HOME → SN HOST -.023 .340 -.023 .340 -.023 .340 

MSE → SN HOST -.023 .153 -.023 .153 -.023 .153 

HCBE → SN HOME -.156 .000 -.156 .000 -.156 .000 

AA HOST → SN HOME .010 .839 -.013 .710 .146 .000 

AA HOME → SN HOME .147 .025 .145 .025 .145 .025 

SN HOST → SN HOME — — — — — — 

MSE → SN HOME .046 .012 .046 .012 .046 .012 

HCBE → MSE .374 .000 .261 .000 .173 .000 

AA HOST → MSE -.093 .008 -.041 .339 .081 .038 

AA HOME → MSE .004 .846 .004 .846 .004 .846 

SN HOST → MSE — — — — — — 

SN HOME → MSE .018 .351 .018 .351 .018 .351 
Note. HCBE = Host-cultural behavioral engagement; AA = Acculturation attitudes; SN = Subjective norms; 

MSE = Multicultural self-efficacy. t0, t1, t2, t3 = Wave before departure, Wave 1, Wave 2, Wave 3. The 

“—” indicates that paths were removed from the model as a result of the nested model comparisons 
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Note. HCBE = Host-cultural behavioral engagement; AA = Acculturation attitudes; SN = Subjective norms; 

MSE = Multicultural self-efficacy. Without sign = Significant positive effects. Minus sign = Significant 

negative effects. Dotted lines = Paths coefficient varies between time points. t0 = Wave before departure; 

t1, t2, t3 = waves abroad 

Figure 2.1 Significant autoregressive paths and paths between host-cultural behavioral 

engagement and TPB-predictors over time.  

The final model explained an important part of the variance in host-cultural 

behavioral engagement (𝑅t1
2  = 18.1 %, 𝑅t2

2  = 39.8 %, 𝑅t3
2  = 48.4 %), host-oriented 

acculturation attitudes (𝑅t1
2  = 51.3 %, 𝑅t2

2  = 65.3 %, 𝑅t3
2  =65.0 %), home-oriented 

acculturation attitudes (𝑅t1
2  = 34.6 %, 𝑅t2

2  = 54.9 %, 𝑅t3
2  = 57.3 %), host-oriented 

acculturation norms ( 𝑅t1
2  = 28.2 %, 𝑅t2

2  = 42.5 %, 𝑅t3
2  = 44.1 %), host-oriented 

acculturation norms (𝑅t1
2  = 22.0 %, 𝑅t2

2  = 41.8 %, 𝑅t3
2  = 40.1 %), and multicultural self-

efficacy (𝑅t1
2  = 38.1 %, 𝑅t2

2  = 43.6 %, 𝑅t3
2  = 46.9 %). 

We did not find substantial effects of gender and spent time abroad as covariates 

of our models. 

2.4 Discussion 

The cultural involvement of student sojourners into their host societies is a main 

goal of international student exchange. Therefore, the present study examined 

longitudinally how host-cultural behavioral engagement develops over time, and which 

individual factors predict the host-cultural engagement of German high school students 

during an academic year abroad. Furthermore, we were interested in how the host-cultural 
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engagement, in turn, affected attitudes, perceived norms, and multicultural self-efficacy 

as well as in the longitudinal stability of these relations.  
We did not find a significant average change of host-cultural behavioral 

engagement. A reason for this might be that the first measurement abroad took place at 

eight weeks after arrival. At this point, the students might have already adapted to their 

new life abroad and established behavioral routines that were reflected in stable 

behavioral patterns. Nevertheless, we found interindividual differences in change, i.e. 

significant variance in the slope. With regard to the other variables, a significant increase 

over time, especially across the transition, could be found in home-oriented attitudes and 

norms, and, as expected, in multicultural self-efficacy. Host-oriented attitudes decreased 

across the transition (t0-t1) and stayed rather stabile abroad (t1-t3). Merely speculative, 

we may explain the decrease of host-oriented attitudes as a general habituation effect: As 

we asked the students about the importance of host- cultural behavioral engagement 

before departing and starting to actually perform the host-directed behaviors, they may 

have overvalued their importance. Once they were in the host-country and started to 

interact with host nationals, to use the host language etc., they might have realized that it 

was not so difficult to engage and quickly got used to the new behaviors, which might 

have led to the decrease of their perceived importance. Finally, there was no change in 

host-oriented norms. Significant interindividual differences in change over time were 

found for every predictor except for host-oriented norms.  
Trying to understand those interindividual differences in change, we focused our 

attention on the longitudinal interplay between the TPB predictors and host-cultural 

behavioral engagement. In this sense, the theory of planned behavior (Ajzen, 1985) was 

approved as a suitable theoretical framework for predicting host-cultural behavioral 

engagement.  
In our final TPB model for host-cultural behavioral engagement, which resulted 

from a series of model comparisons, the following relations between the variables were 

substantiated. As expected, host-oriented acculturation attitudes and norms, and 

multicultural self-efficacy positively predicted host-cultural behavioral engagement and 

its development over time. Furthermore, in line with expectations, home-oriented 

attitudes and norms were not significantly related to host-cultural behavioral engagement. 

Regarding the interplay between predictors over time, overall, we found effects –even 

though they were small– between predictors. As for the reciprocal effects of behavior on 

the predictors of the TPB, we found that host-cultural behavioral engagement predicted 
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changes in host- and home-oriented acculturation attitudes, host- and home-oriented 

acculturation norms, and multicultural self-efficacy over time. We also found that the 

effects that reflected the interplay between host-cultural behavioral engagement and the 

TPB predictors were relatively stable over time, especially for host-oriented attitudes and 

norms. In the case of home-oriented attitudes and multicultural self-efficacy, we found a 

transition effect, i.e., a difference between the effects between t0 to t1 and the effects 

during the time abroad.  
These results have important theoretical implications. First, the results help us to 

better understand how adolescents engage in their host-cultures and benefit from a stay 

abroad in terms of their individual development. In that regard, the present study further 

corroborates the consideration of an educational stay abroad as an important life event in 

adolescence that helps to better understand the differential development during this period 

of life (Greischel et al., 2016; Hutteman et al., 2015). From the perspective of 

acculturation research, we identified predictors of host-cultural behavioral engagement, 

proving the importance of acculturation attitudes, subjective acculturation norms, and 

multicultural self-efficacy for forecasting this kind of behavior. We found support for the 

two-dimensional assumption of acculturation attitudes, but not for the total independence 

of both dimensions. On the one hand, the no-effects of home-oriented attitudes and norms 

on host-cultural behavioral engagement support the assumption that the two dimensions 

of acculturation proposed by Berry (e.g., 1974, 1980) are independent of each other. On 

the other hand, the fact that host-cultural behavioral engagement predicted home-oriented 

attitudes as well as home-oriented norms does not support this independence between 

host- and home-orientations. Moreover, host- and home-oriented attitudes and norms 

were longitudinally interrelated. The empirical results also support the theoretical 

distinction between acculturation behavior and acculturation attitudes. In particular, the 

small to medium effects sizes that were substantiated for the relations between host-

cultural behavioral engagement and acculturation attitudes speak in favor of their 

conceptualization as distinct constructs.  
The results also provide new insights into the theory of planned behavior. We 

showed that behavior, which is typical only considered as the outcome in the theory and 

its applications, also fosters changes in the predictors, i.e. in attitudes, subjective norms, 

and self-efficacy. The static TPB model does not do justice to the dynamic interactions 

between behavior and individual characteristics over time. Our study also points out the 
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longitudinal relations between predictors which should be considered in future 

applications of the TPB model.  
Looking at the stability of the interplay between variables, our findings suggest 

that for host-cultural behavioral engagement, home-oriented attitudes, host- and home-

oriented norms, and multicultural self-efficacy we can assume an accommodation process 

(Marsh et al., 2018; Piaget & Cook, 1952) after the transition to the host-country. Students 

tend to adapt their behavior to the new country, and thus restructure cognitively to 

equilibrate their existing schemas with the new ones which is reflected in the stability of 

the coefficients over the time abroad. Overall, the lower stabilities of all predictor 

variables across the transition period (t0-t1) point to the implications of life transitions 

(such as moving abroad) for individual development. For example, the effect of 

multicultural self-efficacy on host-cultural behavioral engagement is greater at the 

transition. This shows that multicultural self-efficacy before leaving the home country is 

more important for the host-cultural behavioral engagement in the first phase abroad but 

becomes less and less important over the course of the subsequent months. Conversely, 

host-cultural behavioral engagement is particularly important for the development of 

multicultural self-efficacy across the transition period (t0-t1).  
Our findings also have important practical implications for how parents, teachers, 

and student exchange organizations should deal with promoting host-cultural behavioral 

engagement of students abroad. Fostering positive host-oriented attitudes, declaring 

explicitly their expectations about the students’ behavior during the year abroad, and 

encouraging the development of the students’ multicultural self-efficacy before the 

students’ departure abroad can lead to an initial, strong host-cultural behavioral 

engagement in the new country. As seen in our findings, this behavioral engagement will 

lead to the promotion of positive attitudes and perceptions, the development of a strong 

multicultural self-efficacy, and so on.  
Limitations and recommendations for future research  

Although our study provided new insights into the interplay of host-cultural 

behavioral engagement and its predictors over time, there are some limitations to consider 

for future research. First, as our main focus was on individual-level predictors, we did not 

consider contextual factors as values, norms, or multicultural policies, and acculturation 

expectations or attitudes of the host population which could have a strong impact on 

acculturation processes (e.g. Berry, 1997; Bourhis et al., 1997; Hendrickson, 2018; Navas 

et al., 2007; Pang, 2020; Quinton, 2020; Rienties & Nolan, 2014; Rienties & Tempelaar, 
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2018). Future research is needed to gain a broader perspective, considering not only the 

perspective of host-nationals such as students, teachers, and host-relatives, and their 

acculturation expectations, but also indicators of the norms and values of the host-culture. 

Likewise, in line with a dynamic understanding of acculturation processes, member of 

the host society might also experience (individual) changes related to the acculturation 

process that need to be further explored.  
As with many studies about acculturation, our study is also limited as a result of 

the nature of the sample. It is unclear to what extent our findings generalize to non-

German sojourners, e.g., students from different countries that come to Germany. 

Another limitation regarding our sample is that most of the students traveled to the United 

States, making it impossible to systematically assess to what extent characteristics of the 

host-country (e.g., in terms of differences in the schooling systems, culture dimensions 

etc.) moderated the observed contingencies between individual characteristics and host-

cultural behavioral engagement. As previous research showed that sojourners living in 

tighter cultures experienced lower levels of adaptation (Geeraert et al., 2019) it would be 

an interesting objective of future research to explore, if, for example, the behavioral 

adaptation per se as well as the effects of perceived norms on behavior differed between 

tight versus loose host-country cultures, too. However, these questions might better be 

addressed with other samples than student sojourners, as these are usually biased towards 

Anglo-American host-countries (weltweiser, 2019). Future research could also include 

those students who stay home and do not participate in a student exchange as they may 

be also be exposed to cultural diversity in their classrooms at home (Kim, 2008; 

Schwarzenthal et al., 2017). Such an investigation could help to better understand 

similarities and differences between acculturation processes during travel and at home 

and thus to seize the benefits of an academic exchange.  
In terms of design, we also face some limitations. First, the non-experimental 

design can imply overlooking the effects of other variables, which could explain the 

development of host-cultural behavioral engagement. In this sense, more studies are 

needed, for example, to consider the possible influence of the nature and frequency of 

contact with peers, host-family and teachers abroad. Second, regarding the longitudinal 

design, studies with even more fine-grained measurement intervals are needed. As our 

first wave abroad was eight weeks after arriving in the new country, we might have 

missed crucial information about the establishment of host-cultural behavioral 

engagement. Also, host cultural behavioral engagement might fluctuate both over shorter 
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time intervals and between (social) contexts (e.g. behavior at school might differ from 

behavior at home, with friends etc.). One possibility for future research is, for instance, 

to observe people’s actual host-cultural behavioral engagement using ecological 

momentary assessments (e.g. Harari et al., 2016). More extended longitudinal studies, 

which also include different measurement occasions after returning home, could further 

disclose long-term effects of host-cultural behavioral engagement on individual 

development (Richter et al., 2020). Longitudinal research on the outcomes of host-

cultural behavioral engagement is also needed for a better understanding of its effects on 

psychological and academic adaptation over time, and the possible reciprocal effects of 

adaptation on behavioral engagement.  
Finally, another potential weakness of the present study refers to the instruments 

used. In particular with regard to host-cultural behavioral engagement, we have to 

consider that self-reporting and the retrospective recording could be limitations of the 

present study as students may have unrealistic perceptions of their own behavior or their 

reports might be affected by biased memories. Further investigations might benefit from 

including other sources of information about the actual behavior of the students such as 

ratings from peers, host-family members, or teachers. Another problem concerns the low 

reliabilities of the instrument measuring subjective home-oriented acculturation norms. 

A possible explanation for the low reliability of the scale is that it may reflect the 

heterogeneous nature of the construct, as students faced with novel, ambiguous, and 

uncertain situations such as a study abroad, without a clear framework of action and in 

the absence of role models, may be not so sure about the expectations placed upon them. 

However, this may only be the case with regard to the home-orientation, as the scale for 

host-orientation revealed a higher internal consistency. Against the background of these 

inconsistent findings and in order to be able to compare results for both scales we decided 

to maintain the unidimensional solution for both orientations in the present analyses. 

Unfortunately, as the scales only consisted of four items, it was not also not feasible to 

further assess (the reliability of) potential subfacets, but we recommend this issue to be 

further explored in future studies.  
Conclusions  

Our study with German high school students abroad helps to shed light on an 

important life event in adolescence. It also has important theoretical implications for 

acculturation research, developmental research, and research on the theory of planned 
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behavior. It also has important practical implications for supporting a successful year 

abroad.  
As we have shown, host-oriented acculturation attitudes and norms, as well as 

multicultural self-efficacy, predict host-cultural behavioral engagement and its 

development over time. Moreover, host-cultural behavioral engagement has an important 

effect on the proposed predictors and their development over time, proving that host-

cultural behavioral engagement is a relevant predictor of individual development while 

studying abroad. Thus, future research may consider host-cultural behavioral engagement 

as a mediating process for the development of individual characteristics and resources, 

such as personality traits or self-concept, and for the well-being and academic 

performance of high school students in the context of educational international mobility 

experiences.  
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3 Thrilling travel or lonesome long haul? Loneliness and acculturation 

behavior of adolescents studying abroad3 

Studying abroad far away from family and friends may put young people at 

particular risk of experiencing loneliness. From this perspective, behavioral strategies to 

deal with the challenges of a new living environment have important implications for the 

development of loneliness over the course of an educational stay abroad. This study 

investigates adolescents’ experience of loneliness over the course of a school year abroad, 

as well as the longitudinal interplay between loneliness and the sojourners’ host- and 

home-cultural behavioral engagement. To that end, we analyzed data from 1,225 student 

sojourners using latent growth curve models and cross-lagged panel models. Participants 

were surveyed four times before and during the student exchange period using online 

questionnaires. Our results showed that loneliness increased during the transition from 

home to the host-country but decreased again afterwards. Host-cultural behavioral 

engagement predicted lower levels of loneliness by a direct effect, whereas home-cultural 

behavioral engagement predicted higher levels of loneliness by a time-lagged indirect 

effect via host-cultural behavioral engagement. Implications for acculturation and 

loneliness research, and practical implications for the support of student sojourners are 

discussed. 

3.1 Introduction 

A stay abroad is an enriching learning experience and, for many school students, 

a unique adventure. Students who spend a few months or an academic year in another 

country have the opportunity to meet new people, learn a new language, improve their 

communication and intercultural skills, and to develop their personality, self-concept, and 

identity (Vande Berg et al., 2009; Greischel et al., 2018; Petersdotter et al., 2017; Yang 

et al., 2011; Zimmermann et al., 2020; Zimmermann & Neyer, 2013). In short, the stay 

abroad provides them with the tools needed for living in a globalized world through an 

understanding of other cultures. However, exchange students may also meet different 

acculturation challenges as a school-based stay abroad means substantial changes in their 

 
3 This chapter is based on: Serrano-Sánchez, J., Zimmermann, J., & Jonkmann, K. (2021b). Thrilling travel 

or lonesome long haul? Loneliness and acculturation behavior of adolescents studying abroad. International 

Journal of Intercultural relations, 83, 1-14. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijintrel.2021.03.014 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijintrel.2021.03.014
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socio-ecological systems such as their home environment, their peer group, and their 

school (Bronfenbrenner, 1974, 1994). These changes have been shown to be associated 

with negative psychological outcomes such as stress (Demes & Geeraert, 2015), feelings 

of personal inadequacy, and unfulfilling social relationships (Leung, 2001; Parr et al., 

1991; Rajapaksa & Dundes, 2002; Sawir et al., 2008) which, in turn, have been related to 

loneliness (Rokach, 2000, 2007; Rokach & Neto, 2000, 2005). Beyond that, loneliness is 

a salient experience in adolescence, even among young people without such experiences 

of international mobility, as it is related to the core developmental tasks of adolescence, 

i.e., the development of identity and independence (Arnett, 1999; Laursen & Hartl, 2013; 

Lodder et al., 2015; Mund et al., 2020; Vanhalst et al., 2011). Hence, the simultaneous 

confrontation with challenges that are inherent to the sojourn experience and those that 

result from the developmental tasks of adolescence might put these students at a particular 

risk to experience loneliness. Yet, we contend that these feelings would be contingent 

upon their involvement in the host-culture.  

Therefore, in the present study we investigated the development of exchange 

students’ loneliness over the course of a high school year abroad, as well as its association 

with their tendencies to take part in the new culture and to maintain their home-culture, 

namely their host- and home-cultural behavioral engagement. To this end, we conducted 

a longitudinal study including more than 1,000 students, who were surveyed over the 

course of their exchange years abroad.  

Loneliness abroad  

Loneliness is a complex negative emotion usually interpreted as the result of the 

mismatch between a person’s desired and actual social relationships in terms of quality 

and quantity (Peplau & Perlman, 1982). As a consequence of these differences, lonely 

people experience a lack of control over their social life (Luhmann & Hawkley, 2016; 

Newall et al., 2009).  

There are several reasons why such a mismatch might occur. For example, lonely 

individuals may indeed have poorer and fewer social relationships as a result of deficits 

in social skills (Jobe-Shields et al., 2011; Woodhouse et al., 2012). Another explanation 

is the possible existence of cognitive biases in the perception of the social environment, 

which may make lonely individuals believe that they have poorer and fewer social 

relationships than they actually have, thus leading to an unsatisfied need to belong 

(Cacioppo & Hawkley, 2009; Cacioppo & Patrick, 2011). In all cases, it is important to 

keep in mind that the perceived social isolation does not necessarily correspond to an 
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objective social isolation. Loneliness is not the same as being alone, and the company of 

others does not necessarily protect against loneliness (Peplau & Perlman, 1982).  

Different studies point to the relevance of loneliness in adolescence (Arnett, 1999; 

Laursen & Hartl, 2013; Lodder et al., 2015; Mund et al., 2020; Vanhalst et al., 2011). 

Adolescence is a complex stage of development greatly influenced by the geographical, 

historical, and social context as well as by the family environment (Coleman & Hendry, 

1998). Teenagers experience rapid and long-lasting biological, psychological, and social 

changes in just the few years that bridge the gap between childhood and adulthood 

(Gowers, 2005; Koepke & Denissen, 2012; Laursen & Hartl, 2013). These changes are 

mainly directed at two goals: autonomy and identity. The need for greater independence 

and autonomy drives adolescents to distance themselves from their parents. At the same 

time, they may not yet be fully integrated into the social world of their peers (Goossens, 

2018). Identity exploration and formation might also provoke conflicts with old friends, 

as identities develop in different ways (Laursen & Pursell, 2009) and teenagers may be 

forced to choose between social acceptance and personal growth (Kiuru et al., 2010). The 

struggle for achieving these two goals for autonomy and identify might therefore lead to 

feelings of loneliness (Goossens, 2018; Laursen & Hartl, 2013; Rokach & Neto, 2000) 

which, in turn, might trigger other negative emotions, such as stress and depression 

(Caputi et al., 2017; Neto, 1995; Vanhalst et al., 2011), social anxiety (Danneel et al., 

2019; Maes et al., 2019), as well as suicidal thoughts and intentions (Rudatsikira et al., 

2007).  

An academic stay abroad during the adolescent years is a great opportunity for 

adolescents to strive for both autonomy and identity formation. Adolescents abroad gain 

substantial independence from their families and their friends at home, they get to know 

them- selves –and get a chance to present themselves– in a fundamentally new context 

and explore their cultural identities and heritage in contrast to the new one (Schwarzenthal 

et al., 2017). However, previous research suggests that the accumulation of life changes, 

through the combination of the developmental changes during adolescence described 

above and the experience of, for example, a school transition, may be challenging for 

adolescents and their self-evaluations (Białecka-Pikul et al., 2019; Simmons et al., 1987). 

Adding a cultural exchange and its specific challenges may let them struggle in their 

achievement and might even accentuate the experiences of loneliness.  

We are not aware of any studies that have addressed feelings of loneliness in 

school students during a stay abroad. In an exchange situation for college students, 
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however, loneliness was shown to lead to lower levels of life satisfaction (Chataway & 

Berry, 1989; Neto, 1995), the loss of social acceptance (Neto, 1992), or decreased 

academic performance (Bek, 2017). As potential reasons, Rokach and Neto identified five 

self-reported causes of loneliness of college students (Rokach, 2000, 2007; Rokach & 

Neto, 2000, 2005): personal inadequacies, developmental deficits, unfulfilling 

relationships, relocation or significant separations, and social marginalization. Many of 

these causes potentially apply to the situation of an academic stay abroad. In line with 

this, for college students, an academic stay abroad has been shown to be a source of 

loneliness due to changes in social relations both in quantity, by comparing the number 

of friends present in the host-country to the number of friends at home (Zhang & Brunton, 

2007), and the quality of these newly formed relationships (Sawir et al., 2008). As a 

consequence of the quantitative and qualitative deficits in sojourners’ relationships, the 

need to belong might be unsatisfied (Hechanova-Alampay et al., 2014; Shu et al., 2020) 

and feelings of personal inadequacy might arise while encountering difficulties in 

socializing with locals (Sawir et al., 2008; Townsend & Poh, 2008; Zheng & Berry, 1991).  

We expected that such effects might be even more pronounced in adolescents in 

high school exchange programs. They leave their families and friends to live abroad in a 

new parental home, visit a new class/school in a new school system, and find themselves 

immersed in a new culture with a foreign language at a young age (around 15). Although 

all of these factors contribute to their striving for autonomy and identity formation, they 

also put them –in this particular developmental period– at an accentuated risk of 

loneliness; they likely experience substantial losses with regard to their established social 

relationships and, unlike international college students, they typically meet only a few 

other exchange student peers in their new high schools who can be mutually supportive. 

Therefore, becoming immersed in the host-culture might be particularly important for 

exchange students, as this host-cultural behavioral engagement increases their 

opportunities for the formation of satisfying relationships in their new living environment 

and thereby might attenuate the risk of feeling lonely. 

An acculturation framework for the study of loneliness in student 

sojourners  

With reference to the acculturation framework (Berry, 1974, 1980), host-cultural 

behavioral engagement is understood as the behavioral involvement of sojourners in 

different aspects of the new culture, such as spending time with natives, using the host 

foreign language, or adjusting their behavior to the new culture in different contexts; for 
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instance, in school (Serrano-Sánchez et al., 2021). According to Berry (1974, 1980) 

acculturation is the result of two independent dimensions –not only host-orientation, but 

also home-orientation. While many earlier measures of acculturation orientations 

reflected a blend of different constructs, more recent studies pointed out that a distinction 

between acculturation attitudes (attitudes toward the home-culture: “Do I want to uphold 

my home-culture?” and attitudes toward the host-culture: “Do I want to approach the 

host-culture?”) and acculturation behavior (i.e., behavioral engagement in the home-

culture: “What do I do to uphold my home-culture?” and the host-culture: “What do I do 

to approach the host-culture”?) was essential (e. g., Arends-Tóth et al., 2006; Kim, 2006; 

Ward & Geeraert, 2016). Accordingly, we distinguished between host-cultural behavioral 

engagement, which corresponds to the individuals’ involvement in the new country, and 

home-cultural behavioral engagement, which covers the individuals’ behaviors aimed at 

maintaining their contact with their country of origin. Examples of home-cultural 

behavioral engagement are spending time being in contact with the people left behind or 

other fellow citizens, using the mother tongue, or behaving just as at home.  

Migrants’ acculturation orientations were shown to be associated with various 

psychological outcomes such as well-being, stress, depression, and anxiety symptoms 

(Berry, 1997; Berry et al., 2006; Berry et al., 1987; Berry & Sam, 1997; Castellá Sarriera, 

2003; Demes & Geeraert, 2015; Geeraert & Demoulin, 2013; Hovey & King, 1996; 

Safdar et al., 2003; Tonsing, 2014; Ward & Chang, 1997; Ward & Kennedy, 1992, 1994; 

Ward & Rana-Deuba, 1999). This research converges with the conclusion that promoting 

host orien- tations is associated with higher levels of psychological adaptation in migrants 

(Berry et al., 2006; Tonsing, 2014; Tsai et al., 2000), defined as the extent to which a 

person feels comfortable and happy in the new culture (Searle & Ward, 1990). However, 

the results concerning the effect of home-orientation are inconclusive (Hofhuis et al., 

2019; Ward & Rana-Deuba, 1999), and the importance of this dimension for the 

adaptation of students may be questioned as academic exchange programs aim at 

immersion in the foreign culture.  

Despite the negative consequences of loneliness, so far only a few studies have 

addressed the association between host- and home-orientation and loneliness. Using a 

person-centered approach, Klok et al. (2017) identified in a sample of 55- to 66-year-old 

migrants who had spent on average of 36.8 years in the Netherlands different patterns of 

host and home belonging, based on indicators such as language proficiency, frequency of 

contact with members of the host and home societies, and self-identifications, and showed 
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that these were substantially related to loneliness. Their results showed that those 

migrants who reported a greater transnational sense of belonging to the home-culture and 

those who sensed a lack of belonging anywhere also reported more loneliness. In their 

qualitative study, Sawir et al. (2008) found that college students who reported themselves 

to be more engaged with the host-culture reported lower levels of loneliness, whereas 

those who commented on missing the parents’ “nest”, having obstacles to social 

networking and difficulties with the foreign language, or lacking personal and social 

backup when faced by educational or administrative difficulties, experienced loneliness 

more intensely. Hofhuis et al. (2019) have also shown in a cross-sectional study that 

college students abroad who kept in touch with friends and relatives at home more 

frequently experienced a greater sense of loneliness. In view of the limitations inherent 

in cross-sectional studies and the general lack of research on loneliness among adolescent 

sojourners, we aimed to examine the longitudinal associations between host- and home-

cultural engagement and loneliness with a sample of high school students.  

Several potential mechanisms might explain the association between host- and 

home-cultural behavioral engagement and loneliness. First, host-cultural behavioral 

engagement includes the cultivation of host-country contacts and thus provides explicit 

information on sojourners’ social situations. Second, becoming engaged in the host-

culture in various domains of life (language use, habits, etc.) might indirectly increase 

sojourners’ opportunities to become involved with host-country natives and thus 

indirectly affect their social relationships. Third, host-cultural behavioral engagement 

might prevent loneliness by the promotion of a sense of belonging to the host-country. 

By contrast, since long-distance relationships with people at home cannot be sustained at 

the same intensity, and maintaining one’s behavior as if one were at home might lead to 

feelings of alienation, home-cultural behavioral engagement may evoke feelings of 

homesickness and loneliness. The performance of home-cultural behavioral engagement 

could also restrain the performance of host-cultural behavioral engagement –for instance, 

with regard to sojourners’ time resources. Therefore, we expected that higher levels of 

host-cultural behavioral engagement and lower levels of home-cultural behavioral 

engagement would be associated with a lower level of loneliness.  

The present study  

Based on a sample of German school students, we examined the development of 

loneliness during an academic year abroad. The transition from the home country to the 

host-country might result in fewer and poorer social relationships and feelings of 
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inadequacy in making new connections. Additionally, students need to master the shift 

from predominantly home-oriented behavioral patterns (speaking German, doing things 

in a way that is common in Germany) to host-oriented ones (using the host-country 

language, doing things in a way that is common in the host-country); these changes might 

also challenge their sense of belonging and therefore increase loneliness. Hence, we 

expected an initial increase in the experience of loneliness during the transition period at 

the beginning of the year abroad.  

Given that loneliness increases the risk of depression and other psychological 

problems, it is important to identify possible causes. The present study focuses on the 

association between the cultural behavioral engagement of exchange students and their 

experience of loneliness. As outlined above, we expected that host-cultural behavioral 

engagement might be associated with lower levels of loneliness by increasing the 

possibilities for host contacts and a sense of belonging to the host society, while for home-

cultural behavioral engagement, we expected that focusing on maintaining contact with 

friends and relatives at home and on habits from home might evoke feelings of loneliness.  

With regard to both dimensions of behavioral engagement, inverse effects of 

loneliness on these behaviors would also be possible. For example, experiences of 

loneliness abroad might lead students to seek out the comfort of established home-based 

relationships and home-oriented behaviors. As our longitudinal design allowed for testing 

these reciprocal effects, we included the assessment of loneliness effects on behavior as 

an open research question.  

Our longitudinal design further allows testing for the indirect effects between 

loneliness and the two kinds of behavioral engagement. In the original formulation of the 

acculturation model, Berry (1974, 1980) postulated the independence of both 

acculturation dimensions. However, this assumption does not seem appropriate in view 

of our exclusive focus on behavioral engagement rather than attitudes, because in 

everyday life, certain behaviors might exclude each other. For example, spending lots of 

time with people from the home country usually implies many hours on the telephone or 

using social media –hence, the available time for exchange with host-country members 

might be limited. We included these assumptions in our analysis model in the form of 

indirect effects for the two forms of behavioral engagement. That is, we assessed if home-

oriented behavioral engagement indirectly affected loneliness by limiting the 

opportunities for host-oriented cultural engagement or if the latter yielded an indirect 

effect on loneliness via home-oriented behavioral engagement.  
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The stability of loneliness and host- and home-cultural behavioral engagements 

was another important issue of the present investigation. In the transition period, 

specifically from shortly before departure and during the first weeks abroad, the 

sojourners experience substantial changes in their living environment and have to adapt 

their attitudes and behavior to the new culture. As individuals may respond differently to 

these transition experiences, we assumed that stabilities of the investigated constructs 

were lower during this period than over the further course of the stay abroad and that their 

associations might be different, too. Therefore, to thoroughly investigate the stability of 

variables and their mutual relations over time, we first tested if paths could be set as equal 

across the entire study period or at least across the measurement intervals abroad.  

Since previous research showed that gender and time spent abroad are related to 

loneliness (Pinquart & Sörensen, 2003; Rokach, 2018) and to host- and home-behavioral 

engagement (Berry et al., 2006; Kuo & Roysircar, 2004; Nesdale et al., 1997; Yu & Wang, 

2011), we included these variables in our models.  

To sum up, our hypotheses (H) and research questions (RQ) are:  

H1. Sojourners experience a steep increase of loneliness across the transition period, 

whereas the development of loneliness stabilizes thereafter.  

H2. Higher levels of host-cultural behavioral engagement are associated with lower 

levels of loneliness over time.  

H3. Higher levels of home-cultural behavioral engagement are associated with higher 

levels of loneliness over time.  

H4. Higher levels of home-cultural behavioral engagement have an indirect positive 

effect on loneliness by their negative effect on host-cultural behavioral engagement.  

H5. Higher levels of host-cultural behavioral engagement have an indirect negative 

effect on loneliness by their negative effect on home-cultural behavioral 

engagement.  

RQ1. What are the effects of loneliness on host- and home-cultural behavioral 

engagement?  

RQ2. Are the effects of host- and home-cultural behavioral engagement consistent 

across time?  

RQ3. How do gender and time spent abroad affect the research constructs?  
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3.2 Methods 

Participants  

The data came from the first four waves of the longitudinal study Mobility and 

acculturation experiences of students (MAPS; Serrano-Sánchez et al., 2021) carried out 

between June 2016 and September 2017. From the 1,461 registered participants, 1,225 

took part in t0 (conducted before the stay abroad), 1,144 in t1 (eight weeks after leaving 

Germany and arriving in the new country), 1,030 in t2 (10 weeks after t1), and 865 in t3 

(18 weeks after t2). All participants who had completed at least one of the questionnaires 

between t0 and t3 (N = 1,299) were included for the present analysis. Comparing the 

sample of participants who provided complete data for all measurements to those who 

did not revealed no indications that any of the predictor variables and covariates 

engendered panel attrition (ds = -.16 to .17). Thus, the implementation of full information 

maximum likelihood estimation (FIML) procedures for dealing with the missing data was 

deemed appropriate (Graham, 2009).  

The final sample contained 78 % female participants between 14 and 18 years old 

(Mage = 15.47, SDage = 0.74). Most of these students completed their stay abroad in a host-

country where English was an official language (69.5 %; see Appendix A for the complete 

distribution of the destination countries of the sample at t0). The most popular country of 

destination was the United States (42.4 %), followed by Canada (10.5 %). We assessed 

possible influences of host-countries by the inspection of intraclass correlation 

coefficients (ICC) for loneliness at all measurement occasions abroad. The ICCs ranged 

from .01 to .04. When the countries were summarized to larger clusters by continents, 

ICCs were even smaller (< .01). According to the reference values proposed by Hox 

(2010), these effects can be deemed negligible. Hence, the host-countries did not account 

for substantial variance in loneliness.  

All participants provided self-ratings of their ability to manage everyday 

encounters in their host-country language, using a 7-point Likert-type scale. Overall, the 

students reported rather good confidence in their language abilities before departure (M 

= 4.7, SD = 1.7).  

Comparing our sample in terms of demographic characteristics to the sample 

assessed by weltweiser (2019) –a German independent educational advisory service that 

provides expert information on stays abroad and international educational opportunities– 

we found that ours was largely comparable to the sample in terms of age range (between 
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14 and 18), most common federal state of origin (North Rhine-Westphalia), and favorite 

country of destination (United States, followed by Canada). Our sample showed a greater 

female presence (78 % vs. weltweiser’s 65 % female participants).  

Procedure  

Numerous student exchange organizations in Germany were requested to forward 

an invitation via email to all school students registered for international exchange 

programs starting at the beginning of the academic year 2016/17. This invitation email 

included the participation conditions and information on data protection protocols, a brief 

description of the study, information on the incentives for participating, and a link to the 

online registration platform, where students registered by indicating their gender, age, a 

valid email address for future contacts, and an approximate departure date, which was 

used to time all subsequent measurement occasions. After registering, participants 

received an email with a personalized link inviting them to complete the first 

questionnaire (t0) at two weeks before the indicated date of departure. The subsequent 

measurement occasions were timed eight weeks (t1; ten weeks between t0 and t1), 18 

weeks (t2), and 28 weeks (t3) after the date of arrival. Because most of the students stayed 

abroad for 10 months, and thus returned to Germany between t3 and the following 

measurement occasion t4, we restricted our analyses to this time frame (t0–t3).  

In each wave, participants were reminded of any pending questionnaires by up to 

two email reminders that were sent out one and two weeks after the initial invitation date. 

In each wave, participants were given up to three weeks to complete their questionnaire 

after the first invitation. After this time, the account was closed until the next invitation 

email was due.  

We implemented the online questionnaires using the online open-source survey 

framework formr.org (Arslan et al., 2020). All participants were informed about the 

research purposes, the implementation of data protection standards, and the possibility to 

withdraw from participation whenever they wanted. As per American Psychology 

Association guidelines (2018; Weir, 2019), parental consent is not required for students 

who are 14 years and older, as they can provide valid informed consent (this was further 

corroborated by recent research, e.g., Berkowitz, 2006; Fisher et al., 2013, 2016; Moore 

et al., 2016; Mustanski & Fisher, 2016; Ruiz-Canela et al., 2013; Society for Adolescent 

Medicine, 2003; Steinberg, 2013; Toner & Schwartz, 2003). In the present case, this was 

furthered by the fact that we targeted a positively selected group (exchange students) and 

queried them about an issue they were to communicate frequently in different contexts 
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(home, school in either country). Due to the non-controversial nature of the content and 

design of the study, an ethics approval for this research was not required as per the ethical 

guidelines of the German Psychological Society (DGPs) and data protection standards at 

the time of data collection. Participation was voluntary and not financially remunerated, 

but participants were invited to take part in a lottery game with a non-cash prize after 

each wave.  

Measures  

Means, standard deviations, and coefficient alpha reliabilities of the study 

variables at the different measurement occasions are presented in Table 3.1. 

Table 3.1 Descriptive statistics for the study variables 

  t0 t1 t2 t3 Cohen’s d 

Variable M SD Α M SD α M SD α M SD α t0-t1 t1-t2 t2-t3 

Loneliness 1.65 0.56 0.68 1.94 0.70 .82 1.94 0.71 .84 1.90 0.67 .83 -.46 .00 .06 

HsCB    4.13 0.55 .73 4.15 0.60 .80 4.16 0.61 .80  -.04 -.02 

HmCB       2.45 0.69 .75 2.39 0.73 .78 2.34 0.73 .80 
 

.08 .07 

Note. HsCB = host-cultural behavioral engagement; HmCB = home-cultural behavioral engagement. t0, t1, 

t2, t3 = Wave before departure, Wave 1, Wave 2, Wave 3 

Loneliness  
Loneliness was measured using six items based on Neto’s ULS-6 (short-form 

UCLA Loneliness Scale, 1989, 1992 [translated into German by Döring & Bortz, 1993]). 

On a 5-point scale (1 = strongly disagree, 5 = strongly agree), participants rated their 

agreement with six statements on the loneliness they were experiencing at the time they 

responded to the questionnaire (“I feel isolated from others”).  

Host-cultural behavioral engagement  

To better fit our sample’s characteristics (i.e., the temporary residence of 

adolescents in contrast to the permanent migration of adults that is the focus of most 

established measures), we developed a new seven-item scale for the valid measurement 

of host-cultural behavioral engagement in life domains that are important for visiting 

school students. We used a confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) to test the single-factor 

structure. The model fit was evaluated using the chi-square statistic, the comparative fit 

index (CFI), and the root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA). The CFA with 

seven items revealed a good model fit for host-cultural behavioral engagement (t1), with 

χ2 (1184) = 37.474, p < .001, CFI = .979, and RMSEA = .040 [90 % CIlower = .025, CIupper 

= .055] (for further details on the scale and its development please refer to Serrano-

Sánchez et al., 2021).  
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The seven items were answered by the students at all measurement occasions 

abroad (t1, t2, and t3) and captured concrete host-cultural behavioral engagement during 

the preceding four weeks. The items referred to different aspects of everyday life of 

student sojourners: voluntary social contact (“I spent my free time with friends from my 

host-country”), language use (“I have used the language of my host-country”), behavior 

at school (“I have behaved toward my classmates/teachers in a way that is common in my 

host-country”; “I have worked in the classroom in a way that is common in my host-

country”), and behavioral accommodation (“I have tried to take on characteristics of the 

people from my host-country”; “I did things the way people from my host-country do 

them”). Responses were given on a scale from 1 (very rarely) to 5 (very often) and 

averaged to yield mean scores, where higher scores reflected a higher frequency of host-

cultural behavioral engagement during the last four weeks.  

Home-cultural behavioral engagement  

Based on our host-cultural behavioral engagement scale, a home-cultural 

behavioral engagement scale was established, the items of which referred to the same 

acculturation topics, but captured behaviors concerning their home country (e.g., “I spent 

my free time with friends from Germany”). The fit indices of the CFA conducted after t1 

indicated a good fit of the scale (χ2 (1184) = 60.365, p < .001, CFI = .974, and RMSEA 

= .058 [90 % CIlower = .044, CIupper = .062]). The seven items of home-cultural behavioral 

engagement were also answered abroad (t1, t2, and t3). Responses were given on a scale 

from 1 (very rarely) to 5 (very often), and were also averaged to yield mean scores, where 

higher scores reflected a higher degree of home cultural behavioral engagement.  

Analytical strategies  

Analyses for testing our hypotheses were carried out using structural equation 

modeling with the lavaan R package (0.5–20) developed by Rosseel (2012) in R Studio 

Version 0.99.489 (RStudio Inc., 2009–2015). We also used FIML to account for missing 

values. The model fits were evaluated using the chi-square statistic, the CFI, and the 

RMSEA. CFI values > .95 and > .90 and RMSEA values < .05 and < .08 reflected good 

or acceptable model fit (Marsh et al., 2005). To account for non-normality of item 

distributions, we estimated all models using the Satorra–Bentler method for model 

estimations. This approach provides maximum likelihood parameter estimates and a 

mean-adjusted chi-square, which are robust to violations of normality (Satorra & Bentler, 

2010).  
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First, a nonlinear univariate growth curve model was fit to the data for determining 

the trajectories of loneliness, average change (reflected in the slope mean), and 

interindividual differences in change (reflected in the slope variance). In line with our 

hypothesis we explored linear and non-linear change and included both a linear and a 

quadratic slope parameter in the same model, as they are meant to be interpreted together. 

The linear slope represents the rate of change at each time point, so that larger values in 

this slope indicate a faster rate of change. The quadratic slope represents change in the 

rate of change at each time point, so that larger values indicate a faster changing in the 

rate of change and result in a bigger curvature in the represented trajectory (Bollen & 

Curran, 2006; Grimm et al., 2011). We used the data of all four waves (t0, t1, t2, and t3). 

The factor loadings of the intercept were fixed to 1, whereas path coefficients of the linear 

slope were fixed to 0, 1, 2, and 3 and the path coefficients of the quadratic slope to 0, 1, 

4, and 9 for t0, t1, t2, and t3 respectively.  

After examining changes in loneliness, we tested our hypotheses on the interplay 

between loneliness and host- and home-cultural behavioral engagement (Figure 3.1). We 

ran a series of four-wave cross-lagged models. The models included the cross-lagged 

effects between host- and home-cultural behavioral engagement and loneliness as well as 

their respective stability paths. We also included the effects of the covariates gender and 

time abroad on all three variables in each wave. 4 We specified correlations between 

variables at t0 and between residuals at t1, t2, and t3 to account for covariances at specific 

measurement occasions.  

For testing our hypotheses, we followed a top-down procedure looking for the 

most parsimonious model with a good fit. The differences between the models were tested 

using chi-square difference tests with scaling corrections. The first model (full model) 

included all possible paths. After testing this model, we fitted three sets of nested 

structural models to test for the effects of loneliness, the cross-lagged effects of host- and 

home-cultural behavioral engagement, and for longitudinal constraints. In all sets of 

models, the respective paths were consecutively constrained to zero.  

 
4 We checked for the effects of other variables, such as school achievement (acquired grades in Germany 

in the subjects German language, English language, and mathematics), family background (number of 

books at home as an indicator of families’ cultural capital) and previous travel experience as covariates and 

did not find any significant effect of them on loneliness. 
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For reasons of parsimony, we do not report all the single steps of the one-by-one 

path test but limit the report to the final models from the three sets of model tests. 

Nevertheless, supplementary material related to this article can be found at 

https://osf.io/7fg4s/?view_only=78e9bf4a2d42496da3f9f6b04aaf781d.   

3.3 Results 

The development of loneliness over time  

The development of loneliness over time is shown in Figure 3.1. The nonlinear 

univariate growth curve model showed an acceptable fit to the data (χ2 (1) = 14.929, p 

< .001, CFI = .981, and RMSEA = .103 [90 % CIlower = .062, CIupper = .152]). The intercept 

of loneliness was estimated to be 1.67 (p < .001), the mean of the linear slope was 0.32 

(p < .001), and the mean of the quadratic slope was 0.08 (p < .001). This pattern of results 

indicates that loneliness strongly increased after arriving in the new country (more than 

half a standard deviation) and that the curve flattened thereafter. The significant variance 

estimates of 0.14 (p < .001) for the intercept, 0.29 (p < .001) for the linear slope, and 0.02 

(p < .001) for the quadratic slope, indicated the existence of substantial interindividual 

differences with regard to loneliness and its development in our sample. In addition, we 

calculated a 95 % plausible value range (PVR) for the linear and quadratic slopes for 

indicating the magnitude of variability across the sample as suggested by Raudenbush 

and Bryk (2002, p. 78). Results revealed change in both directions, with change 

parameters ranging between -.74 and 1.38 for the linear slope and -.36 and .20 for the 

quadratic slope.  

 
Figure 3.1 Development of loneliness (mean) 
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The dynamic interplay between host- and home-cultural behavioral 

engagement and loneliness  

Full model  

All effects of behavioral engagement on loneliness, their reciprocal paths (effects 

of loneliness on host- and home-cultural behavioral engagement), the paths between host- 

and home-cultural behavioral engagement as well as the
 
respective autoregressive paths 

and (residual) covariances were specified in the initial model. The initial model showed 

a good fit (χ2 (21) = 182.339, p < .001, CFI = .949, and RMSEA = .073 [90 % CIlower 

= .065, CIupper = .082]).  

Test of loneliness effects  

In our search for a more parsimonious model, we first restricted the effects of 

loneliness on host- and home-cultural behavioral engagement one-by-one to zero and 

compared the fit statistics of each step to the initial model. For each model, we found that 

omitting paths from loneliness to engagement implied no decrease in model fit compared 

to the previous model; thus, we omitted them and continued using this more parsimonious 

model for the next step (χ2 (25) = 183.525, p < .001, CFI = .949, and RMSEA = .066 

[90 % CIlower = .057, CIupper = .074]; Δχ2 = 1.099, Δdf = 4, p = .855).  

Test of cross-lagged effects between home- and host-cultural behavioral 

engagement  

Following this action line, we explored whether the cross-lagged paths between 

host- and home-cultural behavioral engagement could be omitted. The results of model 

comparisons showed that only the paths from host-cultural behavioral engagement to 

home- cultural behavioral engagement could be omitted without a decrease in model fit 

as compared to the initial model (χ2 (27) = 183.542, p <.001, CFI = .950, and RMSEA 

= .063 [90 % CIlower = .054, CIupper = .072]; Δχ2 = 1.194, Δdf = 6, p = .846).  

Test of longitudinal constraints  

Finally, we explored if setting paths as equal across time could simplify our model. 

First, we investigated which paths could be equated across the full study period (t0–t3). 

Setting the autoregressive paths of host- and home-cultural behavioral engagement as 

equal as well as the cross-lagged effects of home-cultural behavioral engagement on host-

cultural behavioral engagement did not deteriorate the model fit. The constraints related 

to the autoregressive paths of loneliness over the full study period as well as the cross-

lagged effects of host-cultural behavioral engagement resulted in a decrease in model fit.  
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In addition, we tested if any further longitudinal constraints were feasible when 

only measurement intervals during the time abroad (t1–t3) were considered. Model 

comparisons revealed all significant paths could be set as equal across t1 to t3 without a 

loss in model fit (χ2 (33) = 187.616, p <.001, CFI = .951, and RMSEA = .057 [90 % 

CIlower = .048, CIupper = .066]; Δ χ2 = 1.207, Δdf = 12, p = .762).  

Final model 

The final model had a good fit(χ2 (46) = 208.770, p <. 001, CFI = .948, and 

RMSEA = .049 [90 % CIlower = .040, CIupper = .058]) that was not significantly poorer 

than the initial full model (Δχ2 = 1.109, p = .563). With this model, we aimed to 

investigate (1) the effects of host- and home-behavioral engagement on loneliness, (2) the 

interplay between host- and home-behavioral engagement, (3) the reciprocal effects of 

loneliness on host- and home-behavioral engagement, and (4) the stability of the interplay 

between the different variables over time. Fig. 1 shows all the statistically significant 

paths of the model. Regarding the autoregressive paths, we found the lowest stabilities 

for loneliness during the transition from one country to the other (b = .30, p < .001), 

corroborating the findings from the growth curve model. Stabilities were equal across the 

time intervals for loneliness (b = .58, p < .001), host-cultural behavioral engagement (b 

= .62, p < .001), and home-cultural behavioral engagement (b = .72, p < .001).  

Concerning the covariates, we tested their effect on the three main variables at all 

measurement occasions but found only an effect of gender on loneliness at t1, showing 

that male students experienced less loneliness at the beginning of the study abroad (b = 

-.15, p < .001). We did not find substantial effects of time spent abroad as a covariate in 

our models.  

The results widely confirmed our expectations. As can be seen in Figure 3.2, host-

cultural behavioral engagement predicted lower levels of loneliness (bt1-t2 = -.47, p < .001; 

bt2-t3 = -.20, p < .001). Home-cultural behavioral engagement did not predict the level of 

loneliness directly (bt1-t2 and bt2-t3 = .15, p = .362) but had a small negative cross-lagged 

effect on host-cultural behavioral engagement (bt1-t2 and bt2-t3 = -.08, p < .001), resulting 

in a statistically significant indirect effect of home-cultural behavioral engagement on 

loneliness through host-cultural behavioral engagement. We tested the significance of 

this indirect effect using 10,000 bootstrapped samples. The unstandardized indirect effect 

was b = .02 (p < .001), and the bootstrapped 95 % confidence interval ranged from .01 

to .02. There was no reciprocal effect of loneliness on behavioral engagement.  
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The final model explained an important part of the variance in loneliness (𝑅t1
2  = 

24.4%, 𝑅t2
2  = 40.8%, 𝑅t3

2  = 46.0%), in host-cultural behavioral engagement (𝑅t2
2  = 36.9%, 

𝑅t3
2  = 41.8%), and in home-cultural behavioral engagement (𝑅t2

2  = 48.1%, 𝑅t3
2  = 48.7%). 

 
Note. LO = Loneliness; HsCB = Host-cultural behavioral engagement; HmCB = Home-cultural behavioral 

engagement; t0 = Wave before departure; t1, t2, t3 = waves abroad; *** p < .001 

Figure 3.2 Significant autoregressive paths and paths between loneliness and 

host- and home-cultural behavioral engagement over time. 

3.4 Discussion 

Arriving in a new country implies a number of significant challenges for high 

school students which can cause feelings of loneliness that in turn may be associated with 

lasting consequences. Therefore, the present study longitudinally examined how 

loneliness develops abroad over time, and the influence of host- and home-cultural 

behavioral engagement on the loneliness of German high school students during an 

academic year abroad. Furthermore, we were interested in how loneliness, in turn, 

affected home- and host-cultural behavioral engagement as well as in the longitudinal 

stability of these relations.  

Examining the development of loneliness, we found the expected transition effect, 

namely an initial increase in the experience of loneliness at the beginning of the year, and 

a flattening of the curve thereafter. Hence, after an initial increase, the level of loneliness 

stabilized over the rest of the time abroad. Significant interindividual differences in 

change over time, in particular, significant variance in the slopes, were also found.  

Trying to understand these interindividual differences in change, we focused on 

the longitudinal interplay between loneliness and host- and home-cultural behavioral 
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engagement comparing a series of models looking for parsimony. As expected, we found 

in our hypothesis that host-cultural behavioral engagement negatively predicted the level 

of loneliness. This negative effect indicates that the more frequent the students get 

involved in activities and social contexts that refer to the host society (e.g., meeting 

natives in their free time) and the better they manage those activities and social contexts 

(e.g., using the foreign language, behaving as natives), the less intense is the experience 

of loneliness. This finding is in accordance with the results of other authors with a 

different kind of sample, using migrants in transversal studies (Klok et al., 2017; Sawir 

et al., 2008). Home-cultural behavioral engagement was not directly related to loneliness, 

but indirectly through host-cultural behavioral engagement; in other words, higher home-

cultural behavioral engagement predicted lower levels of future host-cultural behavioral 

engagement, which was in turn related to higher levels of loneliness. This time-lagged 

indirect effect of home-cultural behavioral engagement on the levels of loneliness through 

host-cultural behavioral engagement shows that focusing on maintaining contact with 

friends and relatives at home and on habits from home obstructs the described immersion 

of the students in the new culture, which may evoke feelings of loneliness abroad. 

Although our sample of exchange high school students from Germany may be different 

to other groups of migrants, as their stay abroad is voluntary and temporary and they are 

in many respects a privileged group, these results are in line with those observed by other 

authors in other kinds of migrants (Hofhuis et al., 2019; Klok et al., 2017; Sawir et al., 

2008), who showed the negative consequences of adopting home-oriented behaviors. 

Hence, this is the first study to show that this negative effect is mediated by lower levels 

of host-oriented behavior. This helps us to understand why home-cultural behavioral 

engagement is detrimental and also has implications with regard to the conceptualization 

of acculturation. Our results do not support the independence of host- and home-cultural 

behavioral engagement (which was theoretically anticipated) but showed that these might 

influence each other. When it comes to behavior, distinct areas of life may differ in how 

much host- and home-cultural behavior actually exclude each other or can be integrated 

or alternately performed. In some domains of life, such as the choice of leisure time 

activities, there might be a negative relationship between host- and home-cultural 

behavioral patterns, due to capacity and time limitations. In other domains, such as the 

choice of social contacts and the use of host and home languages, the facilities of the 

internet and other new technologies may have contributed to host- and home-behavioral 

patterns becoming more independent from one another. For example, students may have 
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the capacity and time for meeting one group and using its language physically and 

meeting the other group and using their language virtually. Since the acculturation 

literature based on Berry’s two-dimensional model has usually treated the acculturation 

dimensions as independent and thus focused on their assessment as moderators of one 

another, more longitudinal research is needed for a better understanding of the long-term 

interaction of the two dimensions. In particular, as a complement to the present research 

with an aggregate measure of behavior, future studies might provide a more thorough 

assessment of the association between behaviors in different life domains. This may 

provide empirical evidence for the tentative speculations about differences in associations 

between host and home-behaviors that were articulated above.  

Our results also show that the autoregressive paths and the significant direct and 

indirect effects of host- and home-cultural behavioral engagement were stable over time, 

showing that to orientate oneself towards the host-country in order to "get in" remains 

relevant over time. In addition, it also shows that approaching the return journey does not 

change the effects of host- or the home-cultural behavioral engagement on the levels of 

loneliness.  

We did not find reciprocal effects of loneliness on the levels of host or home-

behavioral engagement, which suggests that loneliness does not work as a motivator and 

does not lead students to seek out either activities and social contexts where they could 

interact with their hosts using their social skills or the comfort of established home-based 

relationships and home-oriented behaviors. Interpreting these results, the longitudinal 

associations corroborate that behavioral engagement triggers the experience of loneliness 

but not the other way around. This is an important advancement compared to earlier cross-

sectional studies that left open the question of the direction of effects between adaptation 

outcomes and acculturation experiences (Hofhuis et al., 2019).  

To our knowledge, this is the first study to provide insights about the experience 

of loneliness in a sample of adolescents studying abroad, complementing the current 

research on loneliness in adolescence and providing insights into the development of 

loneliness in response to life events (Luhmann & Hawkley, 2016). A stay abroad can be 

beneficial for achieving the objectives of autonomy and identity formation that 

characterize the developmental period of adolescence. Understanding the risks of a stay 

abroad, such as the experience of loneliness, and their behavioral correlates, may help to 

implement measures to avoid them. In addition, although our first wave abroad was eight 

weeks after arrival in the new country, the development of loneliness conforms with the 
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pattern found by other authors for other indicators of psychological adaptation, such as 

anxiety and acculturative stress (Brown & Holloway, 2008; Demes & Geeraert, 2015) 

and shows that the initial stage of a visit is not always characterized by feelings of 

excitement, but by negative feeling associated with culture shock (Geeraert & Demoulin, 

2013).  

The effects of host- and home-cultural behavioral engagement on the levels of 

loneliness allow to consider loneliness as an indicator of the psychological adaptation of 

the students, a topic which may be worthy of further exploration, as loneliness could be 

the first stage of the development of depression among migrants (Liang et al., 2019). In 

this way, our findings also have important practical implications for how parents, teachers, 

and student exchange organizations should deal with ameliorating the development of 

loneliness among students abroad. Supporting host-cultural behaviors, such as meeting 

natives, using the host language and adapting behavior to the new country and its school 

system, for example through language and social skill courses, could be a tool for the 

student to prevent loneliness. In addition, encouraging a reflective approach to home-

cultural behaviors, as this activity limited host-cultural behavioral engagement and had 

an (indirect) positive impact on loneliness, may be a way to support sojourners’ 

adaptation.  

Limitations and recommendations for future research  

As discussed, thanks to its longitudinal design, our study has provided new 

insights about the development of loneliness and its interplay with host- and home-

cultural behavioral engagement over time. Nevertheless, there are some limitations to 

consider for future research. In relation to the nature of the sample, it is unclear to what 

extent our results can be generalized for non-German subjects. Since most of our sampled 

students traveled to the United States or Canada, we also cannot systematically assess to 

what extent characteristics of the host-country, with its different school systems or 

cultural values, influence the observed contingencies between loneliness and engagement. 

In particular, a more diverse sample with regard to the distribution of students across host-

countries would allow an encompassing investigation of host-country effects. For 

example, it would be interesting to see if the level of loneliness and its relationship with 

host- and home-cultural behavioral engagement is affected by the perceived cultural 

distance between the host- and the home-country or other economic or cultural 

characteristics of the host-countries. For further research, it would also be interesting to 

determine to what extent our findings on the development of loneliness and its association 
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with host- and home-cultural behavioral engagement can be transferred to other age 

groups. One could speculate that the effects of a host-orientation might be lower in other 

age groups, since a host-orientation may be particularly relevant for adolescents who are 

confronted with developmental tasks, such as the detachment from the parental home and 

the establishment of independence.  

Despite the expected vulnerability of the sample, the values of loneliness are 

relatively low, which could be a consequence of the fact that our sample is composed of 

voluntary migrants prepared and accompanied by organizations, and who presumably 

encounter structures (e.g., a host-family) that could make it easier for them to make 

contacts and get involved in the host-country.  

Concerning our longitudinal design, studies with more fine-grained measures and 

more extended longitudinal studies that also include different measures after returning 

home are required. A longer design could reveal long-term associations between cultural 

behavioral engagement and the development of loneliness, and the return home could be 

another independent critical life event with regard to the experience of loneliness. 

Furthermore, self-reporting and the retrospective recording in the case of behavioral 

engagement could be limitations of the present study. Finally, although the proportion of 

explained variance in loneliness was substantial in the present study, future studies might 

also include additional factors that might be relevant for sojourners’ feelings of loneliness, 

such as the quality of social contacts with the host family and peers in the new culture.  

With the implementation of more studies that are designed according to these 

recommendations, it will eventually be possible to gain a full understanding of the 

mechanisms, functions, and conditions of loneliness abroad.  

Conclusion  

With the present study we showed that students who travel abroad are at particular 

risk of experiencing increased levels of loneliness during the transition from the home to 

the host-country. Moreover, host-cultural behavioral engagement as well as home- 

cultural behavioral engagement predicted the experience of loneliness by direct and 

indirect effects. In contrast, loneliness had no effect on the levels of students’ behavioral 

engagement. The results suggest that it is important to consider loneliness as an aspect of 

exchange students’ experience abroad and to focus on the conditions that affect this 

experience. We hope that future research may build on these findings and consider further 

individual and institutional factors that may attenuate the experience of loneliness 

amongst mobile individuals.  
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4 Personality and psychological adaptation of high school students 

abroad: The mediating role of host-cultural behavioral engagement5 

International educational mobility is a life event that confronts high school 

students with many challenges, such as adapting to a new living environment abroad. 

Whether these cultural adaptation processes are successful is contingent upon different 

factors. In the present study, we focused on the role of personality in the psychological 

adaptation of high school students during an academic year abroad and investigated how 

host- and home-cultural behavioral engagement mediate this relationship. To that end, we 

analyzed data from the first four waves of the project Mobility and acculturation 

experiences of students (MAPS; N = 1,225). We found positive effects of the personality 

traits agreeableness, conscientiousness and emotional stability as well as effects of host-

cultural behavioral engagement on psychological adaptation abroad. We also found a 

negative effect of home-cultural behavioral engagement on psychological adaptation 

abroad. Furthermore, host-cultural behavioral engagement mediated personality effects 

on sojourners’ psychological adaptation. Theoretical implications for personality and 

acculturation research and practical implications for the support of student sojourners are 

explored. 

4.1 Introduction 

In novel, ambiguous, and uncertain situations, without a clear framework of action 

and in the absence of role models, people are forced to act without understanding which 

behaviors may be the most adaptive to cope successfully. In these situations, personality 

differences appear to be more accentuated, since each individual will tend to use their 

own schemes and models of action in their attempt to convert the strange situation into a 

familiar one (Caspi & Moffit, 1993). 

Educational international mobility causes adolescents to confront a series of 

environmental events that disrupt their “previously existing social equilibria” (Caspi & 

Moffit, 1993, p. 247). Offered in many schools around the world, student exchanges serve 

as an important instrument to improve young people’s understanding of other cultures 

 
5 This chapter is based on: Serrano-Sánchez, J., Zimmermann, J., & Jonkmann, K. (2021c). Personality and 

psychological adaptation of high school students abroad: The mediating role of host-cultural behavioral 

engagement. Manuscript submitted for publication. 
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and ways of life, provide unique opportunities to learn a new language or improve 

communication and intercultural skills, and for personality and identity development (e. 

g. Greischel et al., 2018; Petersdotter et al., 2017; Wolff et al., 2020; Wolff & 

Borzikowsky, 2018; Zimmermann et al., 2020; Zimmermann & Neyer, 2013). However, 

they also imply fundamental changes in students’ ecological systems (Bronfenbrenner, 

1977, 1994) as student sojourners leave their families and friends behind to live abroad 

in a new parental home, visit a new school within a new school system, and find 

themselves immersed in a new culture with a foreign language at a very young age (14-

18 years old). As individual differences such as personality traits are emphasized by such 

environmental disruptions, they might explain differences in how students 

psychologically adapt to their new living situation, i.e., the extent to which they feel 

comfortable and happy or anxious and out of place in a new culture (Demes & Geeraert, 

2014; Searle & Ward, 1990).  

Although previous studies provided cross-sectional evidence for personality 

effects on the adaptation of migrants (Demes & Geeraert, 2015; Swagler & Jome, 2005; 

Ward et al., 2004; Zhang et al., 2010), it is not yet well understood how these effects 

apply to high school student sojourners and which mechanisms underline them. 

Therefore, based on the theoretical and empirical background of the acculturation 

literature, we suggested that host- and home-cultural behavioral engagement constitute 

mechanisms that mediate the effects of the big five traits on sojourners’ adaptation and 

so tested these assumptions with the help of a large longitudinal dataset of N = 1,225 

student sojourners.  

Acculturation and adaptation abroad 

For decades, the acculturation process has been a crucial issue in understanding 

cross-cultural changes and migration experiences (i.e., Yoon et al., 2012); it takes place 

when an individual member of a cultural group comes into regular contact with members 

from another cultural group (e. g. Berry, 2005). According to Berry (1974, 1980), 

acculturation on an individual level is the product of the interaction of two independent 

dimensions corresponding to individuals’ orientation toward the new (host) culture and 

toward their own (home) culture. For each orientation, acculturation attitudes (“Do I want 

to approach the host culture/uphold my home culture?”) and acculturation behavior 

(“What do I do to approach the host culture/uphold my home culture?”) should be 

differentiated (Arends-Tóth et al., 2006). In that regard, host-cultural behavioral 

engagement is understood as the individual’s behavioral involvement in the new culture, 
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for example, by spending free time with natives, using their language, or adjusting their 

behavior to the new culture in different contexts, such as the new school (Serrano-

Sánchez et al., 2021a, 2021b; Klok et al., 2017). Home-cultural behavioral engagement 

covers those behaviors intended to maintain contact with their culture of origin, such as 

spending time keeping in touch with the people left behind or other fellow citizens, using 

their mother tongue, or behaving as they would at home (Serrano-Sánchez et al., 2020b).  

Adaptation abroad is understood as the result of this acculturation process and 

describes the changes in thoughts, emotions, and behaviors a person or group of people 

experiences when immersed in a new cultural context (Berry, 1974, 1997; Berry et al., 

2006; Ward & Kennedy, 1993). Searle and Ward (1990) proposed a two-dimensional 

model of adaptation abroad. The first dimension, sociocultural adaptation abroad, 

concerns the practical consequences of the change, i.e., to what extent migrants are able 

to successfully cope with everyday life in the host culture (Searle & Ward, 1990). The 

second dimension of adaptation and the focus of this study, psychological adaptation, 

relates to the emotional consequences associated with the change of culture and describes 

how migrants experience this change, and whether they feel comfortable and happy or 

anxious and fearful in the new culture (Searle & Ward, 1990). As Demes and Geeraert 

(2014) pointed out, most previous studies used unspecific measures such as general well-

being or depression scales to operationalize psychological adaptation without considering 

the migration or sojourn setting. In order to increase the ecological validity of this 

measurement, Demes and Geeraert (2014) proposed a context-specific measure of 

psychological adaptation. Their brief psychological adaptation scale covers topics such 

as homesickness, not knowing how to act, excitement, insecurity, and loneliness in the 

context of a cultural relocation (Demes & Geeraert, 2014) and was thus considered a 

useful measure to be implemented in the present study on high school student sojourners. 

Although many high school students participate in exchange programs (e.g., 

weltweiser, 2019), little is known about the association between host- and home-cultural 

behavioral engagement and the psychological adaptation of adolescent sojourners 

(Serrano-Sánchez et al., 2020b). Research investigating college students converges on the 

conclusion that host-cultural behavioral engagement appears to be a key factor in the 

adaptation and learning processes of student sojourners, for it is associated with better 

psychological adaptation, i.e., lower levels of stress, loneliness, depression, and anxiety 

symptoms (e.g., Berry & Sam, 1997; Ward & Chang, 1997; Ward & Rana-Deuba, 1999). 

Consequently, academic exchange programs aim to help students immerse themselves in 
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the new foreign culture by supporting the development of host-cultural behaviors. The 

relevance of home-oriented behavior for psychological adaptation abroad, on the other 

hand, is less clear and its results are mixed (e.g., Berry et al., 2006; Hofhuis et al., 2019; 

Tonsing, 2014; Tsai et al., 2000).  

As current acculturation models positioned adaptation as the result of the 

acculturation process, the inverse (longitudinal) effects of adaptation on behavioral 

engagement in host and home cultures were thoroughly neglected. However, the results 

of research on well-being suggest that well-being has motivational consequences that 

guide behavior (Luhmann & Hennecke, 2017). Psychological adaptation could therefore 

be a prerequisite for becoming involved in the host society or its lack might foster 

returning to one’s home society. We thus exploratively investigated whether 

psychological adaptation may have a prospective effect on host- and home-cultural 

behavioral engagement. 

Personality traits as predictors of psychological adaptation abroad 

The relationship between the big five personality traits – that is, agreeableness, 

conscientiousness, extraversion, openness to experience, and emotional stability – and 

psychological adaptation has been considered in two strands of literature that have been 

largely developed separately: studies on the generic relationship between traits and the 

indicators of well-being in personality research and studies on migration outcomes from 

the field of cross-cultural psychology. The first research strand with non-migrant samples 

showed that conscientiousness, extraversion, and emotional stability are positively related 

to different aspects of psychological adaptation, such as well-being or life-satisfaction, 

and negatively with others, such as depression or stress (for reviews, see Anglim et al., 

2020).  

The cross-cultural research perspective provided evidence that personality 

differences can influence psychological adaptation in the context of international mobility 

and migration. Thus, higher levels in psychological adaptation were related with higher 

levels in agreeableness, conscientiousness, extraversion, and emotional stability (Demes 

& Geeraert, 2015; Geeraert et al., 2019; Hirai et al., 2015; Swagler & Jome, 2005; Ward 

et al., 2004; Zhang et al., 2010). For openness, there are contradictory results identifying 

both positive (Hirai et al., 2015; Poyrazli et al., 2010; Zhang et al., 2010) and negative 

effects (Demes & Geeraert, 2015) on psychological adaptation. 

To conclude, findings from personality and cross-cultural research suggest that 

exchange students with higher levels of agreeableness, conscientiousness, extraversion, 
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and emotional stability are likely to show higher levels of psychological adaptation 

abroad; despite this, the effect of openness on psychological adaptation is not as clear. 

However, an explanation for this association has not yet been thoroughly researched, i.e., 

which (behavioral) mechanisms account for personality effects on adaptation. 

Personality traits as predictors of host- and home-cultural behavioral 

engagement 

Even though the acculturation framework also considers pre-existing 

interindividual differences such as personality traits (i.e., Berry, 1997), very few studies 

have investigated personality effects on the acculturation process (Ward et al., 2004). 

This is astonishing, as there are good reasons to assume that traits play a role in how 

people acculturate. As previous research has shown, personality traits may influence the 

way in which people behave and interact with their environment, as well as how they feel, 

serving as a protective or risk factor for adjustment problems (John et al., 2008). 

Experiences abroad imply social environmental disruptions as a result of the physical 

context change and are likely to represent a context with few normative rules of behavior. 

Hence, the effects of personality traits on behavioral patterns might even be accentuated 

in the context of international mobility (Caspi & Moffit, 1993).  

Against this background, it is our goal to understand what role the different 

personality factors play in engaging in host- and home-cultural behaviors and if the 

behavioral engagement provides a mechanism through which personality traits influence 

the psychological adaptation abroad.  

Both the definitions of the factors by Costa and McCrae (1992) and empirical 

findings suggest specific effects of personality traits on host-cultural behavioral 

engagement, whereas the relationship between traits and home-oriented behavior is less 

clear.  

For example, agreeable students are characterized by empathy, humility, and tend 

to show more tolerance and respect to others and to human diversity (Butrus & 

Witenberg, 2012). They are also particularly concerned with fitting in and better able to 

navigate (host) cultural norms (Geeraert et al., 2019). We expected, therefore, that 

students ranking high in agreeableness will be more likely to engage with natives and to 

perform host-oriented behavior in general.  

Those students who are high on the conscientiousness factor are good planners 

and organizers, and have excellent self-control and a strong commitment to their 

objectives and goals, showing better school engagement (Bosselut et al., 2019; Heaven et 
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al., 2007). Conscientiousness also has a role in behavioral control (Conner & Abraham, 

2016). As involvement in the host culture is an explicit goal of exchange programs, we 

expected those students with higher conscientiousness to show high goal commitment 

and as a consequence high levels in host-cultural behavioral engagement. Furthermore, 

findings from acculturation research also point to the effects of personality traits in the 

adoption of host- or home-orientation in terms of attitudes and behaviors. In their study 

with first- and second-generation students of Chinese descent, Ryder et al. (2000) 

revealed that students with higher levels of conscientiousness tended to obtain both higher 

levels of host- and home-orientations.  

Extraverted students are self-confident and excel in initiating social contacts, 

looking for the company of others, spending less time alone, and engaging in more 

conversations (Mehl et al., 2006). Previous studies have consistently showed the positive 

effects of extraversion on the friendship selection process of just-acquainted individuals, 

i.e., university freshmen with higher levels of extraversion selected more friends in the 

new environment of their university introduction courses (Selfhout et al., 2010). As such, 

we expected that students with higher levels of extraversion would show particular 

engagement with regard to social contacts in the new host environment. Likewise, as 

extraversion was shown to be a predictor of international mobility engagement (Greischel 

et al., 2018; Zimmermann & Neyer, 2013), we may assume that highly extraverted 

students are also particularly keen to engage in the host culture in general. This is also in 

line with findings from acculturation research which showed that students with higher 

levels of extraversion are more likely to adopt higher host-orientation towards the new 

culture (Ryder et al., 2000).  

Students with higher levels of openness to experience naturally tend to search for 

new experiences. Additionally, openness involves divergent thinking and unconventional 

attitudes and is related to tolerance (Butrus & Witenberg, 2012). In line with earlier 

research (Ryder et al., 2000), we expected those students with higher levels in openness 

to cope better with the transition and engage more with the host culture in terms of 

behavior, as they may perceive the cultural experience as interesting and challenging.  

Lastly, emotional stability is defined as the resilience with which a student faces 

challenging situations in life. Emotionally stable students are less anxious and know how 

to manage personal crises. They are also more likely to use a foreign language 

(Guntzviller et al., 2016). As a result, we expected these students to exhibit higher levels 

of host-cultural behavioral engagement, as they would be able to manage the new 
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situation better than less emotionally stable students. Furthermore, Ryder et al. (2000) 

also demonstrated that those students with higher levels of emotional stability tended to 

adopt a higher host-orientation towards the new culture and a home-orientation towards 

the heritage culture. 

The present study 

With the present research, we addressed the lack of longitudinal studies on the 

acculturation and adaptation processes of sojourners by analyzing data from N = 1,225 

adolescents from Germany who spent a school year abroad with cross-lagged panel 

models of four measurement occasions. We aimed to investigate the prospective relations 

between personality traits prior to the exchange, home- and host-cultural behavioral 

engagement, and psychological adaptation over the course of the school year abroad. In 

particular, we aimed to test (1) the predictive effects of personality traits on psychological 

adaptation and host- and home- cultural behavioral engagement. Against the background 

of previous findings, the agreeableness, conscientiousness, extraversion, openness, and 

emotional stability personality traits were expected to have direct positive effects on 

psychological adaptation and host-cultural behavioral engagement. The effects of these 

personality traits on home-cultural behavioral engagement were exploratively 

investigated. We also examined (2) the predictive effects of host- and home-cultural 

behavioral engagement on psychological adaptation. We expected host-cultural 

behavioral engagement to have direct positive effects on psychological adaptation, 

whereas the effect of home-cultural behavioral engagement was exploratively analysed. 

Furthermore, we focused on (3) the mediating role of host- and home-cultural behavioral 

engagement in the relationship between personality traits and psychological adaptation. 

Host-cultural behavioral engagement was expected to (partially) mediate the trait effects 

on adaptation, whereas we did not have specific hypotheses with regard to the mediating 

function of home-cultural behavioral engagement.  

In addition, we were also interested in (4) the inverse effects of psychological 

adaptation on host- and home- cultural behavioral engagement, in addition to (5) the 

mediating role of psychological adaptation in the relationship between personality traits 

and host- and home-cultural behavioral engagement. 

Finally, we exploratively tested (6) the reciprocal effect between host- and home-

cultural behavioral engagement, and (7) the temporal consistency of this effect. Since 

previous research showed that gender and time spent abroad are related to host- and 

home-cultural (behavioral) engagement and adaptation (Berry et al., 2006; Kuo & 
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Roysircar, 2004; Nesdale et al., 1997; Yu & Wang, 2011), we included these variables in 

our models (8). 

4.2 Methods 

Participants 

Data for this study were taken from the first four waves of the project Mobility 

and acculturation experiences of students (MAPS), a longitudinal study carried out 

between June 2016 and September 2017. From the 1,461 registered participants, 1,299 

participants  completed at least one of the questionnaires between T0 and T3 and were 

included for the present analysis (78% female, participants between 14 and 18 years of 

age, Mage = 15.47, SDage = 0.74). 1,225 participants took part in t0 (conducted before the 

stay abroad), 1,144 in t1 (eight weeks after leaving Germany and arriving in the new 

country), 1,030 in t2 (10 weeks after t1), and 865 in t3 (18 weeks after t2). We did not 

find any indications of panel attrition (ds = -.14 to .08) engendered by any of the 

predictors and covariates included in this study by comparing the sample of participants 

who provided complete data for all measurements to those who did not. Hence, the 

implementation of full information maximum likelihood estimation (FIML) procedures 

for dealing with the missing data was considered appropriate (Graham, 2009). 

Additionally, 69.5% of the sample completed their stay abroad in a country where 

English was an official language. The most popular country of destination was the United 

States (42.4%), followed by Canada (10.5%). Overall, the students reported a rather good 

confidence in their host-country language abilities before departure using a seven-point 

Likert-type scale (M = 4.7, SD = 1.7).  

Our sample was largely comparable to the reference sample assessed by 

weltweiser (2019) – a German independent educational advisory service that provides 

expert information on stays abroad and international educational opportunities – in 

2017/18 in terms age range (between 13 and 18), and preferred destination country 

(United States, followed by Canada). However, our sample showed a greater female 

presence (78% vs. weltweiser’s 65% female participants). 

Procedure 

The recruitment of high school students registered for the international exchange 

program for the academic year 2016/17 was assisted by weltweiser and numerous student 

exchange organizations in Germany. They first received an invitation email, which 

included the participation conditions and information on data protection protocols, a brief 
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description of the study, information on the incentives, and a link to the online registration 

platform. The students registered indicating their gender, age, a valid email address, and 

an approximate departure date, which was used to time all successive measurement 

occasions. Two weeks before the indicated date of departure, participants received an 

email with a personalized link inviting them to complete the first questionnaire (t0). The 

following measurement occasions were timed eight weeks (t1; ten weeks between t0 and 

t1), 18 weeks (t2), and 28 weeks (t3) after the date of arrival, respectively. Participants 

were given up to three weeks to complete a questionnaire after the first invitation; 

otherwise, the account was closed until the next invitation email was due. In each wave, 

participants were reminded of any pending questionnaires by up to two email reminders 

that were sent out one and two weeks after the initial invitation date. 

The implementation of the online questionnaires was carried out using the online 

open-source survey framework formr.org (Arslan et al., 2020). Participation was 

voluntary and not financially remunerated, but participants were invited to take part in a 

lottery game with a non-cash prize after each wave. 

Measures 

Table 4.1 presents the means, standard deviations, and coefficient alpha 

reliabilities of the study variables at the different measurement points. 

Psychological adaptation 

Psychological adaptation was measured using eight items based on the brief scale 

for psychological adaptation (Demes & Geeraert, 2014). On a seven-point scale (1 = 

never, 7 = always), participants reported how they felt in terms of their psychological 

adaptation during the last four weeks (“I felt out of place, like I don’t fit into my host 

country culture”, reversed item). Items were averaged to yield mean scores, where higher 

scores reflected higher levels of psychological adaptation in the last four weeks.
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Table 4.1 Descriptive statistics for the study variables 

  t0 t1 t2 t3 

Variable M SD Α M SD α M SD α M SD α 

Agreeableness 3.55 0.73 0.64          

Conscientiousness 3.72 0.64 0.68          

Openness to experience 3.97 0.66 0.66          

Extraversion 3.80 0.78 0.78          

Emotional stability  3.30 0.79 0.70          

PA    5.29 0.98 0.86 5.39 0.94 0.85 5.48 0.91 0.83 

HsCB    4.13 0.55 0.73 4.15 0.60 0.80 4.16 0.61 0.80 

HmCB       2.45 0.69 0.75 2.39 0.73 0.78 2.34 0.73 0.80 

 

Note. PA = Psychological adaptation abroad; HsCB = host-cultural behavioral engagement; HmCB = home-cultural behavioral engagement. t0, 

t1, t2, t3 = Wave before departure, Wave 1, Wave 2, Wave 3.
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Host- and home-oriented acculturation behavior 

As part of the project Mobility and acculturation experiences of students (MAPS), 

we developed a new scale that validly captures host- and home-cultural behavioral 

engagement in life domains that are important for sojourning high-school students 

(Serrano-Sánchez et al., 2021a, 2021b). Students answered seven analogous items on 

their host- and home- cultural behavioral engagement, respectively (i.e., 14 items in total) 

on all measurement occasions abroad (t1, t2, and t3). The items captured concrete host- 

and home-oriented behavior in the previous four weeks such as voluntary social contact 

(“I spent my free time with friends from my host/home country”), language use (“I have 

used the language of my host/home country”), behavior at school (“I have behaved toward 

my classmates/teachers as is common in my host/home country”), and behavioral 

accommodation (“I did things the way people from my host/home country do them”). 

Responses were given on a scale from 1 (very rarely) to 5 (very often), and were averaged 

to yield mean scores, where higher scores reflected a higher frequency of host- or home-

oriented behavior during the last four weeks. The CFA models, each containing seven 

items, revealed a good model fit for host-cultural behavioral engagement (t1), with χ² 

(1184) = 37.474, p < .001, CFI = .979, and RMSEA = .040, and for home-cultural 

behavioral engagement, with χ² (1184) = 60.365, p < .001, CFI = .974, and RMSEA = 

.058. 

Personality 

The German 21-item Big Five Inventory (BFI; Rammstedt & John, 2005) was 

employed on the first measurement occasion before departure to assess the Agreeableness 

(4 Items, “I easily trust others, believe in the good in people”), Conscientiousness (4 

items, “I do tasks thoroughly”), Extraversion (4 items, “I am enthusiastic and can easily 

get carried away by others”), Openness to experience (5 items, “I am interested in many 

things”), and Emotional stability (4 items, “I am relaxed and do not let stress disturb me”) 

personality traits. Items were rated on a five-point scale (1 = strongly disagree, 5 = 

strongly agree) and averaged to yield mean scores. 

Analytical Strategies 

To test our hypotheses, we ran a series of four-wave cross-lagged models which 

included the effects of personality at t0 on psychological adaptation and host- and home-

cultural behavioral engagement at each measurement point abroad, the cross-lagged 

effects between psychological adaptation and host- and home-cultural behavioral 

engagement, as well as their respective stability paths, in addition to the effects of the 
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covariates gender and duration of stay abroad on psychological adaptation and host- and 

home-cultural behavioral engagement on all measurement occasions. We specified 

correlations between residuals at t1, t2, and t3 to account for covariances on specific 

measurement occasions. 

We followed a top-down procedure looking for the most parsimonious model with 

a good fit. Therefore, we used a set of nested structural models in which different groups 

of paths were sequentially tested. The differences between the models were evaluated 

using chi-square difference tests. The first model (full model) included all possible paths. 

After testing this model, we fitted three sets of nested structural models according to our 

explorative hypotheses. In this way, we tested for the effects of psychological adaptation 

on host- and home-cultural engagement, the cross-lagged effects of host- and home-

cultural behavioral engagement, and longitudinal constraints. In all sets of models, the 

respective paths were consecutively constrained to zero.  

For reasons of parsimony, we do not report all single steps of the one-by-one path 

tests but limit the report to the final model from the three sets of model tests. Nevertheless, 

a detailed documentation of these analyses can be found at https://cutt.ly/8hJf44s. 

All analyses were carried out using structural equation modelling with the lavaan 

R package (0.5–20) developed by Rossell (2012) in R Studio Version 0.99.489 (RStudio 

Inc., 2009–2015). We used FIML to account for missing values. The model fits were 

evaluated using the chi-square statistic, the comparative fit index (CFI), and the root mean 

square error of approximation (RMSEA). CFI values > .95 and > .90 and RMSEA values 

< .05 and < .08 reflected good or acceptable model fit (Marsh et al., 2005). We estimated 

all models using the Satorra–Bentler method for model estimations (Satorra & Bentler, 

2010) which provides maximum likelihood parameter estimates and a mean-adjusted chi-

square, which are robust to violations of normality. 

4.3 Results 

Preliminary models  

The full model consisted of all effects of personality traits and the gender and time 

spent abroad covariates on psychological adaptation and host- and home-behavioral 

engagement, as well as the effects of host- and home-cultural behavioral engagement on 

psychological adaptation, their reciprocal paths (the effects of psychological adaptation 

on host- and home-cultural behavioral engagement), and the respective autoregressive 

paths, as well as the paths between host- and home-cultural behavioral engagement and 

https://cutt.ly/8hJf44s
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residual covariances. As we did not find substantial effects of time spent abroad as a 

covariate, we decided to restrict its effects to zero. This full model showed good fit (χ² 

(18) = 135.746, p < .001, CFI = .967, and RMSEA = .067). 

Searching for a more parsimonious model, we first restricted the effects of 

psychological adaptation on host- and home-cultural behavioral engagement one by one 

to zero. The results of model comparisons showed that omitting paths from psychological 

adaptation to host-cultural behavioral engagement implied a decrease in model fit 

compared to the previous model. However, omitting such paths from psychological 

adaptation to home-cultural behavioral engagement produced no decrease in model fit; 

we thus omitted them and continued using this more parsimonious model for the next step 

(χ² (20) = 139.390, p < .001, CFI = .966, and RMSEA = .064;  χ² = 5.463, Δdf = 2, p = 

.066). 

Following the same action line, we explored whether the cross-lagged paths 

between host- and home-cultural behavioral engagement could be omitted. We 

established that only the paths from host-cultural behavioral engagement to home-cultural 

behavioral engagement could be omitted without a decrease in model fit as compared to 

the model in the last step (χ² (22) = 137.337, p < .001, CFI = .967, and RMSEA = .060; 

 χ² = 1.431, Δdf = 2, p = .489).  

In the last step, we explored whether setting equal paths over time could simplify 

our model. First, we individually set equal autoregressive paths for psychological 

adaptation and host-and home-cultural behavioral engagement, finding that this 

restriction did not deteriorate model fit compared with the last model in the previous test 

(χ² (25) = 139.288, p < .001, CFI = .968, and RMSEA = .056;  χ² = 1.110, Δdf = 3, p = 

.494). The same applied to the cross-lagged effects of home-cultural behavioral 

engagement on host-cultural behavioral engagement (χ² (26) = 138.345, p < .001, CFI = 

.968, and RMSEA = .055,  χ² = 0.271, Δdf = 1, p = .602). 

Final model 

The final model possessed very good fit (χ² (26) = 138.345, p < .001, CFI = .968, 

and RMSEA = .055) compared to the full model ( χ² = 9.516, Δdf = 8, p = .301). With 

the final model, we investigated our research questions and addressed the explorative 

questions set out in the present study. Table 4.2 shows the coefficients of the final model, 

whereas Figure 4.1 illustrates all its statistically significant paths. 
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Table 4.2 Coefficients of all paths of the final model across four waves. 

      t0 to t1 t1 to t2 t2 to t3 

Path     β   p β   p β   p 

Autoregressive Paths  
  

       

PA → PA  
 

 .597 *** .000 .597 *** .000 

HsBE → HsBE  
 

 .610 *** .000 .610 *** .000 

HmBE → HmBE  
 

 .693 *** .000 .693 *** .000 

Cross-lagged Paths                     

HsBE → PA  
 

 .131 ** .007 .011  .831 

HmBE → PA    -.038  .316 -.080 * .032 

A → PA .195 *** .000 .084 ** .013 -.035  .307 

C → PA .090 * .033 .054  .144 .045  .255 

EX → PA .047  .209 -.035  .248 -.003  .926 

O → PA .007  .863 -.021  .568 .004  .923 

ES → PA .333 *** .000 .044   .179 .119 ** .001 

PA → HsBE    —  — —  — 

HmBE → HsBE    -.068 *** .000 -.068 *** .000 

A → HsBE .107 *** .000 .052 * .015 .027  .265 

C → HsBE .074 ** .003 .035  .162 .044  .102 

EX → HsBE .124 *** .000 -.015  .461 .013  .577 

O → HsBE -.008  .733 -.011  .580 .001  .982 

ES → HsBE .064 ** .004 -.009   .691 -.011   .621 

PA → HmBE    -.072 *** .000 -.028  .223 

HsBE → HmBE    —  — —  — 

A → HmBE -.130 *** .000 -.013  .589 .017  .556 

C → HmBE .033  .304 -.003  .908 .027  .402 

EX → HmBE -.024  .402 .039  .091 .026  .326 

O → HmBE -.011  .724 .034  .200 .025  .405 

ES → HmBE -.086 ** .002 -.032   .173 .009   .745 
 

Note. PA = Psycholgical adaptation abroad; HsBE = Host-cultural behavioral engagement; 

HmBE = Host-cultural behavioral engagement; A = Agreeableness; C = Conscientiousness; EX 
= Extraversion; O = Openness to experience; ES = Emotional stability. t0, t1, t2, t3 = Wave before 

departure, Wave 1, Wave 2, Wave 3. The “—” indicates that paths were removed from the model 

as a result of the nested model comparisons. 
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Note. PA = Psychological Adaptation abroad; HsBE = Host-cultural behavioral engagement; HmBE = Home-cultural behavioral engagement; t0 = Wave before departure; t1, 

t2, t3 = waves abroad. All lines represent significant effects with p < .05. Solid lines are positive effects, dotted lines are negative effects. 

Figure 4.1 Significant paths between personality, host- and home-cultural behavioral engagement, and psychological adaptation over time. 
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(1) Predictive effects of personality traits on psychological adaptation and host- 

and home-cultural behavioral engagement. We found that agreeableness, 

conscientiousness, and emotional stability measured before departure (t0) had a direct 

positive effect on psychological adaptation during the first measurement abroad (t1) (β = 

.20, p < .001; β = -.09, p = .033; β = .33, p < .001; respectively). Controlling for previous 

levels of psychological adaptation, agreeableness also had a direct positive effect on 

psychological adaptation at t2 (β = .08, p = .013), whereas emotional stability showed a 

direct positive effect on psychological adaptation at t3 (β = .12, p = .001).  

Furthermore, agreeableness, conscientiousness, extraversion, and emotional stability had 

positive effects on host-cultural behavioral engagement at t1 (β = .11, p < .001; β = .07, 

p = .003; β = .12, p < .001; β = .06, p = .004; respectively), whereas agreeableness and 

emotional stability had a negative effect on home-cultural behavioral engagement (β = -

.13, p < .001; β = -.09, p = .002; respectively). There were no further effects of the big 

five on behavioral engagement at later measurement points. 

(2) Predictive effects of host- and home-cultural behavioral engagement on 

psychological adaptation. In line with expectations, host-cultural behavioral engagement 

revealed positive effects on psychological adaptation during the first measurement 

interval abroad (β t1-t2 = .13, p = .007). The analyses also confirmed that home-cultural 

behavioral engagement had a negative effect on psychological adaptation during the last 

interval abroad (β t2-t3 = -.08, p = .032).  

(3) The mediating role of host- and home-cultural behavioral engagement in the 

relationship between personality traits and psychological adaptation abroad. The 

analyses confirmed that the personality traits increased psychological adaptation by time-

lagged indirect positive effects via host-cultural behavioral engagement, i.e., personality 

traits measured before departure (t0) predicted host-cultural behavioral engagement at the 

first measurement point abroad (t1), which in turn affected psychological adaptation at 

t2. Using 10,000 bootstrapped samples, we tested the significance of the unstandardized 

indirect effect of agreeableness (β = .015, p = .018, bootstrapped 95% confidence interval 

ranged from .004 to .028) conscientiousness (β = .010, p = .049; ci ranged from .002 to 

.022), extraversion (β = .017, p = .012; ci ranged from .005 to .031), and emotional 

stability (β = .009, p = .048; ci ranged from .002 to .019).  

(4) The effects of psychological adaptation on host- and home-cultural behavioral 

engagement. With regard to the explorative analyses, we also discovered an effect of 
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psychological adaptation on home-cultural behavioral engagement during the t1-t2 

interval (β t1-t2 = -.07, p < .001). 

(5) The mediating role of psychological adaptation in the relationship between 

personality traits and host- and home-cultural behavioral engagement. The 

agreeableness and emotional stability personality traits decreased home-cultural 

behavioral engagement by time-lagged indirect negative effects via psychological 

adaptation, i.e., agreeableness and emotional stability measured before departure (t0) 

positively predicted psychological adaptation at the first measurement point abroad (t1); 

this in turn negatively affected the performance of home-cultural behavioral engagement 

at t2. We tested the significance of this indirect effect using 10,000 bootstrapped samples. 

The unstandardized indirect effect of agreeableness was β = -.013 (p = .003, ci ranged 

from -.023 to -.005) and the unstandardized indirect effect of emotional stability was β = 

-.023 (p = .001, ci ranged from -.036 to -.009). The possible indirect effect of 

conscientiousness on home-cultural behavioral engagement via psychological adaptation 

was not significant (β = -.006, p = .064, ci ranged from -.014 to .000). 

(6) The reciprocal effects between host- and home-cultural behavioral 

engagement. We also found a negative effect of home-cultural behavioral engagement on 

host-cultural behavioral engagement during both measurement intervals (β t1-t2 and β t2-t3 

= -.07, p < .001).  

(7) The temporal consistency of the identified effects, and (8) the influence of 

covariates. Regarding the longitudinally constrained paths, we found that stabilities were 

equal across psychological adaptation and host- and home-cultural behavioral 

engagement, but we did not find any temporal consistency for these effects. Concerning 

the covariates, our results show that male students experienced a better psychological 

adaptation (β = .39, p < .001) and better host-cultural behavioral engagement (β = .08, p 

= .041) at the beginning of the stay abroad (t0-t1) but worse psychological adaptation (β 

= -.17, p = .026) at the end of the stay (t2-t3). 

The final model explained a crucial part of the variance in psychological 

adaptation ( 𝑅t1
2  = 16.4%, 𝑅t2

2  = 47.2%, 𝑅t3
2  = 45.2%), in host-cultural behavioral 

engagement (𝑅t1
2  = 9.8%, 𝑅t2

2  = 37.8%, 𝑅t3
2  = 43.0%), and in home-cultural behavioral 

engagement (𝑅t1
2  = 3.8%, 𝑅t2

2  = 49.3%, 𝑅t3
2  = 49.0%). 
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4.4 Discussion 

International educational mobility confronts adolescents with a series of events 

that disrupt their “previously existing social equilibria” (Caspi & Moffit, 1993, p. 247). 

In such situations, personality characteristics are assumed to have a strong influence on 

how people behave and feel. The main focus of the present study was thus to investigate 

if differences in personality traits – that is, agreeableness, conscientiousness, 

extraversion, openness, and emotional stability – led to differences in psychological 

adaptation abroad and if acculturation behavior (i.e., host- and home-cultural behavioral 

engagement) mediates these differences. Furthermore, we investigated the (mediating) 

effects of psychological adaptation abroad on acculturation behavior, the interplay 

between host- and home-cultural behavioral engagement, as well as the temporal 

consistency of these effects.  

Effects of personality and acculturation behavior on sojourners‘ 

psychological adaptation (1-3) 

We noted that personality traits had an effect on psychological adaptation abroad, 

as well as on acculturation behavior, confirming that personality influences how students 

feel abroad and how they behave and interact with their new cultural environment. These 

findings were largely in line with those reported by other researchers (Demes & Geeraert, 

2015; Geeraert et al., 2019; Hirai et al., 2015; John et al., 2008; Poyrazli et al., 2010; 

Ryder et al., 2000; Swagler & Jome, 2005; Ward et al., 2004; Zhang et al., 2010). 

Regarding the specific effects of different personality traits, our results partially 

confirmed our hypotheses. Throughout the transition (t0-t1), we found that agreeableness, 

conscientiousness, and emotional stability positively predicted psychological adaptation; 

agreeableness, conscientiousness, extraversion, and emotional stability positively 

predicted host-cultural behavioral engagement; and agreeableness and emotional stability 

negatively predicted home-cultural behavioral engagement. During their stay abroad, the 

effects of agreeableness on psychological adaptation and host-cultural behavioral 

engagement persisted throughout the next interval abroad (t0 to t2), whereas the effect of 

emotional stability on psychological adaptation persisted across the full measurement 

interval (t0 to t3). We did not find any significant effects of openness on any of the 

dependent variables in our sample, either positive or negative. The lack of such findings 

might be due to the fact that the items for openness in the BFI-21 are highly focused on 

openness for aesthetics, and neglect openness for actions, ideas, or feelings, which might 
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have been more relevant in the present research context and should be considered in future 

studies. 

As for the effect of acculturation behavior on psychological adaptation, we found 

a significant positive effect of host-cultural behavioral engagement on psychological 

adaptation during the first interval abroad (t1 to t2), and a significant negative effect of 

home-cultural behavioral engagement on psychological adaptation during the last interval 

abroad (t2 to t3). The fact that these effects were not consistent throughout the period 

abroad may be an indicator of transition effects. After arriving in a new country, namely 

after the first transition (t0-t1), adjusting one’s behavior to engage in the new cultural 

setting seems to be particularly important with regard to the psychological adaptation. 

Hence, those students with higher host-cultural behavioral engagement show better 

psychological adaptation at the beginning of the year abroad. However, when the end of 

the year abroad nears (t2-t3), namely before the second transition back home, the 

engagement with the home country is more important for how sojourners feel. In this 

case, it has a negative effect on the psychological adaptation abroad as those students 

with higher home-cultural behavioral engagement prepare for their return home and may 

thus be more prone to homesickness. These results may provide insights into the 

mechanisms underlining longitudinal changes in different indicators of psychological 

adaptation abroad, such as stress or self-esteem, found in other studies (Demes & 

Geeraert, 2015; Hechanova et al., 2002; Wang et al., 2012). 

Finally, host-cultural behavioral engagement was found to (partially) mediate the 

effects of agreeableness, conscientiousness, extraversion, and emotional stability on 

psychological adaptation abroad. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to 

show that the positive effects of personality traits on psychological adaptation abroad are 

mediated by higher levels of host-cultural behavioral engagement. This helps us to 

understand the mechanism by which personality influences psychological adaptation 

abroad.  

These findings have important theoretical implications in the fields of both 

personality research and the acculturation framework. First, for personality research, our 

study confirms that personality traits are vital predictors of how sojourners studying 

abroad acculturate and adapt. This corroborates the assumption that each student tends to 

use his or her own schemes and models of action in his or her attempt to adapt to the new 

cultural setting due to the uncertainty of the situation and the lack of role models (Caspi 

& Moffit, 1993). It furthermore shows that the behaviors and actions that students choose 
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to deal with the new situation have implications for their well-being. Second, as for the 

acculturation framework, our results confirm Berry’s model (1997) as they show that pre-

existing interindividual differences such as personality traits influence the way students 

acculturate in terms of host- and home-cultural behavioral engagement and that this 

affects their adaptation abroad. Despite the long history of this acculturation model (and 

the newer models that followed it, e.g., Ward & Geeraert, 2016), there was a lack of 

empirical evidence for the model’s propositions, in particular with regard to the 

(longitudinal) indirect effects of individual characteristics on adaptation via acculturation 

(behavior). The results also point to the model’s limitations such as its static nature as it 

fails to consider the mutual effects between acculturation and adaptation over time.  

Psychological adaptation as a condition for behavioral engagement (4-5) 

We also recognized a significant negative effect of psychological adaptation on 

home-cultural behavioral engagement during the first interval abroad (t1 to t2) but this 

effect did not manifest across the second interval (t2-t3). In line with the effects of 

behavioral engagement on psychological adaptation, this temporal instability in the 

effects of psychological adaptation abroad on home-cultural behavioral engagement 

between t1-t2 and t2-t3 may point out a transition effect. At the beginning of the stay 

abroad (t1), due to the strong expectations and the need to integrate into the host country, 

students may only orientate themselves towards home when they are not feeling well. In 

other words, a lower level of psychological adaptation motivates them to perform old 

well-known behaviors and thus leads to a higher level of home-cultural behavioral 

engagement. However, approaching the return journey, psychological adaptation abroad 

may lose this particular motivational role as engaging with their home country is now a 

normative behavior that is performed by all returnees. In addition, we found a mediating 

function of psychological adaptation for the effects of agreeableness and emotional 

stability on home-cultural behavioral engagement. Hence, personality traits not only 

influence psychological adaptation abroad via behavioral engagement but also influence 

behavioral engagement via psychological adaptation, as there are indirect personality 

effects in both directions. This would be an extension to Luhmann and Hennecke (2017), 

who investigated how subjective well-being predicts behavior but did not include 

personality traits into their research rationale.  

Explorative analyses (6-8) 

Finally, as in previous research within the MAPS-Project (Serrano-Sánchez et al., 

2021a, 2021b), we found that home-oriented behavioral engagement consistently limited 
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host-cultural behavioral engagement over time, questioning the theoretically anticipated 

independence of host- and home-cultural behavioral engagement (e. g. Berry, 1974, 

1980). These effects of home-cultural behavioral engagement on host-cultural 

behavioral-engagement and the autoregressive paths of both were stable over time, 

showing that approaching the end of the stay abroad does not destabilize these 

associations. 

Finally, there was a gender effect on psychological adaptation and host-cultural 

behavioral engagement after the transition (t0-t1) and on home-cultural behavioral 

engagement at the end of the stay abroad (t2-t3), revealing that male students felt better 

(in line with the findings of Berry et al., 2006) and adjusted their behavior to engage in 

the new culture more than female students at the beginning of the year abroad. However, 

by the end of the year abroad the gender effect had inversed, putting female students at 

an advantage. As Yu and Wang (2011) discussed, gender stereotypes, such as that men 

tend to be more assertive whereas women tend to be more modest and tender, could 

explain the gender differences in adapting abroad and engaging with the new culture. 

More research would be needed to better understand the implications of gender 

differences over the course of the acculturation and adaptation process. 

Limitations and Recommendations for Future Research 

Although our study provided new insights about the longitudinal relationship 

between personality and host- and home-cultural behavioral engagement and adaptation 

abroad, some limitations related to both the sample and the design of the study have to be 

considered. Since our sample comprises German adolescents during a high school year 

abroad, it is not clear to what extent our results can be generalized to older samples, non-

German subjects, or other mobility settings. 

 A design with measures after returning home (after t3) could also show the long-

term effects of cultural behavioral engagement on the psychological adaptation of 

students at home as the return could be another (independent) critical life event. Besides 

this, although host- and home-cultural behavioral engagement referred to performed 

behavior and its longitudinal change, all measures were retrospective self-reports by the 

students. This may have led to measuring errors or biases, as students might have over- 

or underestimated the way they were engaging in the host- or home culture. Further 

investigations might include other sources of information about the behavioral 

engagement of the students, such as ratings by peers, host- and home-relatives, or teachers 

to independently verify students’ behavior. 
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Conclusion 

The present study showed that the international exchange experience of high 

school students is influenced by personality as personality differences can improve the 

students’ psychological adaptation and host-cultural behavioral engagement and hinder 

their home-cultural behavioral engagement. Beyond that, host-cultural behavioral 

engagement was established as a mediating process to explain the effects of personality 

on the development of high school students’ psychological adaptation abroad.  

The study also has critical practical implications for how students could improve 

their psychological adaptation abroad and how parents, teachers, and student exchange 

organizations could help them. For example, students could benefit from language 

courses and training that increase their (intercultural) social skills which may increase 

their host-cultural behavioral engagement (Authors, 2020a). This may help to overcome 

the barriers that personality factors could imply. Furthermore, encouraging a reflective 

approach to home-cultural behaviors, especially during the advanced stay abroad (t2-t3), 

could also lead to better psychological adaptation.  

We hope that future research may build on these findings and consider further 

individual and institutional factors that may influence mobile individuals’ experience 

abroad and facilitate their psychological adaptation.   
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5 General discussion 

The overall aim of the present dissertation was to investigate the configuration 

and development of acculturation, in particular, host-cultural behavioral engagement and 

its predictors and outcomes, in a sample of high school students from Germany who 

participated in an exchange program. Specifically, I pursued four major research aims: 

(1) to examine the dimensions, i.e. host- and home-orientations, and elements, i.e. 

attitudes and behaviors, of acculturation and its relationships in a sample of adolescent 

sojourners; (2) to examine the development of those dimensions and elements of 

acculturation over time; (3) to examine the individual predictors of host-cultural 

behavioral engagement; and (4) to study the individual outcomes of host-cultural 

behavioral engagement. 

In order to achieve those four aims, the general framework of acculturation was 

used to conceptualize the construct of host-cultural behavioral engagement. This model 

delimits host-cultural behavioral engagement from other closer concepts, such as home-

cultural behavioral engagement or acculturation attitudes, and pinpoints possible 

predictors and outcomes. Adopting this model, I conducted three empirical studies, based 

on the data set of the project MAPS where I collected 1,225 14- to 18-year-old German 

students. The results of these empirical studies were presented and discussed in the 

previous three chapters. In the following sections, I provide an overview of my findings 

in connection with the acculturation field and my research aims. I also discuss strengths 

and weaknesses of my investigation and outline implications for future research. Finally, 

I derive practical implications and draw a conclusion.  

5.1 Overview of findings 

Research aim 1: Dimensions and elements of acculturation 

The general framework of acculturation, in which my investigation is embedded, 

described acculturation as a two-dimensional construct comprising an orientation towards 

the host-culture and an orientation towards the home-culture. Both orientations are meant 

to be independent. Within each orientation, the model also differentiates between two 

elements: acculturation attitudes and acculturation behaviors. Considering these 

assumptions, the first research aim was to investigate these dimensions and elements of 
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acculturation and their relationships to each other in a sample of high school students 

abroad. This first research aim was conducted through Chapters 2, 3 and 4.  

I differentiated in this thesis between host- and home-culture orientations and 

between acculturation attitudes and acculturation behaviors. The empirical results support 

the existence and importance of host- and home-orientations separately, because of the 

differences in their relationship and in their connections with other variables, such as 

multicultural self-efficacy (Chapter 2) or personality traits (Chapter 4), as well as 

loneliness (Chapter 3) or psychological adaptation abroad (Chapter 4). In Chapter 2, the 

theoretical distinction between acculturation attitudes and acculturation behavior is also 

supported, as proved by the small to medium effect sizes that were substantiated for the 

relations between host-cultural behavioral engagement (acculturation behavior) and 

acculturation attitudes over time.  

However, the total independence between both dimensions is not clear as some 

findings speak for a relationship between them and, thus, question the thesis of 

independence. In Chapter 2, the findings show a significant effect of host-oriented 

attitudes and norms on host-cultural behavioral engagement and no effect of home-

oriented attitudes and norms on host-cultural behavioral engagement. These results 

support in this way the assumption of independence of the host- and home-culture 

dimensions. Nevertheless, in the same chapter, host-cultural behavioral engagement 

influenced home-oriented attitudes and norms and host- and home-oriented attitudes and 

norms were longitudinally interrelated. In addition, host- and home-cultural behavioral 

engagement in Chapters 3 and 4 were also longitudinally interrelated, which does not 

support the independence between both orientations. Moreover, in Chapter 3, host-

cultural behavioral engagement fully mediated the effect of home-cultural behavioral 

engagement on loneliness, i.e. home-cultural behavioral engagement was indirectly 

related to loneliness. As shown, a higher home-cultural behavioral engagement predicted 

lower levels of future host-cultural behavioral engagement, which was in turn related to 

higher levels of loneliness.  

Overall, these findings support the existence of different dimensions (host- and 

home-culture orientations) and elements (attitudes and behaviors) of acculturation 

proposed by the general framework of acculturation. They are also largely in line with 

those findings reported by other researchers in studies focused on samples of permanent 

migrants and college sojourners (i.e. Arends-Tóth et al., 2006; Hofhuis et al., 2019; Sam 

& Berry, 2006). However, as other authors pointed out (i.e. Arends-Tóth et al., 2006; 
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Kim, 2006; Ward & Geeraert, 2016), the configuration of acculturation assuming the 

independence across host-culture and home-culture orientations is untenable. The 

rejection of the total independence assumption acknowledges the principles of the 

polyculturalism theory. As a reminder, this approach proposes that acculturation is the 

result of cultures mixing and, thus, migrants acquire parts of cultures and not whole 

cultures (Morris et al., 2015). In this sense, an adolescent sojourner possesses and 

acquires elements of both home- and host-cultures partially and, depending on the 

situation and on the moment, will activate one element or another from one of the cultures 

(Juang & Syed, 2019; Morris et al., 2015). In general, as adolescent sojourners are 

immersed in the host-culture and have to accomplish the tasks of international mobility, 

it is expected that host-oriented attitudes and behaviors will be activated more frequently 

to the detriment of the activation of home-oriented attitudes and behaviors. This may 

explain the negative correlations between host- and home-variables found in this series 

of studies. In addition, the proximity of the arrival and return dates also influences the 

activation of host- and home-cultural attitudes over time (see “Research aim 2: 

Development of acculturation” down below) and the importance of host- and home-

cultural behavioral engagement in the development of a good psychological adaptation 

abroad (see “Research aim 4: Outcomes of acculturation” on page 174). 

Research aim 2: Development of acculturation 

Although the general framework of acculturation considers the dynamic nature of 

acculturation, it is still not a strong developmental framework. Up to date, research has 

mostly ignored the temporal perspective and focuses on acculturation by a certain point 

in time (Juang & Syed, 2019; Titzmann et al., 2014). Therefore, the second research aim 

of this thesis was to investigate the development over time of host- and home-orientations 

and acculturation attitudes and behaviors studied in the previous research aim.  

For examining this second research aim, Chapter 2 reported the development of 

host-cultural behavioral engagement and acculturation attitudes. Since the development 

of home-cultural behavioral engagement was not included in Chapter 2, it will be briefly 

presented below. Table 5.1 shows the results of the growth curve analysis for host- and 

home-cultural behavioral engagement and host- and home-oriented attitudes. 
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Table 5.1 Fit indices and results of growth curve models for acculturation dimensions 

and elements 

  Model fit Intercept Slope 
covintercept-

slope Variable χ² df CFI RMSEA 90 % 

CI M σ2 M σ2 

HsBE 0.191*** 1 1.00 0.000 
[0.000, 

0.057] 
4.13*** 0.22*** 0.17 0.04*** -0.02*** 

HmBE 0.000*** 1 1.00 0.000 
[0.000, 

0.000] 
2.46*** 0.40*** -0.05*** 0.05*** -0.02*** 

AA 

HOST 
33.104*** 4 0.94 0.074 

[0.053, 

0.098] 
4.44*** 0.11*** -0.08*** 0.02*** -0.01 

AA 

HOME 
23.864*** 4 0.98 0.061 

[0.043, 

0.082] 
1.94*** 0.19*** 0.10*** 0.02*** -0.01 

Note. HsBE = host-cultural behavioral engagement; HmBE = home-cultural behavioral engagement; AA = 

acculturation attitudes. CFI = comparative fit index; RMSEA = root-mean-square error of approximation; 

CI = confidence interval of RMSEA. λ = slope loading of the variable at t1. * p < .05. ** p < .01. *** p < 

.001. 

Overall, interindividual differences in change – significant variance in the slope 

in the growth curve models – were found in the four variables of acculturation, i.e. in 

host- and home-cultural behavioral engagement and in host- and home-oriented attitudes. 

Host-cultural behavioral engagement did not significantly change in average over time, 

whereas home-cultural behavioral engagement showed as expected a substantial mean 

decrease. As discussed in Chapter 2, a reason for the unexpected findings in host-cultural 

behavioral engagement may be due to the MAPS design. Since the first wave was two 

months after the arrival, in this time, students might have already adapted and stabilize 

their behavioral patterns.  

Regarding acculturation attitudes, host-oriented attitudes gradually decreased 

whereas home-oriented attitudes gradually increased after the transition (t0–t1, eight 

weeks after arrival). These unexpected results may be explained by the nature of attitudes 

as they are conceived in the theory of planned behavior. According to the theory of 

planned behavior (Ajzen, 1991), attitudes have two elements: the beliefs about the 

presence of some attributes and the evaluations of these attributes. Adolescent sojourners’ 

beliefs and evaluations may have changed during the transition. I discussed in Chapter 2 

the possibility that adolescent sojourners adjusted the host-oriented attitudes they held 

before leaving the home-culture with the situation they faced abroad, as they may have 

overvalued the perceived importance of such attitudes. An opposite effect may have 

occurred with the home-oriented attitudes as their levels increased after the transition. 

Adolescent sojourners may have overvalued the importance of restraining positive 

attitudes towards the home-culture as they are aimed at completing the international 

mobility tasks. However, empirical research is needed to test these suppositions as the 
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focus of the present thesis was mainly to explain the interindividual differences on the 

development of host-cultural behavioral engagement (Research aim 3). 

Research aim 3: Predictors of host-cultural behavioral engagement 

Section 1.3 (pp. 20–23) highlighted the importance of the development of host-

behavioral engagement for the accomplishment of the international mobility tasks and the 

developmental tasks of adolescence. Therefore, in the third research aim I focused on 

predictors of host-cultural behavioral engagement, namely in three different groups of 

predictors: the predictors proposed by the theory of planned behavior (Chapter 2); the 

personality traits of the Big Five (Chapter 4); and the possible countereffect of loneliness 

and psychological adaptation (Chapter 3 and 4). 

Overall, the results enable a more in-depth look into the individual predictors 

proposed by the general framework of acculturation, by the Piontkowski et al.’s model 

(Piontkowski et al., 2000), and by the multidimensional individual difference 

acculturation model (Safdar et al., 2012; Safdar et al., 2003). In Chapter 2, I focused on 

the predictors proposed by the theory of planned behavior, i.e. acculturation attitudes, 

subjective norms, and multicultural self-efficacy (Ajzen, 1985; Fishbein & Ajzen, 2010). 

Acculturation attitudes, subjective norms, and multicultural self-efficacy influence host-

cultural behavioral engagement over time. The results confirmed the suitability of the 

theory of planned behavior as a framework for deriving individual predictors of host-

cultural behavioral engagement. The general framework of acculturation established 

these predictors as factors arising during the process of acculturation and, thus, they may 

be controllable to some extent by public policies. In the case of adolescent sojourners, the 

predictors studied here, i.e. host-cultural attitudes and norms and multicultural self-

efficacy, may be influenced by themselves, their parents or teachers, and student 

exchange organizations.  

In Chapter 4, I studied the effects of personality traits as a factor existing prior 

acculturation that may influence the host-cultural behavioral engagement. Agreeableness, 

extraversion, conscientiousness, and emotional stability were positively related with host-

cultural behavioral engagement. Previous research has shown that adolescents also 

experienced a personality development during the academic year (Greischel et al., 2016; 

Zimmermann et al., 2021). Thus, the relationship between personality and acculturation 

may not be only unidirectional.  

Additionally, in Chapters 3 and 4 I reported the results regarding the possible 

effects of loneliness and psychological adaptation abroad on host-cultural behavioral 
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engagement. Contrary to my expectations (Luhmann & Hennecke, 2017; Oishi & Koo, 

2008; Rode et al., 2005), loneliness and psychological adaptation abroad seemed not to 

have motivational consequences on the host-cultural behavioral engagement of the 

adolescent sojourners. Neither loneliness (Chapter 3) nor psychological adaptation 

abroad (Chapter 4) influenced the engagement of the high school students towards the 

host-culture. The experience of loneliness or a lower psychological adaptation in the new 

country do not lead high school students to seek out activities or social contexts where 

they could interact with their hosts and, thus, engage with the host-culture. However, 

psychological adaptation abroad actually influences the home-cultural behavioral 

engagement of the adolescent sojourners at the beginning of the stay abroad (t1 to t2, 

between the 8th and the 18th week abroad). This finding suggests that lower levels of 

psychological adaptation may lead students to seek support from co-nationals in those 

first weeks. 

Finally, as introduced in Research aim 1 (pp.169–171), Chapters 3 and 4 show 

that home-cultural behavioral engagement influenced the development of host-cultural 

behavioral engagement. A greater level in engagement towards the home-culture hider 

the development of engagement towards the host-culture. Indeed, host-cultural behavioral 

engagement mediated the relationships between home-cultural behavioral engagement 

and loneliness (Chapter 3). 

Research aim 4: Outcomes of host-cultural behavioral engagement 

Finally, the fourth research aim was to investigate the consequences of host-

cultural behavioral engagement on adolescents’ individual development (Chapter 2), 

loneliness (Chapter 3), and psychological adaptation abroad (Chapter 4).  

The general framework of acculturation and most of the models of acculturation 

only consider psychological or sociocultural adaptation as the result of acculturation. 

However, the findings of this thesis show that host-cultural behavioral engagement may 

influence not only the adolescents’ psychological adaptation, but also their individual 

development abroad. The results exposed in Chapter 2 show that host-cultural behavioral 

engagement is not only anticipated by the predictors of the theory of planned behavior 

but also it is identified as a relevant predictor of attitudes, norms, and multicultural self-

efficacy. These results highlight the simplicity with which these models are sometimes 

presented by not considering the time variability and the consequent reciprocal influence 

between factors (Jugert & Titzmann, 2020; Sam & Oppedal, 2003). These findings are 
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also relevant for the theory of planned behavior as they point to the possible interplay 

between behavior and attitudes, subjective norms, and self-efficacy. 

The significant negative effect of host-cultural engagement on it in Chapter 3 

shows that the actions and behaviors that adolescent sojourners choose to deal with the 

acculturation situation have implications for their experience of loneliness. This 

experience of loneliness is less intense for those adolescent sojourners who get involved 

in activities and social contexts that refer to the host society (e.g. meeting natives in their 

free time) as well as being capable of managing those activities and social contexts (e.g. 

using the foreign language, behaving as natives). This relationship between host-cultural 

behavioral engagement and loneliness allow to consider loneliness as an indicator of the 

psychological adaptation of adolescent sojourners as it describes how students feel in the 

new country, i.e. the emotional consequences associated with the cultural change. As we 

have seen in the previous section, a reciprocal effect of loneliness on the levels of host-

behavioral engagement was not found. These longitudinal associations suggest that host-

cultural behavioral engagement triggers the experience of loneliness but not the other way 

around. 

Chapter 4 reports a significant positive effect of host-cultural behavioral 

engagement on psychological adaptation abroad only during the first interval abroad (t1 

to t2, between the 8th and the 18th week abroad). As explained in Chapter 4, this fact 

may be a transition effect. Host-cultural behavioral engagement seemed to be particularly 

important for the psychological adaptation after arriving in a new country. However, once 

the adolescent sojourners were more established in the host-country and had started to 

interact with host-nationals, to use the host language, etc., involvement is not the only 

prerequisite for adapting well psychologically. Chapter 4 also shows a significative 

negative effect of home-cultural behavioral engagement on psychological adaptation at 

the end of the time period abroad. It seems that, as the end of the academic year abroad 

approximates, the relevance of home-oriented behavioral patterns increases which, in 

turn, is in detriment of the psychological adaptation abroad. The question remains as to 

which other variables may affect psychological adaptation abroad of high school students 

during the acculturation experience between both transitions. Future research using the 

data obtained in the MAPS project could study the influence of acculturation attitudes on 

psychological adaptation, both directly and in interaction with behavioral engagement. 

As attitudes do not always translate into consistent actions (Lavergne & Pelletier, 2016), 

adolescent sojourners are likely to encounter attitude–behavior inconsistencies. These 
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inconsistencies affect the development of their attitudes and behaviors as they seek for 

resolving them (Festinger, 1964). Additionally, the inconsistencies may also affect the 

development of loneliness and psychological adaptation as it can be a source of distress 

for the students (Burke, 1996; Festinger, 1964). Such a research would also allow a more 

in-depth look into the concept of aintegration, i.e. the human ability that “enable us to 

experience thoughts, emotions, events, and behaviors that seem contradictory in personal, 

attitudinal, value, or cultural terms, yet without feeling conflict or experiencing strain or 

discomfort” (Lomranz & Benyamini, 2015, p. 80). 

Nevertheless, the transition effects do not explain the different associations over 

time of host-cultural behavioral engagement with loneliness (Chapter 3) and with 

psychological adaptation abroad (Chapter 4). This fact may corroborate what Demes and 

Geeraert (2014) pointed out in their analysis of the different measures of psychological 

adaptation. Although loneliness functions as an indicator of psychological adaptation 

abroad, its operationalization reflects a negative emotion which everyone may experience 

and does not consider the sojourn setting of the adolescents. Therefore, loneliness is also 

an unspecific measurement of it in this study. On the contrary, the measurement of 

psychological adaptation following Demes and Geeraert’s study reflects the 

distinctiveness of the context of adolescent sojourners. In this sense, the different effects 

of host-cultural behavioral engagement on loneliness (Chapter 3) and on psychological 

adaptation abroad (Chapter 4) indicate that, in the first case, host-cultural behavioral 

engagement represents a good social engagement, which continuously protects against 

loneliness (Luhmann & Hawkley, 2016), whereas, in the second case, host-cultural 

behavioral engagement reflects the correct behavioral strategy for mastering a cultural 

transition (Demes & Geeraert, 2014).  

All things considered, the results regarding outcomes of host-cultural behavioral 

engagement provide insights into the mechanisms underlying longitudinal changes in 

different indicators of individual development and psychological adaptation abroad. 

These results are in line with the theoretical assumptions of the general framework of 

acculturation and the findings in other studies (Demes & Geeraert, 2015; Hechanova-

Alampay et al., 2002; Wang et al., 2012). Moreover, the findings improve the 

understanding of adaptation and its conditions as they show that sojourners can play an 

active role in directing their adaptation – within its capabilities and the behavioral 

possibilities that society gives them – as host-cultural behavioral engagement is a 

deliberate behavior (Berry, 1997). 
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5.2 General Limitations and Future Prospects 

The present thesis provides several advances with respect to both theoretical and 

empirical matters of research in host-cultural behavioral engagement, focusing on a 

sample of adolescent sojourners studying an academic year abroad. One big strength of 

my research is that it is one of the first that longitudinally examines the development of 

host-cultural behavioral engagement and its interplay over time with other dimensions 

and elements of acculturation, predictors, and outcomes. However, there are several 

aspects of this research that need to be considered.  

Limitations due to the chosen theoretical model 

The first critical remarks have to do with the selection of the general framework 

of acculturation as the theoretical framework of this thesis. This model of acculturation 

showed a series of advantages in comparison to the other models introduced in section 

1.3.1 (pp. 2320–39). The general framework of acculturation has a multicultural 

perspective (vs. the assimilation perspective of previous definitions and models, such as 

the unidimensional model of acculturation), comprises various dimensions and elements 

of acculturation (vs. the bidimensional model of acculturation), focuses on individual 

differences (vs. the ecological process model of acculturation), and considers the culture 

of origin of the students (vs. the integrative risk and resilience model) and the temporary 

character of sojourners (vs. polyculturalism theory and theory of culture fusion). Despite 

these strengths, the general framework model has three main weaknesses when applying 

it to adolescent sojourners.  

First, the model fails to explain the whole experience of acculturation as 

adolescents are developmental organisms and their individual development co-occurs 

with the development of host-cultural behavioral engagement (Motti-Stefanidi et al., 

2012; Reitz et al., 2014; Sam, 2006; Titzmann & Lee, 2018). In fact, adolescent 

sojourners face both developmental (i.e. Adams & Berzonsky, 2003; Nurmi, 1991) and 

acculturative immigration-related challenges (Phinney et al., 2001). Although through the 

acculturative perspective of the model and this dissertation, we are able to explain the 

special development of these sojourners living abroad for a specific time, a developmental 

perspective to explain whether interindividual variations in the timing of acculturation, 

i.e. host-cultural behavioral engagement and adaptation are significant for adolescent 

sojourners abroad, is needed to avoid oversimplifications (Juang & Syed, 2019; Jugert & 

Titzmann, 2020; Sam & Oppedal, 2003). In this case, oversimplifications can emerge 
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from focusing solely on a migrant-specific model, which may exaggerate the differences 

between adolescent sojourners, non-sojourners, and host-nationals – which, in turn, may 

result in stigmatization and more cultural barriers (Fisher & Ragsdale, 2006; Jugert & 

Titzmann, 2017). Applying a developmental perspective exclusively, i.e. focusing solely 

on general patterns of normative development, may also imply oversimplifications as it 

ignores the risks and needs of adolescent sojourners (Jugert & Titzmann, 2017; Killen et 

al., 2013).  

To date, only few longitudinal studies with a sample of adolescents with a 

migration background address both of these challenges, i.e. acculturation and 

development, simultaneously (i.e. Motti-Stefanidi et al., 2012; Oppedal, 2006). A broader 

model that includes both acculturation and developmental processes would be necessary 

in future research to understand the experience abroad as a whole. Thus, the inclusion of 

a control group of adolescents that stay home and do not participate in a student exchange 

program may shed some light on both processes. Additionally, it may help to better 

understand similarities and differences between acculturation processes during the stay 

abroad vs. at home as non-sojourners may also be exposed to cultural diversity in their 

classrooms at home (Greischel et al., 2016; Kim, 2008; Schwarzenthal et al., 2017).  

Second, even though the general framework of acculturation addresses the role of 

the dominant group and its members, its notion of acculturation carries remnants of the 

assimilation school of thought of the unidimensional model. In fact, the model has a 

strong focus on the migrants and the changes of orientations, life patterns, and adaptation 

that they experience. Based on this model, the present thesis reproduces this assimilation 

perspective in two different ways as it focuses on the individual level of adolescent 

sojourners and on host-cultural behavioral engagement.  

On the one hand, the focus on the individual level of adolescent sojourners does 

not directly consider contextual factors of the host-culture. Values, norms, or 

multicultural policies, or acculturation expectations or attitudes of the host members are 

ignored which may have a strong impact on acculturation processes (e.g. Berry, 1997; 

Bourhis et al., 1997; Hendrickson, 2018; Navas et al., 2007; Pang, 2020; Quinton, 2020; 

Rienties & Nolan, 2014; Rienties & Tempelaar, 2018). In this sense, the distribution of 

the countries of destination with a heavier presence of the United States or Canada as 

chosen countries (Appendix A), makes it impossible to systematically assess to what 

extent characteristics of the host-country in terms of cultural distance (i.e. differences in 

the schooling systems, culture dimensions, etc.) moderated the observed contingencies 
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between host-cultural behavioral engagement and individual predictors and outcomes. 

Thus, future research is needed to gain a broader perspective. For example, the 

perspective of host-nationals such as students, teachers, and host-parents, and their 

acculturation expectations could be considered. Additionally, not only individual but also 

social and cultural development, such as indicators of the norms and values of the host-

culture or cultural distance between both cultures, could be included throughout the stay 

abroad of high school students. A more diverse sample with regard to the distribution of 

students across host-countries would also allow a comprehending investigation of host-

country effects. Moreover, the ecological and process model (Ward & Geeraert, 2016) 

and the integrative risk and resilience model (Suárez-Orozco et al., 2018) may provide an 

appropriate theoretical framework to make connections between macroscale processes, 

such as globalization and the internationalization of education, and individual level 

processes, such as individual attitudes, behaviors, values, identities, and psychological 

well-being and social functioning. Applying these models, it would be possible to analyze 

how globalization and internationalization of education impact the individual. 

On the other hand, the main focus on host-cultural behavioral engagement 

reinforces the idea of acculturation as a process that promotes the extinction of any form 

of home cultural identity in favor of an exclusively majority host cultural identity (as in 

the unidimensional model of acculturation). This focus also pushes home-cultural 

behavioral engagement to the background. Although the reason behind this focus on the 

behavioral engagement towards the host-culture is its importance for adolescent 

sojourners for completing international mobility tasks and developmental tasks, the 

findings also show the significance of the adolescents’ home-orientation in the 

development of host-cultural behavioral engagement (Chapters, 2, 3, and 4), loneliness 

(Chapter 3), and psychological adaptation abroad (Chapter 4). In this sense, research may 

also focus on the role of home-cultural behavioral engagement and home-attitudes for the 

engagement in a new culture and for the well-being and academic performance of high 

school students in the context of educational international mobility experiences. 

Third, the general framework of acculturation also assumes a horizontal hierarchy 

in power relations among groups, which is in direct contradiction to the mounting 

evidence of gender, racial, and ethnic disparities across the globe, which also can affect 

students abroad (Beiser, et al., 2001; Juang & Syed, 2019; Reitz & Banerjee, 2007). In 

fact, Berry et al. (2006) declared their apolitical and ahistorical intention as they sought 

“to avoid the extra baggage that often accompanies terms such as mainstream, majority, 
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dominant, minority, non-dominant and host society” (p.11). Without a critical 

examination of domination and institutionalized oppression and “a deeper understanding 

of social justice involved in formation and reformation of multiple identities of 

immigrants and their interactions with the dominant culture” (Ngo, 2008, p. 4), the 

general framework of acculturation may not be able to provide a holistic explanation of 

the reality that some high school students may be facing abroad, such as prejudices, and 

discrimination processes as reported by other authors (Juang & Syed, 2019; Motti-

Stefanidi et al. 2012; Oppedal, 2006; Safdar & Kosakowska-Berezecka, 2015; Titzmann 

& Lee, 2018; Ward et al., 2001).  

Intersectionality is defined as “the theoretical or analytical approach that 

simultaneously considers multiple categories of identity, difference, and inequality – such 

as gender, race, class, sexual orientation, disability, and religion, as well as others” (Else-

Quest & Hyde, 2016, p. 155). Adding intersectionality in acculturation research may 

allow to more precisely understand the acculturation processes by considering “how 

multiple minoritized identities interact and uniquely impact an individual’s experience” 

(Buchanan & Wiklund, 2020, p. 26). Thus, future investigation should consider the role 

of gender (in fact, Chapters 2, 3, and 4 identify gender differences in acculturation and 

adaptation) or race and ethnicity in the acculturation process as well as the interplay of 

these dimensions. For example, in an extension of Chapter 3, it would be interesting to 

test the possible moderating role that gender may have in the relationship between 

acculturation and loneliness, since loneliness is a variable traditionally associated with 

the female gender (Rokach, 2000, 2007), whereas some authors report better engagement 

with the host-culture in women (Yu & Wang, 2011). Future research may also focus on 

the interaction between acculturation and immigrant or non-immigrant background and 

its effects on loneliness and psychological adaptation. Previous research has already 

shown differences between immigrants of different backgrounds in terms of acculturation 

or intercultural competence (i.e. Hsiao & Wittig, 2008; Schwarzenthal et al., 2019). As 

about one in three high school students is of “immigrant background” in Germany 

(Statistisches Bundesamt, 2019), this aspect could be of great interest considering the 

sample of this study. 
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Limitations due to the implementation of the studies 

In addition to the exposed core limitations, Chapters 2, 3, and 4 presented some 

critical reflections that refer to details of the completed studies in terms of the sample, 

design, and instruments of the MAPS-Project. Specifically, it is necessary to highlight 

four aspects to be considered in future research projects.  

First, the nature of the sample – German high school students – does not allow the 

extension of the findings to other kinds of samples as acculturation is influenced by their 

characteristics (i.e. Motti-Stefanidi et al., 2012). Actually, it could be counterproductive 

to extend the findings as other nationalities (e.g. from not Western, educated, 

industrialized, rich and democratic, WEIRD, countries), ages, and migration possibilities 

may not include the same international mobility or developmental tasks or give them the 

same importance. As the international mobility tasks are meant to be achieved in a short 

period of time, the experience of acculturation of adolescent sojourners is predisposed to 

have positive attitudes towards the host-culture and to engage with it. As a result, high 

school students may be also inclined to avoid the home-culture, which, in turn, may lead 

to the formation of negative attitudes towards the home-culture during the stay abroad.  

College sojourners who participate in an exchange program share with adolescent 

sojourners the tasks of international mobility and the temporary exchange situation. 

Therefore, it would be expected to find similar results in such a population. However, the 

development of the acculturation process may differ between high school and college 

students because they have a different set of developmental tasks to accomplish 

(Hutteman et al., 2015). Permanent migrants and adolescents with a migrant background 

may not share such tasks and also do not have a time-limited stay, so that their 

acculturation process may flow differently as adolescent and college sojourners. Hence, 

more research is needed for understanding the generality of the presented results to other 

kinds of samples, such as college students, permanent migrants, and adolescents with a 

migration background. Future research should always consider the nature of the sample 

of study before formulating hypotheses.  

Second, future studies could extend the longitudinal design, including more fine-

grained measurement intervals as well as a greater number of waves. The transition when 

the adolescent sojourners come back home could be also included. Such extended designs 

may not only obtain crucial information about the establishment of host-cultural 

behavioral engagement, but it also could further disclose long-term effects of host-

cultural behavioral engagement on individual development, loneliness, and psychological 
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adaptation, and the reciprocal effects of these variables on host-cultural behavioral 

engagement (Richter et al., 2020).  

Third, another kind of measurement instrument may be developed and used or 

secondary sources of information – such as peers, host-family members, or teachers – 

may be included, as self-reporting and retrospective instruments may be biased since high 

school students may have unrealistic perceptions or false memories of their own behavior. 

This proposal might be especially important for measuring subjective acculturation 

norms, in particular for home-oriented acculturation norms, due to the low reliability of 

the instrument used in Chapter 2. An instrument that measures the heterogeneous nature 

of subjective acculturation norms is needed. 

Fourth and last, future research may include some indicators of sociocultural or 

academic adaptation. In Chapters 3 and 4, where I was engaged in research on outcomes 

of acculturation, I only focused on psychological adaptation leaving aside sociocultural 

and academic adaptation. It is necessary to investigate how the needed skills for achieving 

sociocultural and academic adaptation may be learnt through the close daily interaction 

between teachers, peers, and adolescent sojourners, as the national public school may 

constitute a natural arena for the training of sociocultural and academic adaptation (Sam 

& Oppedal, 2003). As far as adolescents are concerned, sociocultural and academic skills 

should be operationalized in terms of developmental tasks with different content as other 

ages and settings (Sam & Oppedal, 2003). They should focus more directly on education. 

All the presented limitations and recommendations are aimed at improving 

research on acculturation and adaptation of high school students abroad. Implementing 

more studies designed according to them will eventually enable a full understanding of 

the mechanisms, functions, and conditions of acculturation and adaptation. 

5.3 Practical implications 

Host-behavioral engagement is essential for adolescent sojourners to have a 

successful year abroad, in terms of achievement of international mobility tasks and 

developmental tasks of adolescence. As seen, it is also vital for their well-being and 

psychological adaptation abroad. Thus, my investigation has important implications for 

how adolescent sojourners could improve their host-cultural behavioral engagement and 

their psychological adaptation abroad and how parents, teachers, and student exchange 

organizations could help them and should deal with promoting host-cultural behavioral 

engagement and psychological adaptation of students abroad. However, additional 
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research following the indications of the previous section is necessary to confirm the 

relationships between variables proposed in this research. 

Confident that additional research would obtain similar results, supporting host- 

cultural behaviors – meeting natives, using the host language, and adapting behavior to 

the new country and its school system – is needed. This may be done through fostering 

positive host-oriented attitudes, declaring explicitly their expectations about the students’ 

behavior during the year abroad, and encouraging the development of the students’ 

multicultural self-efficacy before the students’ departure abroad. These strategies that 

students may learn through, for example, language and social skill courses, may lead to 

an initial, strong host-cultural behavioral engagement in the new country. In turn, the 

acquired host-cultural behavioral engagement will lead not only to the promotion of 

positive attitudes and perceptions, the development of a strong multicultural self-efficacy, 

and so on, but also to a direct reduction of loneliness and a better psychological adaptation 

abroad. 

Additionally, results have shown the possible detrimental effect of higher levels 

of home-cultural behavioral engagement on adolescent sojourners abroad. Therefore, 

encouraging a reflective approach to home-cultural behaviors – meeting fellow 

countrymen and countrywomen, using the mother tongue or maintaining learnt behavior 

in the origin country and its school system – may be a way to reduce the experience of 

loneliness. That kind of activities limit host-cultural behavioral engagement and, 

indirectly, increase the experience of loneliness. Especially during the advanced stay 

abroad (5–6 months), it is important to support high school students abroad, as such 

home-oriented behaviors influence the sojourners’ adaptation abroad negatively.  

Finally, it is important to make these students understand that feelings of 

loneliness and problems in psychologically adapting to the host-country are part of the 

experience abroad. Normalizing these types of negative feelings and not presenting the 

experience abroad exclusively as a honeymoon may help students to not develop feelings 

of guilt about them, to cope with them, or to ask for support if necessary. 

5.4 Conclusion 

Through engaging in a host-culture, a stay abroad can be beneficial for acquiring 

a global citizenship and expanding the transnational human capital of high school 

students, as well as autonomy and identity formation that characterize the developmental 

period of adolescence. The present research provides the first large-scale longitudinal 
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investigation of the conditions under which adolescent sojourners engage with a host-

culture and the results that such an engagement brings. By drawing on theory and research 

from cross-cultural, developmental, and social psychology, potential predictors and 

outcomes of host-cultural behavioral engagement were identified. Afterwards, they were 

tested in three empirical studies based on the data set MAPS, which included 1,225 high 

school students from Germany who participated in an exchange program. 

This thesis revealed that the configuration and development of the different 

dimensions (host- and home-culture orientations) and elements (attitudes and behaviors) 

of acculturation as proposed by the general framework of acculturation can be applied in 

exchange high school students. My dissertation showed how host-cultural behavioral 

engagement develops and interplays with other dimensions and elements of acculturation. 

The findings also revealed that host-cultural behavioral engagement is influenced by 

individual predictors, such as acculturation attitudes and norms, multicultural self-

efficacy, and personality, and by home-cultural behavioral engagement, but also may be 

influenced by psychological adaptation in the first weeks of the stay abroad. A higher 

level in host-cultural behavioral engagement can also improve the students’ 

psychological adaptation and reduce the experience of loneliness abroad.  

The findings help to shed light on an important life event in adolescence and 

connect to and expand on previous research from cross-cultural, developmental, and 

social psychology. They also offer many starting points for future research on 

acculturation. Building on them, practical implications for adolescent sojourners, their 

parents and teachers, and exchange organizations are provided. 

To conclude, I am confident I have contributed to the study of acculturation in 

general and in international mobility of high school students in particular. I hope future 

research may build on these findings and consider further individual and contextual 

factors that may influence mobile individuals’ experience abroad and facilitate their 

psychological adaptation.  
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Appendix A Distribution of destination countries at t0 

 

Destination Country  Frequency Percent 

USA 519 42.4 

Canada 129 10.5 

Ireland 55 4.5 
New Zealand 43 3.5 

Australia 42 3.4 

United Kingdom 40 3.3 
Costa Rica 34 2.8 

Brazil 31 2.5 

Argentina 29 2.4 
Mexico 25 2.0 

Chile 24 2.0 

France 20 1.6 

Finland 17 1.4 
South Africa 15 1.2 

Norway 14 1.1 

Spain 13 1.1 
China 12 1.0 

Japan 10 0.8 

Taiwan 10 0.8 
Peru 9 0.7 

Colombia 8 0.7 

Estonia 8 0.7 

Sweden 8 0.7 
India 7 0.6 

Italy 7 0.6 

Russia 7 0.6 
Ecuador 6 0.5 

Panama 6 0.5 

Thailand 5 0.4 
Bolivia 4 0.3 

Malaysia 4 0.3 

Paraguay 4 0.3 
Uruguay 4 0.3 

Belgium 3 0.2 

Bosnia Herzegowina 3 0.2 

Hong Kong 3 0.2 
Portugal 3 0.2 

Azerbaijan 2 0.2 

Denmark 2 0.2 
Dominican Republic 2 0.2 

Philippines 2 0.2 

Vietnam 2 0.2 
Armenia 1 0.1 

Bulgary 1 0.1 

Croatia 1 0.1 

Czech Republic 1 0.1 
Hungary 1 0.1 

Iceland 1 0.1 

Indonesia 1 0.1 
Latvia 1 0.1 

Lithuania 1 0.1 

Poland 1 0.1 
Romania 1 0.1 

Slovakia 1 0.1 

Switzerland 1 0.1 
The Netherlands 1 0.1 

Venezuela 1 0.1 

Missing 19 1.6 

Total 1225 100.0 
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Deutsche Zusammenfassung 

Hintergrund: In einer globalisierten Welt ist die internationale Bildungsmobilität von 

Gymnasiumstudierenden ein wichtiges Instrument zur Verbesserung der 

Weltbürgerschaft und des transnationalen Humankapitals junger Menschen, die 

wiederum für das Funktionieren in modernen Gesellschaften, die Überwindung 

potenzieller kultureller Barrieren und die Bekämpfung von Diskriminierung unerlässlich 

sind. Aus der Perspektive der Jugendlichen bedeutet das Eintauchen in eine neue Kultur 

wesentliche Veränderungen in ihrem Ökosystem und bietet ihnen viele einzigartige 

Erfahrungen und Möglichkeiten, Autonomie zu erlangen und ihre Identität zu formen. 

Allerdings sind sie auch mit einer Reihe von bedeutenden Herausforderungen 

konfrontiert, die nachweislich ihre psychologische Anpassung beeinflussen und sie einem 

besonderen Risiko aussetzen, Einsamkeit zu erleben. Das host-cultural behavioral 

engagement ist ein wichtiges Instrument für die erfolgreiche Absolvierung und den 

Gewinn aus der internationalen Mobilität, das hilft, sich an das neue Land anzupassen 

und die möglichen negativen Auswirkungen dieser Herausforderungen zu reduzieren. 

Mein Dissertation zielt darauf ab, den Prozess von host-cultural behavioral engagement 

zu untersuchen, wobei ich mich auf seine Beziehung zu anderen 

Akkulturationsdimensionen (z.B. home-cultural behavioral engagement) und -elementen 

(z.B. Einstellungen), seine Entwicklung, individuelle und psychologische Prädiktoren 

und Auswirkungen auf die psychologische Adaptation und die wahrgenommene 

Einsamkeit junger Menschen im neuen Land konzentriere. 

Methode: Ich analysierte Daten aus den ersten vier Wellen des sechswelligen 

Längsschnittprojekts „MAPS - Mobility and Acculturation Experiences of Students“ mit 

Hilfe von Wachstumskurvenmodellen und crossed-lagged panel models in R. Insgesamt 

wurden 1.225 deutsche Gymnasiumstudierenden, die sich im Schuljahr 2016/17 im 

Ausland aufhielten, in die Analysen einbezogen. 

Ergebnisse: Die Analysen weisen die Konfiguration und die Entwicklung der 

verschiedenen Dimensionen und Elemente der Akkulturation in einer Stichprobe von 

Gymnasiumstudierenden im Ausland. Host-cultural behavioral engagement wird durch 

individuelle Prädiktoren, wie z.B. Akkulturationseinstellungen und -normen, 

multikulturelle Selbstwirksamkeit und Persönlichkeit, und durch home-cultural 

behavioral engagement, aber auch durch psychologische Adaptation in den ersten 

Wochen des Auslandsaufenthalts beeinflusst. Ein höheres Maß an home-cultural 
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behavioral engagement kann auch die psychologische Adaptation der Studierenden 

verbessern und das Erleben von Einsamkeit im Ausland reduzieren. 

Fazit: Die Befunde beleuchten ein wichtiges Lebensereignis im Erwachsenwerden, 

knüpfen an frühere Forschungen an und erweitern diese. Darüber hinaus bieten sie viele 

Ansatzpunkte für zukünftige Forschung zur Akkulturation. Darauf aufbauend werden 

praktische Implikationen für jugendliche Auslandsreisende, ihre Eltern und Lehrer sowie 

für Austauschorganisationen gegeben. 
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Resumen en español 

Antecedentes: En un mundo globalizado, la movilidad internacional de los estudiantes 

de secundaria es un instrumento importante para adquirir la ciudadanía global y mejorar 

su capital humano transnacional, lo que, a su vez, resulta necesario para funcionar en las 

sociedades modernas, superar posibles barreras culturales y combatir la discriminación. 

Desde la perspectiva de los adolescentes, la inmersión en una nueva cultura implica 

cambios sustanciales en sus sistemas ecológicos y les ofrece muchas experiencias y 

oportunidades únicas para alcanzar autonomía y formar su identidad. Sin embargo, 

también se enfrentan a una serie de retos que, según se ha demostrado, afectan a su 

adaptación psicológica y les hacen correr un riesgo especial de experimentar sentimientos 

de soledad. Host-cultural behavioral engagement es un instrumento importante para 

completar con éxito y sacar provecho de la movilidad internacional, ayudando a adaptarse 

al nuevo país y reduciendo el posible efecto negativo de esos retos. Mi proyecto de 

doctorado pretende examinar el proceso de host-cultural behavioral engagement, 

centrándose en su relación con otras dimensiones (ej. el home-cultural behavioral 

engagement) y elementos (ej. actitudes) de aculturación, su desarrollo, sus predictores 

individuales y psicológicos y sus efectos sobre la adaptación psicológica y la soledad 

percibida de los jóvenes en el nuevo país. 

Método: Se analizan los datos de las primeras cuatro olas del proyecto longitudinal de 

seis olas MAPS - Mobility and Acculturation Experiences of Students utilizando modelos 

de curva de crecimiento y modelos de cross-lagged panel en R. La muestra se compone 

de un total de 1.225 estudiantes de secundaria alemanes que permanecieron en el 

extranjero durante el año escolar 2016/17. 

Resultados: Los análisis revelan la configuración y el desarrollo de las diferentes 

dimensiones y elementos de la aculturación en una muestra de estudiantes de secundaria 

en el extranjero. Host-cultural behavioral engagement está influido por predictores 

individuales, como las actitudes y normas de aculturación, la autoeficacia multicultural y 

la personalidad, por home-cultural behavioral engagement, así como por la adaptación 

psicológica en las primeras semanas de la estancia en el extranjero. Un mayor nivel de 

host-cultural behavioral engagement puede mejorar la adaptación psicológica de los 

estudiantes y reducir la experiencia de soledad en el extranjero. 

Conclusión: Los resultados arrojan luz sobre un importante acontecimiento vital en la 

adolescencia y conectan con investigaciones anteriores y las amplían, además de ofrecer 
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muchos puntos de partida para futuras investigaciones sobre la aculturación. A partir de 

ellos, se ofrecen implicaciones prácticas para los adolescentes que viajan al extranjero, 

sus padres y profesores, y las organizaciones de intercambio.  
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